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COMMENTARY BY DANIEL J. CURRAN
PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON
A gift of faith
The Chapel of the Immaculate Conception powerfully symbolizes who we are — a great Catholic university. It is the 
spiritual heart of our campus and an icon of our faith.
As we celebrate the 250th anniversary of the birth of Blessed William Joseph Chaminade, founder of the Marianists, 
I invite alumni and friends to honor all the brothers, priests 
and sisters who selflessly devoted their lives to building this 
University.
Let’s make a bold statement to celebrate their legacy. To-
gether, let’s raise $12 million in private support to renovate and 
expand the most beautiful and sacred building on campus. It’s 
the perfect way to celebrate our heritage, renew our commit-
ment to our Catholic, Marianist identity — and to thank the 
Marianists.
Historically, the chapel has always been a work in progress. 
Over the years, it’s been repaired, redecorated, retouched. In-
credibly, we’ve never spent more than $100,000 at any one 
time on its upkeep since it was built for $40,000 in 1869. 
Now we need to reinvest in this sacred building — in this 
place that holds such special meaning for the campus commu-
nity and our alumni. 
Jeff Gonya ’95 got down on one knee in front of the cha-
pel doors and proposed to Leslie Rosell ’94 on a Good Friday. 
Like many alumni, they got married in the chapel. After hear-
ing me talk about the chapel renovation and expansion proj-
ect at the annual alumni awards dinner, they hand-delivered 
a $10,000 check — a testament to their faith in the chapel’s 
powerful legacy. 
I remember feeling right at home when I heard the soar-
ing refrain of “We Are Called” during a Mass on the first day of 
my presidency in 2002. Since then, I’ve shared sorrowful mo-
ments with students when a classmate dies and celebrations 
when another group takes part in a commitment ceremony, 
promising to live out our Marianist ideals of community, in-
clusivity and faith. Between meetings, I sometimes enter the 
chapel’s always-open doors for a moment of calm reflection. 
It’s a sanctuary. 
We cherish this building. Brother Ray Fitz, S.M., my pre-
decessor, calls the chapel “a touchstone” and a reminder of “the deep connection this University has to the sacred.” We 
need to preserve and strengthen that.
It’s time to make a substantial investment, one that will serve the worship needs of future generations. The chapel 
needs to be expanded and renovated to allow for a wider range of liturgy and special rituals, in accordance with the 
guidelines of the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops. We will be sensitive to the original architecture, retaining the 
chapel’s familiar massive wooden front doors, towering dome, brick exterior and many original pieces of religious art. 
(See story on Page 35.) 
Much of the current interior furnishings are makeshift. For instance, the chapel lacks a permanent and prominent 
baptismal font. Claire and I recently made a leadership gift to the University, of which a portion will fund a baptismal 
font in a new, highly visible gathering space in the entryway. We want to be part of the renovation of this landmark 
campus building, and we hope you will join us.
The Chapel of the Immaculate Conception will be a tribute to what a community of faith can build with courage, 
vision, support and prayer. 
This is our time.
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LETTERS
CAN YOU SEE ME NOW? 
As always, I really enjoyed the Winter 
2010-11 edition of University of Dayton Maga-
zine, especially my old friend and colleague 
Tom Columbus’ Tuscany article and your 
Parting Words about class notes.
But your parting words, just like the 
class notes themselves, were in a tiny font, 
tinier than my no longer 20/20 eyes wanted 
to endure. Are my eyes failing fast, or have 
class notes always been so microscopic? I 
hope in future issues we senior alum/read-
ers yell “Yippee!” when we see bigger fonts 
describing the larger achievements of our 
graying, visually challenged classmates.
—JOHN KUEHN ’70
DAYTON
Editor’s note: Among the many blessings for 
which the magazine staff is grateful is the volume 
of class notes that alumni send each issue. They also 
create competing priorities — print size vs. getting 
them all in. But we hear you, Mr. Kuehn, and you 
are not the only one pushed by class notes to thumb 
through the phone book for a good optometrist. Be-
ginning with this issue, we have set the notes in an 
ever-so-slightly larger font. Such a small change 
adds to the length, but I hope it will also leave 
optometrists’ calendars open for more golf this 
spring. If readers like this decision, we hope they 
will express their approval by sending what all 
alumni want in greater abundance, class notes for 
the next issue. — MJD
A PROCESSION 
On Oct. 30, 2010, Lt. Kevin Quinn of the 
Dayton Fire Department passed away while 
on duty at the regional dispatch center. As an 
executive board member of the International 
Association of Firefighters Local 136, I want 
to thank the University of Dayton commu-
nity on behalf of Local 136 for the outpouring 
of support during this difficult time.    
Hundreds of firefighters from across 
the state and nation mustered and formed 
a parade-like procession at the UD athletic 
fields. Escorting the fire engine carrying 
Lt. Quinn, they marched on Stewart Street, 
then through the entryway arch and over 
part of the campus on Nov. 3, 2010, en route 
to Holy Angels, where Lt. Quinn attended 
school and was a lifelong parishioner. Every 
person along the route stood reverently as the 
procession passed.
Members of UD police, parking services 
and facilities assisted us greatly in preparing 
for the funeral by providing parking for at-
tendees and securing adjacent streets. Also, 
UD photography students voluntarily docu-
mented the procession and ceremony for us.
Thank you.
—SEAN W. ENGLERT ’93
DAYTON
Have thoughts about what you read this issue?
PLEASE SEND YOUR LETTERS TO: 
University of Dayton Magazine
300 College Park 
Dayton, OH 45469-2963
magazine-letters@udayton.edu
Please include your city and state. Indicate whether you wish 
your e-mail address printed. Letters should not exceed 300 
words. University of Dayton Magazine may edit for clarity and 
brevity. Opinions expressed are those of the letter writers and 
not necessarily of this publication nor the University of Dayton.
The 
Chapel of the 
Immaculate 
Conception 
will be a 
tribute to what 
a community of 
faith can build 
with courage, 
vision, support 
and prayer. 
KNOW THYSELF
In a strange way, I have marked the 
passage of time by how the Class of 1967’s 
class notes have marched to the first 
page. However, the Winter 2010-11 issue 
really took me back in time, all the way 
to 1966. The student in the photo on the 
outside back page cover at the Stuart Hall 
mailboxes is me. 
The madras shirt and tan pants was 
my uniform of the day during my junior year as a mechanical engineering technology 
student. My wife Judy of 29 years commented “What a geek!” If you look closely at the 
reflection in the mailbox windows, one could almost see my pocket protector.
—CARL WILLIAMS ’67
LITTLETON, CO.
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CONVERSATION PIECES
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“I am an expert in the Disney High School Musical trilogy. I know every song. I know 
the dance moves, the whole bit. ... If they needed a double for Zac Efron in one of those 
things, I’d be able to do it.”
—UD MEN’S BASKETBALL COACH BRIAN GREGORY, FATHER OF TWO GIRLS, RESPONDING TO AN 
INTERVIEWER’S REQUEST TO NAME SOMETHING ABOUT HIMSELF THAT WOULD SURPRISE OTHERS
But will they replace 
spray-painted sheets?
KENNEDY UNION
Kennedy Union has a new look 
thanks to digital signage. Though 
the message board medium has 
changed, alumni visiting during 
Reunion Weekend June 10-12 will 
recognize the message — clubs, 
sports, application deadlines and 
cap-and-gown information, the 
daily rhythms of college life.
Turn-offs
STUDENT NEIGHBORHOOD
Students have another report 
card to worry about — one that 
grades energy use. Residents in 
the student neighborhoods are 
receiving statements showing 
utility usage; how it compares 
to the residence’s historical data 
and what the bill would be if the 
costs weren’t already included 
in the housing fee. A survey by 
engineering students has shown 
that 48 percent of students 
acknowledged their first grade 
prompted them to change their 
energy usage. Through the first 
three months of the program, the 
University has avoided $9,000 in 
utility costs.
Eco-chic
ARTSTREET
Spring fashion took an eco-
conscious turn again on campus 
March 19 with the second ArtStreet 
Runway Challenge. For the 
competition, students design 
clothes with a twist — the outfits 
must be wearable creations made  
of recyclable, repurposed and 
unconventional materials, or 
students can create a new look out 
of tired, old clothing. Pre-med 
major Layne Perkowitz, last year’s 
winner, fashioned an outfit from 
a thrift store dress and squares cut 
from aluminum cans, modeled by 
friend Leah Stamp ’13, above. 
“I’ve never heard an engineer say, ‘I don’t like numbers.’”
—SENIOR ENGINEERING STUDENT ALI HASHEMI, RESPONDING TO HIS 
PROFESSOR’S SUGGESTION TO USE VISUALS TO EXPLAIN HIS COMPLICATED 
MATHEMATICAL EQUATIONS
Living well, looking good and doing right
‘Byzantine’
WEST AFRICA
Art produced on campus is 
playing a role in international 
diplomacy. “Byzantine,” made on 
campus in 2009, hangs today in 
the U.S. ambassador’s residence 
in Yaoundé, Cameroon, through 
the ART in Embassies program. 
Seven teenage Blue Sky Project 
participants collaborated with 
Baltimore artist Katherine Mann to 
create the 31-foot wall mural. Each 
summer, Blue Sky Project brings 
five highly accomplished artists 
from around the world to campus, 
groups them with 40 area high 
school students and supports them 
on the way to one not-so-simple 
goal — collaborate to make great 
art.
African house
36 EVANSTON
As UD’s international profile grows, 
students from all over the world 
are increasingly the ones doing 
the welcoming in our famously 
hospitable student neighborhood. 
36 Evanston, for example, is home 
this year to students from Malawi, 
Ghana, Cameroon, Togo and 
Congo. They call it the “African 
house,” says resident Lawrence 
Kondowe, a junior economics 
major from Malawi. “I met more 
friends than I expected. ... We can 
go to their porches, they can come 
to our porches. ... It’s like a big 
community.”
Flyer love
CMM 461
Students in a public relations class 
are putting what they love about 
UD into 90-second clips to help 
invite alumni back for Reunion 
Weekend this summer. On the 
line for them is a grade from their 
professor and a cash prize, the 
winner determined by alumni 
voting. Organizers expect the 
videos to be posted on Facebook for 
voting by early April, so watch for 
messages in your e-mail or through 
Facebook and Twitter. Vote early 
and often for your favorites.
Not for sale
OHIO SENATE BILL 235
Very little got done in Ohio’s 
post-election, lame-duck session 
in late 2010, but lawmakers found 
common ground on an issue 
members of the UD community 
have been pushing for more than 
a year. As UD professor Mark 
Ensalaco and Theresa Flores ’07 
— who was herself trafficked as a 
teenager — looked on, outgoing 
Gov. Ted Strickland signed into law 
a bill making human trafficking 
a stand-alone felony in Ohio. It 
won’t end the practice Ensalaco 
calls “modern-day slavery,” but it 
creates a stronger legal framework 
to protect its victims and punish 
offenders.
Autopia
SOLARROADWAYS.COM
Wired magazine’s “Autopia” 
section caught our eye when it 
featured Scott Brusaw ’88, who 
is trying to turn a bright idea 
he had while gardening into a 
design for the nation’s future 
energy grid. National media 
from CNN to Discovery Channel 
have been curious enough to do 
reports, and the Federal Highway 
Administration provided funding 
to build a prototype. Viability is the 
question. Brusaw’s ambitious plan 
is to replace the nation’s concrete 
and asphalt roadways and parking 
lots with a solar-panel surface and 
funnel the energy produced to 
nearby homes and businesses.
“I’m not going to Daytona. Why would I when I’m  
from California?”
FIRST-YEAR STUDENT MARY ASHCRAFT, TELLING FLYER NEWS 
WHETHER SHE’S “HAPPY WITH [HER] DAYTONA HOTEL ASSIGNMENT”
“May we be as faithful to the challenge in our day and age as Chaminade was 
 to his challenge in his day and age.”
—FATHER JIM FITZ, S.M., RECTOR, DURING CHAMINADE DAY MASS AT RECPLEX JAN. 22;  
THE MASS KICKED OFF A YEARLONG CELEBRATION OF THE 250TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE BIRTH OF 
BLESSED WILLIAM JOSEPH CHAMINADE, MARIANIST FOUNDER
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MISSIONS, MARTYRS 
AND AMERICAN CULTURE ...   
ASK A MARIANIST
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Brother Erik Otiende, S.M. ’10 recently returned to Nairobi, Kenya, after more than two years at UD in the educational leadership master’s 
program. He previously taught secondary school in Zambia. In Nairobi, he is working in the formation house, where brothers who have made 
their first vows live while attending college. It is the same house where Otiende spent his early years as a Marianist.
For our next issue, ask Marianist Educational Associate AMY LOPEZ-MATTHEWS ’86, director of student life and Kennedy Union. MEAs go through a program of 
formation in the Marianist educational tradition and make formal commitments to work with others to build the Catholic and Marianist character of their universities.  
E-MAIL YOUR QUESTION TO: MAGAZINE@UDAYTON.EDU.
What do you think is the most important 
ministry the Marianists in Nairobi do, and 
can you tell us a little about the makeup of 
the Marianist family in Nairobi?   
—SISTER LAURA LEMING, F.M.I.
UD PROFESSOR
All the ministries in Nairobi and 
the Region of Eastern Africa are 
very important because all of our 
ministries are options for the poor. 
We have schools that provide good 
education to the poor, the Maria 
House for single mothers, a kin-
dergarten for their vulnerable kids 
and technical schools that empow-
er youth who cannot afford to go to 
universities. All these ministries 
allow the poor to gain their voices 
and positions in the society; thus 
all these ministries are important.
In Nairobi we have both reli-
gious Marianists and the lay Mari-
anists; so far, we haven’t been 
blessed by the presence of Marian-
ist sisters, so somehow the family 
is not complete, so to speak.
How can we, as UD students, be involved 
in supporting your mission?
—DANIELA R. ABREO
UD FIFTH-YEAR SENIOR
Some UD students have 
been generous with 
their time and have 
come to do voluntary 
work here with our 
projects and in our 
schools. I also 
know some who 
save money and 
send it for spon-
sorship of kids 
here. I think that is how you and 
other UD students can be involved. 
Is there any memory of Brother Roman 
Wishinski’s service and murder in Africa? 
Why isn’t he considered a martyr?
—C. W. GRENNAN ’57
ORANGE, CALIF.
The Region of Eastern Africa still 
remembers and appreciates the 
seed that was sown by Brother Ro-
man Wishinski and other Marian-
ists who first came to Africa, but 
the issue of martyrdom and saint-
hood is considered in the church 
only when the cause of death is a 
matter of faith and not just a civil 
war in the country. Brother Roman 
was killed in Nigeria’s Biafra War. 
This war and the perpetrators of 
this war did not target him because 
of what he believed in.
What change have you noticed in yourself 
since the first time you served people in 
need?
—RAFAEL CARBONELL
UD FIRST-YEAR STUDENT
In serving people in need, we share 
our talents and resources with 
them. Thus, we uplift them. For 
me, serving in any way gives me 
joy and peace of heart, especially 
when the people I am serving are 
in great need. Once I did voluntary 
work in the hospital, and since 
then I have appreciated my health 
more than ever before. 
What disappoints you most about the 
American culture?
—STEVE SHIPARSKI ’88
FINDLAY, OHIO
I wouldn’t say that something dis-
appoints me. Each culture is valu-
able to the people practicing it. 
However, a few things here and 
there were shocking to see and 
hear. I was shocked by the idea 
of suing. People have become so 
money-minded so as you can-
not help each other for fear of be-
ing sued. There is also too much 
wastage in the U.S. because some 
people don’t care much about how 
they use what they have. 
What countries have missions staffed 
by Marianists from the American prov-
ince? Do other provinces also have 
missionaries?
—ERNEST AVELLAR ’49
HAYWARD, CALIF.
The Marianists of the United 
States had lots of missions: 
District of India, Region of 
Eastern Africa, Region of Korea, 
Mexico, Ireland, Japan and the 
Philippines. Notice I generalized 
“United States” because, when the 
brothers began the missions, there 
were five U.S. provinces: St. Louis, 
Cincinnati, Pacific, New York and 
Meribah. Now there are only two, 
the United States and Meribah.
The U.S. province still has mis-
sions in the Philippines, India, 
Mexico and Ireland. The regions of 
Korea and Eastern Africa have both 
become independent. Other prov-
inces have missions. For example, 
the province of France has mis-
sions in Ivory Coast and both Con-
gos. Currently, we have Marianists 
working in countries that are not 
their homeland; I guess they can be 
called missionaries in that sense. 
As Marianists, we are all missionar-
ies according to our founder Blessed 
William Joseph Chaminade, but 
that will be a topic for another time.
Did your experience in Dayton give you 
any new ways of looking at things? 
—FATHER DAVE FLEMING, S.M.
UD PROFESSOR
I think if we are open to growth 
and God’s graces around us, any 
experience in life gives us new ways 
of looking at things. UD being an 
international university allowed 
me not only to mingle with people 
from all walks of life but also to 
share my culture with them and to 
experience theirs. My stay in Day-
ton connected me to a bigger world 
and not just the United States of 
America.
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If first-year music education major Emily Gatlin 
had missed her very first University class — an  
8 a.m. course, no less — her professor might have 
understood. She and members of Eleventh Hour, an  
a cappella group at Kettering (Ohio) Fairmont High 
School, had just spent 2 ½ weeks in Los Angeles 
competing in the NBC reality show The Sing Off.
The group lasted two episodes, and Gatlin 
was back in time for that first class with tips for 
anyone who wants to sing in front of a crowd 
— even if it’s just the 10 people at your local 
karaoke bar:
1. Find that happy place You 
might be trying to entertain a crowd, but 
you can’t worry too much about it. “I 
don’t think about all of the people out 
in the audience,” Gatlin said. “I’m just 
somewhere else when I’m singing.”
2. Fake it ’til you make it It’s 
okay to be nervous, Gatlin said, but if 
you project an air of confidence, no one 
will notice your jitters. “You learn to just 
smile, especially when you know you’re on 
camera.”
3. More on that smiling thing 
Gatlin said that when her friends watched the 
show, they spotted her easily because of the 
big grin on her face. “Some people would be 
making faces, and I would be like, ‘Whee! I’m 
on national television!’”
4. Be prepared “Don’t go to your audition 
not knowing what to expect,” she said. “In our 
case, it was to have three songs prepared. We 
drilled those three songs so we knew them like 
the backs of our hands.”
5. Hook ’em Highlight your unique 
qualities. The other groups on the show 
consisted of professionals or college students, 
so Eleventh Hour used its youth to its 
advantage. One judge called the group the 
“real life version of Glee,” in reference to the 
Fox program about a high school choir.
Missed The Sing Off and want to hear more? 
Eleventh Hour records a CD each year that’s 
available on iTunes. The latest is called Electrify. 
Videos of the group’s performances can be 
found at http://www.nbc.com/sing-off/.
—Shannon Shelton Miller
How to keep ’em 
coming back  
for more 
Amanda Pfriem ’11 is the marketing 
manager at Flyer Enterprises’ ArtStreet Café division, 
which pulled in more than $180,000 in revenue last 
fiscal year selling paninis, wraps and more. Her tips for 
getting customers in the door: 
1. Solitaire is a card game, not 
a strategy Pfriem relies on a team of marketing 
volunteers for ideas, legwork and energy. They come 
from different majors, and she plays to their strengths. 
When new additions made the menu impossible to 
navigate, for example, she turned to three art students 
for a major redesign. 
2. Be neighborly Pfriem’s core customer 
base lives within one or two blocks of the café. She 
regularly sends her marketing team “Ghettostorming,” 
blanketing the south student neighborhood with 
coupons, fliers and other promotions. 
3. Don’t 
reinvent the 
wheel Tried-and-
true methods won’t 
win innovation awards, 
but if they work, why 
quibble? The café’s buy-
10-get-one-free punch 
cards, afternoon happy 
hour specials and such 
keep customers coming 
back for the best deals.
4. Let nature 
take its course 
Is there anything more 
beautiful than a college 
campus on a spring day? 
When the weather’s nice, the 
staff throws open the doors 
and turns up the music. Creature comforts like hot 
cocoa dominate winter marketing.
5. Get back to basics Pfriem’s real secret 
weapons aren’t so secret: great customer service, 
positive attitudes and an upbeat staff. “We want 
people to feel good when they’re here,” she said. “We 
have regulars, and we know their orders.” And that 
keeps them coming back.
—Matthew Dewald
How to sing in front of 
8 million people
Pfriem
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News from campus and beyond
FLIGHT DECK
Media Hits
The plan to build a 
$25 million townhouse-
style complex for students 
was front-page news in 
the Dayton Daily News. 
The announcement re-
ceived widespread cover-
age in local media outlets, 
including Dayton Busi-
ness Journal and local 
television and radio.
For more media hits,
see http://delicious
.com/udnews.
Brown Street buzz
In search of more student housing 50 years ago, the 
University leased a decommissioned tuberculosis hos-
pital seven miles away and called it West Campus. 
Today, the University isn’t even going west of 
Brown Street. With a vote in January, the board of 
trustees paved the way for construction of a $25 million 
apartment-style residential development along the 
block of Brown Street formerly occupied by Caldwell 
Street Center and Frank Z Chevrolet dealership.
Yes, formerly. The structures were demolished to 
develop six acres for apartments for 427 upperclassmen 
and some international students. 
Design concepts show a townhouse-style façade 
with the same amenities and architectural features 
common to the student houses in the adjacent neigh-
borhood. A spacious courtyard will connect the five 
buildings. Renderings are available in a photo album 
posted on the magazine’s Facebook page (facebook 
.com/udmagazine).
At that same January meeting, trustees also ap-
proved the final phase of a $3 million renovation to the 
second floor of College Park Center for classrooms and 
faculty offices for the visual arts department. A new art 
gallery is also under way.
More than 800 worshippers packed RecPlex Jan. 22 for the Chaminade Day Mass, the opening event in the 
University’s yearlong celebration of the 250th anniversary of the Blessed William Joseph Chaminade’s birth. 
The extraordinary life of the Marianist founder is a testament to perseverance. During his 89 years, Chami-
nade survived the Reign of Terror during the French Revolution, sometimes hiding under washtubs and in 
barrels to escape soldiers searching homes of the faithful. He spent 
three years in exile in Spain and returned to Bordeaux to establish a 
lay Sodality to help re-Christianize France. In 1817, he founded the 
Society of Mary.
Father Jim Fitz, S.M., reflected on themes of darkness and light in 
his homily and said Chaminade’s experiences during the darkest years 
of the French Revolution enabled him to write in graphic detail about 
the grim state of a world without faith.
“But Chaminade did not curse the darkness,” Fitz said. “Instead he 
became a source of light. Those who knew Chaminade could say with 
the prophet Isaiah: ‘The people who walked in darkness have seen a great light.’
“What was that light? For Chaminade, it was to create communities of faith that would transform society — 
that would show that the Gospel could be lived in all of its letter and spirit in his day, in his age.”
The 2011 Marianist Heritage Celebration continued two days later in the Kennedy Union lobby with the dedi-
cation of the banner displayed in St. Peter’s Square in Rome during Chaminade’s beatification in 2000. 
In February, an exhibition of artwork from Dayton-area Marianists graced Roesch Library, and Father 
Martin Solma, S.M. ’71 delivered the Marianist Heritage Lecture on his 
experiences ministering to the poor in Africa. 
More events are planned as Chaminade Year continues through 
Jan. 22, 2012. For more information, see http://www.udayton.edu/rector/ 
chaminade250/.
—Shannon Shelton Miller
A Marianist reflects 
on his time in Africa
It’s hard to live and work with 
the poor, Father Martin Solma, 
S.M. ’71 admitted to the audience 
of his 2011 Marianist lecture in 
the Kennedy Union east ballroom 
Feb. 7.
He should know.
Solma, provincial for the Mar-
ianist Province of 
the U.S., has min-
istered to the poor 
in eastern Africa 
for more than 25 
years. The title of 
his lecture was 
“Marianist Education: An Act of 
Social Justice,” and its substance 
drew on lessons Solma learned 
in his more than 12 years with 
the Marianist-run primary school 
Our Lady of Nazareth in Nairobi, 
Kenya.
Solma recalled his arrival in 
Nigeria in 1982, when he strug-
gled to stop complaining about 
the roads and thinking about 
McDonald’s. “It took me about 
18 months,” Solma said.
“All of that seems very long 
ago to me now. And I marvel at 
how much I did not know and 
how much I had to learn.”
Solma said his years over-
seas have been devoted to “ap-
preciating different cultures and 
different ways of being human,” 
which, he admitted, is far harder 
than he imagined.
—Emanuel Cavallaro ’07
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An iPhone application that walks 
the faithful through the sacrament of 
confession received the church’s im-
primatur by Bishop Kevin Rhoades 
of the Diocese of Fort Wayne-South 
Bend, Ind., according to the app’s 
Father, forgive me, but there’s an app for that
Indiana developer.
A Vatican spokesperson later 
clarified, “I must stress to avoid all 
ambiguity, under no circumstances is 
it possible to ‘confess by iPhone.’” 
That spokesperson’s anxiety was 
Scan 
the 
code 
with 
explored by Vincent Miller, Gudorf 
Chair in Catholic Theology and Culture 
at UD in “Imprimaturs, Sacraments and 
Cyberspace,” an editorial published 
in America magazine.
“We are, perhaps, the first gen-
eration alive that can really act on the 
perennial desire to flee our flesh,” 
Miller wrote. “His anxiety is the same 
one we feel watching our children 
silently text their friends while sitting 
with us.”
your mobile device to see 
renderings and photos 
of the demolition.
Solma
Celebrating Chaminade
The banner hanging in St. Peter’s Square in Rome during the beatification of the Blessed William Joseph 
Chaminade, founder of the Society of Mary, hangs in Kennedy Union as the University joins in the celebration of 
the 250th anniversary of Chaminade’s birth.
Scan the code 
with your mo-
bile device for 
more informa-
tion about the 
celebration.
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The mind reader
Millions of users post their statuses on Facebook ev-
ery day. Dan Hurlburt ’13 sees a future where a computer 
might just check your face to get your status.
Hurlburt, who landed an internship 
with the UD Research Institute’s Signa-
ture Science Lab at the end of his freshman 
year, is helping research a method of using 
Photon-X cameras to read a person’s emotional state by 
detecting tiny changes in facial muscles.
“That allows us to closely examine the tiniest little 
movements on an individual’s face, potentially reveal-
ing their emotional intent,” said Hurlburt, a psychology 
major. 
Cat and mouse
Blackmail. Dark secrets. Conversations about mur-
der over dinner. Nobody did them 
better than Alfred Hitchcock.
And almost nobody has 
watched as much Hitchcock as 
Jim McDevitt ’96. He and a bud-
dy watched a Hitchcock movie 
a week for a year in 2006 and 
wrote an account of it, A Year 
of Hitchcock, which will be out 
in paperback in October.
In late February, McDevitt 
was on campus hosting a Hitch-
cock double-feature — Rope 
(1948) and Strangers on a 
Train (1951) — as part of ArtStreet’s Friday Film Series. 
Both films share actor Farley Granger playing a reluc-
tant participant in a murder plot. And, yes, both featured 
conversations about murder over dinner.
McDevitt’s top-five Hitchcock movies of all time?
1. North by Northwest (1959)
2. Strangers on a Train
3. Shadow of a Doubt (1943)
4. Foreign Correspondent (1940)
5. Rear Window (1954)
And how did McDevitt spend Oscar night two days 
later? Fresh from the Xavier game at UD Arena, flying 
back home to Bethlehem, Pa. No word on the topic of 
his dinner conversation with any strangers on the plane.
—Matthew Dewald
Although women account for 
more than one half of the U.S. popu-
lation and control 76 percent of U.S. 
consumer purchasing power, they 
hold only 14.4 percent of executive 
officer positions at Fortune 500 com-
panies.
Such disheartening statistics were 
shared at the School of Law’s sympo-
sium “Perspectives on Gender and 
Business Ethics: Women in Corporate 
Governance” in February.
“The glass ceiling still exists,” 
Douglas M. Branson, W. Edward Sell 
Professor of Business Law at the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh School of Law, 
told the audience. As he and the other 
UD students enjoy some of the best residential 
facilities in the country, says dormsplash.com. The 
website, the newest addition to the CampusSplash 
network of sites, ranked UD 13th in its inaugural 
Dormy Awards. The awards are based on more than 
7,100 reviews of campus residence halls submitted 
by students across the country.
A hoop junkie’s dream
In a span of 17 days in March, the University host-
ed two NBA legends responsible for nearly 45,000 NBA 
points. The NBA’s all-time scoring leader, Kareem Abdul-
Jabbar, discussed his documentary On the Shoulders 
of Giants as part of the Diversity Lecture Series in mid-
March, then took in First Four action as UD Arena set 
the record as host of more NCAA men’s basketball 
tournament games than any other venue.
Two weeks later, Bill Walton delivered a keynote ad-
dress on leadership and achievement at the R.I.S.E. XI 
Global Investment Forum, also at UD 
Arena.
It wasn’t either man’s first time 
here. The Arena played host to 
their first NBA game against each 
other during Walton’s rookie year 
with the Portland Trail Blazers, a con-
test that made the cover of Sports 
Illustrated’s Oct. 14, 1974, issue. 
“If anyone had polled the audience later, it would 
have been 13,458-0 that the veteran Milwaukee center 
had taken the 21-year-old rookie to school,” reporter 
Pat Putnam wrote in his feature story. “Walton agreed 
with that estimate. ‘I said it before and I’ll say it again: 
He is the best I’ve ever seen,’ Walton whispered after the 
Bucks had won 103-96. ‘I learned something out there 
tonight.’”
Managing the madness
Hotel rooms? Got ’em.
Dinner reservations? Check, please.
Forgot your socks? Don’t worry 
— he’ll get you a few new pairs.
Whatever the game officials 
handling the NCAA tournament 
games at UD Arena need during 
their stay in Dayton, University as-
sistant vice president for enrollment 
management Rob Durkle has it 
handled. He’s UD’s contact person 
on the ground, rolling out the red carpet when the Uni-
versity hosts the NCAA.
Durkle arranges their transportation, picks restau-
rants and helps them stay incognito and away from teams 
and fans to avoid any undue influence.
“It’s a labor of love,” he said.
¥
speakers noted, there is no shortage of 
qualified women to fill these positions.
“When we have 
40 to 50 percent com-
ing through MBA and 
law programs, and 
then 12 percent of 
directors, and only 
2.4 percent of CEOs 
women, there are 
multiple leaks in that 
pipeline.”
The paucity of women in leader-
ship positions at corporations isn’t a 
problem that’s unique to America, but 
other countries have passed quota 
laws. In 2005 Norway passed a law 
mandating that 40 percent of public 
companies’ directors be women, and it 
met that goal.
Darren Rosenblum, a 
professor at Pace University 
School of Law and an advo-
cate of such affirmative ac-
tion measures, acknowledged 
that while it might resolve the 
inequity, a similar quota law 
would face resistance in the 
U.S.
“One of the reasons I find these 
European solutions appealing,” 
Rosenblum said, “was they recognized 
there was a problem, and they dealt 
with it, instead of adopting half-mea-
sures that fail.”
Barbara Black, Charles Hartsock 
Professor of Law and director of the 
Corporate Law Center, University of 
Cincinnati College of Law, addressed 
the question of whether having women 
in these positions would improve the 
performance of companies.
“A robust argument in favor for an 
improvement at the bottom line has 
not been demonstrated … to date,” 
she said.
“But I don’t see why we have to 
explain why boards would be bet-
ter with women. It’s an issue of equal 
opportunity.”
—Emanuel Cavallaro ’07
Leaking pipelines
Who knew? Dayton is 
the nation’s 19th most ro-
mantic city, says Amazon 
.com, which released rank-
ings based on, among 
other things, sales of ro-
mance novels, romantic 
comedies on DVD and 
Barry White albums.
Flyer News picked up 
the story, asking students 
to name the campus spots 
where love blossoms:
“The top of Stuart Hill 
because it’s quiet and has 
a great view of the city.” 
— Rebecca Young ’12
“The echo spot in 
front of the chapel be-
cause I’m a sap for clas-
sical romance.” — Jacob 
Rosen ’12
“Kennedy Union 232, 
the Flyer News office. 
When you’re lacking sleep 
and working on deadline, 
the sparks fly.” — Claire 
Weigand ’11
“The Taylor Swift Tow-
er — the side parking lot 
entrance of Alumni Hall. It 
looks like the Taylor Swift 
‘Love Story’ music video.” 
— Hannah Magnan ’12
See more of campus 
through students’ eyes at 
flyernews.com.
The waiting game
In an annual rite of spring, hopeful high school seniors check mailboxes for acceptance letters 
from their dream colleges. And in another annual rite, the colleges wait just as hopefully for those 
students’ enrollment decisions.
“Wait” isn’t the right word at UD, where the enrollment management staff 
promotes success coaching ahead of the May 1 deposit deadline, an innovative 
practice that The Chronicle of Higher Education reported on in January. Though 
many colleges use success coaches, UD is putting coaches in contact with ac-
cepted students still deciding where to enroll.
“It’s a differentiator,” Sundar Kumarasamy, vice president for enrollment 
management, told The Chronicle. “It’s peace of mind for parents. They want to 
know, ‘What am I going to get that’s different at this institution from other institutions?’”
Kumarasamy credits the program with raising freshman retention rates and lowering “summer 
melt,” the percentage of students who deposit but fail to enroll in the fall.
In March, the University promoted two adminis-
trators to guide the University's Catholic mission and 
student development.
University rector Father Jim Fitz, S.M., was pro- 
moted to vice president 
for mission and rector 
and will supervise cam-
pus ministry.
William Fischer, in-
terim vice president for 
student development and 
dean of students since 
August, has been named vice president for student de-
velopment. National searches are under way to identify 
an associate vice president for student development/dean 
of students and a new director of campus ministry.
Father Chris Wittmann, S.M., who has served as 
campus ministry director for nine years, will step down 
in June to become novice director for the Marianist 
Province of the United States.
Durkle
Kumarasamy
Catholic mission, student development 
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  
Fitz Fischer
The good life
I     UD
Branson
Media Hits
n  Professor Khalid Lafdi’s 
new technology for glau-
coma tubes, featured in our 
Autumn 2010 issue, was the 
subject of an article in the 
journal of the Society for the 
Advancement of Materials 
and Process Engineering.
n  A story in District Admin-
istration magazine quoted 
educational leadership pro-
fessor Ted Kowalski about 
a 10-year study of superin-
tendents in America that he 
co-wrote. “Most (superin-
tendents) are a little leery 
about both federal and 
state mandates — more so 
today than ever,” he said.
n  The New York Times 
wrote about UD’s partner-
ship with Dayton Contem-
porary Dance Company in a 
feature story about DCDC’s 
resiliency.
n  In 2010, the University 
had 1,979 mentions in the 
nation’s top-100 media mar-
kets (excluding Dayton), 
reaching a potential audi-
ence of 1.78 billion.
The goat herder
“The message tonight is if I can do it, anyone can do it,” Doug Fine 
declared to an audience filling Kennedy 
Union ballroom Feb. 24. “It” is his green life-
style — 90 percent petroleum free.
What he misses most: nothing. He has 
a plasma TV and drives a Ford F-250, but 
the TV runs on solar power and the truck on 
vegetable oil.
Fine’s proverbial wake-up call came 
falling through an pack ice while work-
ing in Alaska. It wasn’t global warming that worried him but our 
national dependence on petroleum. “Living sustainably — to me that’s 
patriotism,” he said.
He moved to a 41-acre plot in New Mexico in 2008 as part of his 
Hypocrisy Reduction Project and started creating a new lifestyle one 
step at a time.
Take goats. He bought two on Craigslist, “stuffed them in my 
vehicle, and my life has never been better.” Abundant, sustainable 
ice cream, for example.
An optimistic man, Fine ended his KU talk on an upbeat note. 
“Every sustainability problem has a solution. ... This is a campus that 
strikes me as being really poised to make a difference in society.”
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Peace Corps turns 50
Tom Nally ’91 graduated from UD with a mechanical en-
gineering degree, but a dinner with Marianist brothers dras-
tically changed his plans. 
“One brother suggested I look into the Peace Corps, and 
it seemed like an adventure I couldn’t pass up,” Nally said. 
“I sent in my application and before long, I found myself 
getting off a plane in West Africa.”
Nally, now administrative officer in Sierra Leone for the 
Peace Corps, is not alone in his experience. March marked 
the 50th anniversary of the executive order establishing the 
Peace Corps and the inaugural recognition of Peace Corps 
Month. During the last 50 years, more than 200,000 people 
have volunteered in 139 countries around the world.
When President John 
F. Kennedy established the 
Peace Corps in 1961, he chal-
lenged young people around 
the country to live up to the 
charge delivered in his in-
augural address: “Ask not 
what your country can do 
for you — ask what you can 
do for your country.” UD has 
answered. The Peace Corps lists the University among the 
nation’s top producers of volunteers, ranking it 23rd among 
medium-sized colleges and universities. Since the first UD 
volunteers began serving in the early 1960s in places as di-
verse as the Philippines, Brazil, Liberia and Ecuador, more 
than 330 alumni have served in nearly every Peace Corps 
country. 
Seventeen alumni serve today in Ukraine, Romania, 
Kyrgyz Republic, Swaziland, Ethiopia, Mali, Burkina Faso, 
The Gambia, Philippines, Vanuatu, Guatemala and else-
where, and 11 more UD volunteers are in the full application 
process, making plans to soon follow.
Grace Finn ’09 is one of them. She decided to look into 
the Peace Corps after being influenced by her pen pal, Sarah 
Hampton ’07, who had just finished serving. Finn planned to 
depart March 14 to be a community house educator in a rural 
community of Morocco. 
“It’s kind of terrifying but very exciting at the same time,” 
Finn said. “My main goal is to go over there and make friends 
— not just neighbors and co-workers, but genuine friends.”
And perhaps that’s what makes the Peace Corps so ap-
pealing to UD graduates — the opportunity to spread our com-
munity atmosphere to people in different countries around 
the world.
Here’s to another 50 years.
—Kristin Daugherty ’11
Xavier Monasterio
Xavier Monasterio’s father, a high-ranking Mexican government official, 
was once ordered to destroy an underground Catholic radio station. Instead, 
his father ended up in front of a firing squad. He was the 
secret station’s operator.
The campus community recalled such stories when 
word came that Monasterio, a retired philosophy pro-
fessor who taught at UD for 34 years, died in Mexico 
City Jan. 4 at age 84.
There were the Parisian parties he attended with 
Albert Camus, author of The Stranger and “The Myth 
of Sisyphus,” and the windows of his apartment that 
shattered in 1961 when a bomb exploded at the home of his neighbor, Jean-
Paul Sartre. 
After hiring Monasterio in 1966, his UD department was surprised to learn 
that he couldn’t speak English. A friend had helped with his correspondence.
“We never thought to ask,” said Joseph Kunkel, philosophy professor 
emeritus and longtime friend. 
In part because of his Paris education and in part because of his Catholic 
faith, Monasterio became the most distinguished Catholic philosopher the 
University of Dayton has ever had, Kunkel said.
Monasterio
By the numbers…    n  50 Years since the founding of the Peace Corps    n  200,000+ Volunteers and trainees who have served in the Peace Corps 
n  330+ UD alumni who have served in the Peace Corps    n  1962 Year in which the first UD volunteer served    n  8,655 Current volunteers and trainees 
n  17 UD alumni who are currently serving    n  27 Average number of months spent volunteering    n  139 Countries the Peace Corps has served
What they said …
“The best part of the 
experience was probably feel-
ing like you are a bigger part 
of the world. It also impacted 
my direction in life because I 
served with a Marianist high 
school while I was in Togo. 
When I got my job here, 
the Marianist atmosphere 
really resonated with me.”
—Amy Anderson, direc-
tor of UD’s Center for Interna-
tional Programs (Togo 1988-90)
 “Themes of friendship, 
fulfillment, transformation, 
service and social responsibil-
ity dominate Peace Corps 
stories, offering a glimpse into 
an aspect of the American 
character often underem-
phasized these days.” 
—Julius Amin, UD 
professor, history department 
chair, author of The Peace 
Corps in Cameroon, and 
colleague of Peace Corps 
volunteers as a young teacher 
in his native Cameroon
“Teaching in Tanzania 
gave me a lifelong interest in 
education, one of my primary 
points of focus as governor, 
and is certainly one reason I 
am enjoying my work here at 
UD. It’s remarkable the Peace 
Corps continues to thrive in  
its 50th year, providing 
life-changing volunteer 
opportunities for Ameri-
cans while presenting an 
authentic, down-to-earth 
view of our country to 
people around the world.”
—Bob Taft, UD distin-
guished research associate 
and former governor of 
Ohio (Tanzania 1963-65) 
Since the first UD 
volunteers began serving 
in the early 1960s, more 
than 330 alumni have 
served in nearly every 
Peace Corps country.
Media Hits
n  Catholic news outlets around the country picked up a 
Catholic News Service story quoting religious studies pro-
fessor Dennis Doyle discussing the beatification of Pope 
John Paul II. He said that many people wondered how the 
pope “could be liberal on social issues yet so conserva-
tive on church issues. He was consistent in a way that was 
difficult for some people in the U.S. to understand.”
n Should judges punish jurors who 
venture online for more information 
about their cases? Yahoo News and 
CNBC were among the national out- 
lets that picked up a Reuters story 
quoting law professor Thaddeus 
Hoffmeister on the issue. “It’s a Catch-22 
for judges,” he said.
n  The Hindu and The Times of India were among the 
news outlets in India that wrote about the University’s 
Mindful Leadership competition, a partnership with 
Loyola’s Institute of Business Administration in Chennai, 
India.
n  A front-page New York Times story quoted Father 
Johann Roten, S.M., about the first officially sanctioned 
Marian apparition in the U.S., declared in Wisconsin Dec. 
8. “This is a gift to the believers,” said Roten. “This will 
have a beneficial impact on the people, showing them that 
there are ways of living with faith that are very pure,” he 
said. Media outlets across the country picked up the story.
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In a memory published on Cleveland.com, Matthew Marshall ’93 recalled 
his professor’s humor and humanity, as well as this passage from the preface of 
Monasterio’s book To Be Human: “[M]y hope is that the readers will think for 
themselves, since what is at stake in the first place is their own life.”
Jack Rang
Colleagues recalled the “golden voice” of longtime professor of radio, 
television and oral interpretation Jack Rang, who died 
Feb. 7 in Dayton. He guided the radio-television pro-
gram for almost 20 years, even serving as general man-
ager of WVUD-FM for a time.
“A marvelous, golden, silky, mellifluous voice,” said 
friend and departmental colleague Larry Lain. “He was 
such a pleasure to listen to. You could hear the smile in 
his voice.”
He lent that voice as a frequent reader at Christ 
United Methodist Church in Kettering, Ohio. In 1994, he wrote How to Read 
the Bible Aloud, a guide for lay worship leaders. 
His advice: Don’t try to replicate the voice of God. “You want your listen-
ers to be aware of the words that are spoken, not the technique. Your job is 
to proclaim the good news, the Gospel.”
Rang
I n  m e m o r I a m
WHERE ARE YOU READING UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON MAGAZINE?
For more media hits, see http://delicious.com/udnews.
Hoffmeister
Above: Joey Sammut ’09 
picked up his magazine from 
his mailbox in the Crosby 
Student Center at Gonzaga 
University. “Bing is one of 
Gonzaga’s most cherished 
alumni. Small world. Bing 
enjoyed the article greatly!”
Right: “Sun, surf 
and 85 degrees 
in January,” 
writes Tom 
Harter ’80. “While 
vacationing in 
Punta Cana, 
Dominican 
Republic, a little 
buddy joined in on my UD magazine  
photo shoot.”
Above: “Along the busy Avenida Paulista 
in São Paulo, Brazil, with the Museu de 
Arte de São Paulo in the background, 
the magazine brought me solace,” Mary 
Kaufman ’71 writes.
Left: “While enjoying 
Barcelona, Spain, I 
happened to have my UD 
magazine in front of the 
Sagrada Familia,” Kim 
Smith Ewin ’77 writes. 
“Spain was awe-inspiring 
and a magnificent place  
to visit.”
Right: At the 
Pyramids of Giza 
near Cairo, Mary 
Hickey Prier ’06, 
Jon Prier ’06 and 
Jim Rindler ’70 
“took a break 
from searching 
for pyramids to 
catch up on our 
UD news.”
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First Four comes to UD Arena
UD Arena hosted the NCAA’s inaugural First Four March 15-16. We’d 
love to tell you all about it, but the maga-
zine was at the 
printer so it 
could get in your 
hands. Check 
out coverage of 
the tournament 
and more on UDQuickly, the magazine’s 
companion blog, at http://www.udayton 
.edu/udquickly.
We can tell you about one big improve-
ment the Arena made in preparation for 
the NCAA games: new video boards. Dak-
tronics 12-by-22-foot screens replaced the 
old matrix boards in the four corners of 
the Arena and became operational in 
February. Now fans in the Arena see pre-
game introductions, in-game replays, crowd shots and more.
SP
O
RT
S E X P E C T A T I O N S
O V E R T H R O W N
Senior Mallory Barnes laughed when coaches 
told her during her first track and field season, 
after she broke a school record by throwing the 
20-pound weight a distance of 56-10, that she 
could hit 60 feet someday.
“I was like, ‘I don’t think so, but thanks for 
having hope,’” Barnes said. “I remember just sit-
ting there and thinking, ‘I could never throw 60 
feet.’”
But there Barnes was, last year, throwing 
66-3 3/4 on her first attempt of the 2010 NCAA Di-
vision I Indoor Championships at the University 
of Arkansas. She finished in sixth place, becom-
ing the University’s first All-American in track 
and field.
“I never thought I’d be throwing the weight, 
let alone be the first All-American at UD,” Barnes 
said. “Never in a million years.”
Even if she hadn’t finished in the top eight 
to become an All-American, Barnes had already 
smashed a barrier. She became just the second 
thrower and third Flyer athlete in any track and 
field event to compete for the University at the 
NCAA Indoor Championships. 
“It’s one of my favorite stories,” said track and 
field coach Adam Steinwachs. “It was my first 
year as a head coach, and I didn’t know anything 
about her. She wasn’t offered any kind of scholar-
ships. It’s every coach’s dream to have a kid come 
in as a walk-on and become an absolute star.”
The story might not have happened if Barnes 
had initially gotten her way.
Barnes said her mother worried that sports 
would create unnecessary stress in her first year 
of college and advised her not to compete until at 
least her sophomore year. She decided to attend 
UD because of its academic reputation, and be-
ing only an hour away from home was an added 
bonus for the Cincinnati native.
Then Barnes’ mother had second thoughts 
about letting her compete as a freshman. Initial-
ly annoyed by the change of heart — Barnes oth-
erwise might have picked a school with a longer 
history of track and field success — she joined the 
team as a non-scholarship athlete.
Barnes’ high school specialties were shot-
put and discus. Steinwachs and throws coach 
Vaughn Davis thought she’d do well at the 
weight, used in indoor competition, and the 
hammer in outdoor meets. She had never thrown 
the weight before.
Their initial 60-feet goal is now laughable for 
other reasons. Barnes continued to break school 
records in 2011 and set a personal best with a 
69-11 3/4 throw at the Akron Invitational in Feb-
ruary, a quarter of an inch shy of 70 feet. She won 
the Atlantic 10 Conference title in the weight 
throw a week later and finished second in shot-
put, an overall performance that helped her net 
the meet’s Most Outstanding Field Performer 
title for the second consecutive year. 
She repeated her All-American finish at 
the 2011 NCAA indoor championships in March, 
placing sixth, and is aiming for similar results 
in outdoor competition in the spring. 
Now when her coaches speak of her potential 
— which includes competing for national cham-
pionships and training for the 2012 Olympic Tri-
als — Barnes has a much different response than 
she did as a first-year student. 
“At this point, it’s like, ‘Why not?’”
—Shannon Shelton Miller
Flyers ace the tests
Every Flyer team earned a com-
bined GPA of 3.0 or better in 2010, a 
first in school history for a calendar 
year. 
Women’s soccer player Kelly 
Blumenschein and men’s golfer 
Christopher Woeste received the 
2011 Presidential Scholar-Athlete 
Awards at an annual awards ban-
quet in Kennedy Union. Twenty-
five athletes received recognition 
for earning 4.0 GPAs, and 175 had 
grade-point averages of 3.5 or bet-
ter. Women’s cross country boasted 
the highest team GPA, 3.53.
The academic success came on 
top of significant athletic success in 
2010: 
n Three regular-season conference 
titles (volleyball, football and women’s 
soccer)
n Two A-10 Conference champion-
ships (volleyball and women’s soccer)
n Three second-round NCAA ap-
pearances (volleyball, women’s basket-
ball and women’s soccer)
n Championships at the NIT (men’s 
basketball) and the National Catholic 
Invitational (cross-country runner Chris 
Lemon)
n The naming of UD’s first All-Amer-
ican in track and field (Mallory Barnes)
Women’s basketball lands 
UD’s first McDonald’s 
All-American
UD recruit Ally Malott, a 6-3 
forward from Madison (Ohio) High 
School, had to add an extra tourna-
ment to her schedule in March: 
the McDonald’s 
A l l - Am e r i c a n 
Games at the 
United Center in 
Chicago. She is the 
first Flyer recruit 
ever to earn this 
distinction.
“When our program can re-
cruit one of the top 24 players 
in the nation, it says a lot about 
where it has come from and where 
we are headed,” said head coach 
Jim Jabir. “She could have gone to 
any school in the country.”
A true teammate
At the team’s annual award 
banquet, head volleyball coach 
Kelly Sheffield announced the ad-
dition of the Kacie Hausfeld Team-
mate Award, which will be given 
to the player who “best exemplifies 
what a great teammate should be 
— someone who leads by example, 
whose effort is never questioned, 
who encourages and genuinely 
cares about her teammates, and 
who has an absolute love for the 
game.” It will be awarded for the 
first time next season.
Volleyball sets a new  
standard
If you haven’t seen a volleyball 
match in Frericks lately, you have 
no idea what you’re missing.
One thing you wouldn’t have 
seen there in 2010 — a UD loss. 
Then again, you wouldn’t have 
seen that on any A-10 court. The 
team stormed through the con-
ference a perfect 15-0, part of a 
longer 23-match winning streak, 
a 28-4 record and a top-15 rank-
ing that put UD squarely among 
the nation’s elite programs. 
Senior Amanda Cowdrey was 
named White Allen Chevrolet 
Most Valuable Player.
Media hit
In its March issue, Men’s Health 
magazine’s Clark Kellogg ranked UD 
Arena as one of “the three places you 
must watch college ball before you 
die,” along with Allen Fieldhouse at 
Kansas and Cameron Indoor Stadium 
at Duke.
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MalottFlyers dancing
As we went to press, the 
women’s basketball team cel-
ebrated its second consecu-
tive at-large selection in the 
NCAA Tournament. As coach 
Jim Jabir pointed out, eight 
seasons ago, the Flyers won 
three games, and now they 
would play in their fourth 
consecutive post-season. 
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TOOmuchmonth,
not enoughpaycheck
They  f i led  into  the  basement  meeting  room at  the  United  Way, 
ro i l ing  with  stor ies  of  woe,  of  rotten  luck  and  bad  planning,  of 
subprime swindlers  who had  taken advantage  of  them. 
Dean Lovelace  ’ 72,  Dayton c i ty  commissioner,  had  cal led  this 
publ ic  meet ing  to  hear  their  s tor ies  of  predatory  lending.  I t  was 
one  of  many sess ions  he’d  host  to  gather  test imony to  help  br ing 
down the  sharks,  f rom mortgage  companies  to  payday  lenders. 
And then a  woman stood  up. 
I f  you  get  r id  o f  these  payday  loans,  how am I  go ing  to  pay 
my  b i l l s ,  she  asked.  Banks  won’ t  l oan  to  me.  Credi t  unions  are 
no  bet ter.  I  don’ t  have  fami ly  to  borrow f rom.  What  i f  my  chi ld 
gets  s i ck?  My  car  b reaks?  I  have  no  o ther  opt ions.  Take  th is 
away  and  I ’ l l  have  nowhere  to  turn. 
For the love of the game
By Seetha Sankaranarayan ’12
Photos by Christine Bates ’12
Movies and television may glamorize high school 
sports, but anyone who’s been under the lights knows 
there’s no better feeling than leaping into the victory 
dog-pile when the buzzer sounds.
I could not understand why anyone would want to 
turn in her jersey and leave that behind after gradu-
ation. Coming to college, I didn’t have the skills for 
Division I or the commitment for even Divi-
sion III, but I still had an insatiable passion 
for field hockey.
For the past three years, I’ve been part 
of a team that shares that ardor. At the Uni-
versity club level, we still wear the jerseys, 
practice several times each week, host 
games and travel to tournaments — but at 
a pace that allows us to fully focus on aca-
demics. Several women I joined with are 
now on the club’s executive board, and 
I, despite never starting a game in high 
school, am the club’s vice president and co-captain.
UD supports 28 competitive sport clubs, ranging 
from basketball, lacrosse and ultimate Frisbee to rug-
by, Muay Thai and water skiing. But students don’t just 
show up. They organize the entire team infrastructure 
— setting the seasons and booking contests, work-
ing with other clubs to share field space and practice 
times, fundraising for travel and social events.
In many of the clubs, there are no coaches decid-
ing what drills to run at practice or whom to put in 
the starting lineup, just students bringing their skills, 
knowledge and drive. Sport clubs continue the tradi-
tions of athleticism and solidarity, with the additions 
of leadership and organization that apply equally well 
in the classroom.
And the best part is, this time when I graduate I 
won’t have to return my jersey.
People were mad.
BY M I CHE L L E  T ED FORD
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union representatives, the students suggested 
creating a stand-alone business run by credit 
unions to offer payday lending at a less usurious 
rate in the neighborhoods where people most 
needed the alternative. The students wanted 
to go into business to put payday lenders out of 
business. 
It was highly appealing, but the overhead 
involved with a stand-alone storefront was 
more than the credit unions could take on. The 
students’ basic principles were sound, so the 
credit unions had what they needed to create a 
workable pilot using a different structure. 
The students got a good grade but, more 
than that, they learned how to solve problems 
in the style of Marianist founder William Jo-
seph Chaminade, who first organized lay people 
in 1801 to restore religion in a society corrupted 
by revolution. Chaminade established associa-
tions that coordinated assets and resources to 
help citizens lead decent lives. 
“It’s not giving them bread every day,” For-
lani says. “The Marianist approach and Chami-
nade’s approach when he created his groups is, 
if you can create something ongoing that can 
create support, it’s a much better way to help 
people than just to fulfill their daily needs.”
DOUG FECHER SITS IN A WOOD-PANELED 
executive office with a wide-window view of 
Wright State University just outside of Dayton. 
The CEO of Wright-Patt Credit Union, in khakis 
with a smart phone clipped to his belt, oversees 
$2 billion in assets from 200,000 members bank-
ing at 23 branches. 
Yet he’s quick to remind you of the shoebox 
that started it all. 
In the 1930s, the Great Depression closed 
banks and left the poorest citizens without op-
tions or recourse. The Federal Credit Union Act 
of 1935 established not-for-profit cooperative fi-
nancial institutions to serve underserved popu-
lations, especially those of modest means. 
For Wright-Patt, it started with a guy with 
a shoebox. Members handed him their money, 
which he squirreled away. If you needed a loan, 
he pulled out the box, no collateral necessary; 
members were all family and neighbors, and 
they knew where you lived. 
“We were payday lenders in the ’30s when 
we got our start, and we got away from that,” 
Fecher says. 
As he sees it, credit unions are uniquely posi-
tioned to help tackle payday lending. First, since 
they are not tied to profit and stockholders, they 
can take a longer view of financial services offer-
D E A N  L O V E L A C E
 “She’s right,” says Lovelace, recalling that 
day more than 10 years ago when he realized he 
couldn’t just pass an ordinance to stop preda-
tory lending. He believed in the power of sto-
ries to change realities, but this was a story he 
hadn’t expected. 
“The power in listening is you either feel 
the joy or feel the pain, and if you feel the pain, 
you try to help.”
So he helped, gathering together a com-
munity of resources and talents in one solution 
with a very Marianist origin on the University 
of Dayton campus.
What started in that basement meeting 
room in 1999 has become an alternative to 
high-interest subprime payday lending called 
StretchPay. Now available to members of 50 
credit unions in eight states, in 2010 Stretch-
Pay saved consumers more than $3 million in 
interest and fees and helped many get on the 
road to good credit and financial health. It may 
be just a speck in the nation’s larger financial 
picture, but in an economy still listing under 
the weight of personal debt, that speck has 
sparked hope. 
IN THE LATE 1990s, AFRICAN-AMERICAN 
widows living within a mile of the Wesley Cen-
ter in West Dayton were losing their homes to 
foreclosure after repairmen sold the women 
new roofs or windows connected to outrageous 
refinanced mortgages. The practice would soon 
spread throughout the city and the nation. Be-
fore the country realized such subprime lend-
ing would take down our economy, Lovelace 
recognized that the problem was larger than 
one neighborhood, more pervasive than home 
loans. He pointed to what he calls the sub-
prime “cousins” — payday lending, check cash-
ing, tax refund anticipation loans — as part of 
a poverty industry that preys on a vulnerable 
population to whom he felt a responsibility.  
“Helping people is in my DNA,” he says, 
peering from behind dark-rimmed glasses. “I 
didn’t have an idea [of how to fix this]. I just 
knew I needed to stop this practice.” 
Fair lending is a social justice issue, so 
Lovelace turned to an organization known for 
bringing together partners and resources to 
tackle community issues with sustainable so-
lutions — the University’s Fitz Center for Lead-
ership in Community. A UD business graduate, 
Lovelace was a staff member at the Center’s 
predecessor organization. He had linked UD to 
the community since 1983 and was directing 
the center’s Dayton Civic Scholars program. 
Payday lending seemed best solved through 
collaboration, and another center team mem-
ber, Brother Victor Forlani, S.M., took the 
lead. 
Forlani — also a proponent of the power 
of storytelling — gathered representatives 
from a potential ally, credit unions, in a Ken-
nedy Union conference room in fall 2000. Over 
scrambled eggs and fruit, they told stories, not 
just of the woman at the United Way meeting, 
but of Lovelace’s niece, whom payday lenders 
harassed for late payments, of members who 
were one car repair or sick child away from 
financial ruin, and of their own recognition 
that high-interest lenders were making a kill-
ing because credit unions, among others, re-
fused to serve the market. 
“It was important for credit unions to hear 
the stories because they are heartbreaking, 
and these are not heartless people,” Forlani 
says. “We hear statistics, but they don’t show 
the plight.”
As a business professor, Forlani knows the 
power of a teaching moment. As a Marianist, 
he feels a call to help all of us live a better life. 
“Especially those of us who are in trouble and 
need help getting on their feet and standing 
on their own,” he says. He also recognizes the 
energy students can bring to a problem that 
seems insurmountable. So, guided by his re-
ligious conviction that the poor of the earth 
truly are the rich of the earth, he set loose his 
senior management strategy class. 
Students who had never heard of the prac-
tice — getting an advance on a future paycheck 
— went to stores and negotiated loans. Their 
impression: very polite and accommodating, a 
likely reason for the industry’s success. On av-
erage, lenders charge $15 per $100 loaned, a fee 
often less than bouncing a check, and they re-
quire repayment by the next payday. Custom-
ers who can’t repay in two weeks, though, find 
themselves in trouble — they can re-up, taking 
out additional loans with the same or another 
lender, or default with consequences that in-
clude the lender contacting personal references 
to report bad behavior. Studies in many states 
found the average borrower takes out 12 loans a 
year. Facing an APR of 391 percent, people find 
that once they get behind they just can’t 
catch up — a great model for a profitable busi-
ness. 
The students wanted to create a different 
model. 
They investigated the most lucrative pay-
day locations in Dayton and decided to chal-
lenge them head on. Working with credit 
‘The 
power in 
listening 
is you 
either feel 
the joy or 
feel the 
pain, and 
if you feel 
the pain, 
you try 
to help.’
ings and rate of return. Secondly, since credit 
unions often have a fixed geographic location 
or customer base, it’s in their interest to offer 
services that support their communities.
“We cast our lot in this community,” Fech-
er says. “So goes Dayton, so goes Wright-Patt.”
He and Bill Burke, CEO at Day Air Credit 
Union, joined in that first breakfast hosted by 
the Fitz Center. They dedicated staff to work-
ing through the semester with the students. 
And after the final presentation was done, 
they agreed to keep working toward a solu-
tion. 
“If our goal is to save the world and save 
everybody we come across, we’re destined for 
failure,” Burke says. “But if we can help some 
of these people we come across, we have to suc-
ceed.”
They reined in their goals and decided to 
serve the payday lending needs of their mem-
bers, with a pie-in-the-sky goal of offering the 
service throughout Ohio. They didn’t need to 
make money, just offer a comparable service at 
a competitive price in a sustainable way. 
During the pilot lending program in 2001-
02, members paid an 18 percent APR to borrow 
either $250 or $500. The credit union made 
about $3 on each 30-day loan, enough to cover 
overhead but not enough to buffer against 
defaults. An annual fee helped mitigate that 
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determined to fulfill her commitment. She used 
StretchPay as a credit card alternative, receiving 
advances to pay school and personal expenses. 
“It helped me tremendously because I had made 
a commitment to her, and I was able to help see 
her through.”
DOLFCU’s 6,800 members borrow $1 million 
in StretchPay loans annually, saving members 
more than $100,000 in fees and interest. While 
DOLFCU is fifth from the top in StretchPay vol-
ume nationally, it is third from the bottom in 
delinquency.
Don’t be fooled, Moran says. It’s a lot of work 
for her staff, much more than other services on 
which the rate of return is higher. A loan officer 
sits down annually with StretchPay borrowers 
and reviews credit reports, explaining scores and 
instructing how proper use of StretchPay can im-
prove credit and move members into prime loan 
territory. 
Many credit unions see this education as 
part of the role of their institutions. Financial 
literacy leads to better choices and habits, which 
can help raise those of modest means to those of 
greater means, diversifying the base of the credit 
union and allowing it to serve even more member 
needs. Credit reviews and mandatory savings ac-
counts are part of that education. 
While critics would say the program’s success 
is but a drop in the payday lending bucket — a $7 
billion market annually — Burke says that sav-
ings for members are not insubstantial. Since 
2006, members have taken out 305,731 StretchPay 
loans and saved $21.79 million in fees.
“That’s not just little bits of money saved. 
That’s orders of magnitude saved by borrowers as 
opposed to being siphoned by payday lenders out 
of members’ pockets,” he says.
As chair of CUOSI, Burke makes Stretch-
Pay pitches to credit union leagues in many 
states. Some sign on. Others have formed their 
own salary advance programs — some modeled 
after the Dayton pilot, some not — to meet the 
needs of their members. 
And each member has different needs. When 
Burke realized that the traditional StretchPay 
loan — for $250 or $500 — was insufficient for 
some borrowers, he launched in February 2011 a 
pilot program offering $1,000 loans with no col-
lateral and regardless of credit score, repayable in 
six months. He hopes its success will lead to ex-
tending this loan across the StretchPay network. 
He’s motivated by Day Air’s goal to help peo-
ple, which he sees dovetailing nicely with the 
mission of the University of Dayton. It’s one rea-
has made a full recovery and is working full time 
at Fort Hood, Texas, good news Johnson shared 
with her Day Air loan officer.
The credit unions discovered that members 
from all salary groups — those who, like John-
son, are on fixed incomes through those who 
bring in six figures — use the service, a finding 
in line with the growth and spread of payday 
lenders beyond impoverished neighborhoods 
and into suburban shopping centers. 
The solution was working, and it was time to 
make it available to more credit union members. 
To mitigate risk, they created Credit 
Union Outreach Solutions Inc., an organization 
to promote and offer the out-of-the-box Stretch-
Pay salary advance loan product. Ten credit 
unions signed on to CUOSI in June 2006. By the 
end of 2010, 50 credit unions offered StretchPay 
at 135 branches covering millions of members 
in Ohio, Colorado, Michigan, Maryland, Mis-
sissippi, Wisconsin, Alabama and Washington, 
D.C. In 2010, credit unions made 68,910 advances 
equaling $24.6 million while collecting less than 
$750,000 in interest and fees. What started in 
that Kennedy Union conference room saved peo-
ple last year more than $3 million over what they 
would have spent at a traditional payday lender.
 “StretchPay originated in Dayton, incubated 
in Dayton,” said Paul Mercer, president of the 
Ohio Credit Union League. “Two strong credit 
unions in the heart of Dayton took the risks early 
on and refined the product.” 
Its impact is felt across the nation. In Wash-
ington, D.C., the district council was debating 
outlawing payday lenders at a time when Joan 
Moran noticed an increase in the number of 
checks her credit union members were writing 
to payday lenders. The CEO of the Department of 
Labor Federal Credit Union in Washington, D.C., 
knew she needed a solution. 
“It seemed like a daunting task for a small 
credit union,” she says, until she found Stretch-
Pay. In 2007, DOLFCU signed on. “For us, it was 
a godsend.”
It was also a godsend for DOLFCU members 
like Viola Kelly-Spann, who had made an early 
promise to her granddaughter to support her 
education. Since Lakia was 3, Kelly-Spann spent 
half her monthly pay on private school tuition. 
The arrangement worked well until Kelly-Spann, 
with a master’s in counseling and decades of 
government and industry employment, was laid 
off in 2008. Her granddaughter was just enter-
ing a master’s program — the last two years of 
her promised education — and Kelly-Spann was 
 B RO TH E R  V I C TO R  FO R L AN I ,  S . M .
‘It was 
important 
for credit 
unions to 
hear the 
stories 
because 
they are 
heart- 
breaking, 
and these 
are not 
heartless 
people.’
More than McDonald’s 
Too much month at the end of the pay-
check — it’s a phrase used to describe a real 
problem in American households. True earn-
ings have decreased. Expenses for staples 
have increased. And we are in essence an 
optimistic creature, holding out hope that to-
morrow will be better than today, that we will 
indeed be able to buy now and pay later, that 
we will avoid illness and accident. 
Such optimism has fueled a multibillion-
dollar industry that promises to help us weath-
er the financial uncertainty. The problem is 
these payday lenders, pawnbrokers, check 
cashers, rent-to-own stores and rapid refund 
merchants fill a short-term need caused by 
the same optimism. The reality is that people 
who are desperate and need $400 today are 
unlikely to have another $460 in two weeks.
The payday industry began booming in 
the 1990s as states like Ohio began removing 
or raising usury caps on short-term loans, miti-
gating the increased risk of lending to people 
with bad or no credit with a business plan that 
promised great profits. In 1996, when Ohio’s 
laws were loosened, the state had 62 payday 
lenders. That rose to 511 by 1999 and 1,650 
by 2008, when Ohio had more payday lend-
ing storefronts than McDonald’s, Wendy’s and 
Burger King combined. In 2008, an estimated 
14 million of the nation’s 110 million house-
holds visited at least one of the 24,000 payday 
lenders. Families borrowed $40 billion and 
paid the industry $7 billion in fees. 
The industry average is $15 of interest for 
every $100 borrowed. To get a loan, you show 
proof of income and postdate a check for the 
loan plus interest. Loans are generally due in 
two weeks and, depending on state law, can 
be renewed, compounding the interest.
Stan Hirtle, senior attorney at Advocates 
for Basic Legal Equality, handles cases for 
low-income clients caught up in a variety of 
lending troubles. One client had a double 
whammy — he took out payday loans to prop 
up an overdue mortgage and ended up with 
judgments on both accounts. “It’s the debt 
trap,” Hirtle says. “The amount explodes, and 
nobody’s wealth goes up.”
“I was on Social Security and disability and 
behind on all my bills,” says Johnson, a former 
housekeeper at the Veterans Administration 
hospital who cleaned the surgical wings and 
received permission to watch surgeries after-
hours from behind the observation glass. A 
member of Day Air, she applied for a tradition-
al loan but was rejected because of bad credit. 
“They said they could let me have the $250, and 
I said it would help some.”
Through the years, Johnson has continued 
to use StretchPay about six times a year to help 
juggle the expenses of home, car and utili-
ties. “Without it, I wouldn’t have been able to 
get groceries,” she says. And without it, she 
wouldn’t have been able to help Lamar, who 
risk. Day Air and Wright-Patt offered this 
payday lender alternative to anyone in good 
standing who had maintained a credit union 
membership for 120 days; membership often 
equals a $5 savings account deposit.
Members like Dorothy Johnson were 
grateful. A severe auto accident left her grand-
son, Lamar, in a medically induced coma, and 
doctors said that if he survived he’d be per-
manently disabled. His best chance was to be 
transferred to a rehab facility in Texas. Lamar’s 
mother needed to relocate with him, and she 
needed money for a U-Haul and gas. Johnson 
wanted to help with the cost. 
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son he was excited early on about the collabora-
tion.
“We can save the typical member five basis 
points, but with StretchPay customers, it’s more 
than that,” he says. “We’re giving them a place 
to go when they had no options. We’re making a 
substantial difference in their lives.
“It’s one member at a time.” 
“Subprime City” — that’s what Gary 
Rivlin called Dayton in his 2010 book Broke, USA, 
which investigates the nation’s financial mess 
and the people who got very rich — or very poor 
— during the last three decades. In Dayton and 
the surrounding Montgomery County, you have 
a king who grew his tax refund anticipation loan 
empire on the 14th floor of One Dayton Centre. 
You have the lords, who expanded their 14 pay-
day storefronts in 1996 to 83 by 2006. And you 
have the masses, who continue to lose more 
than 5,000 homes annually to foreclosure.
 But Rivlin didn’t highlight Dayton in his 
book because it epitomized the subprime mess.
“The reason I chose Dayton is because Day-
ton fought back,” he says.
It’s a city that for generations has taken on 
social challenges. 
Even though Dean Lovelace turned to the 
University of Dayton Fitz Center for an alterna-
tive to payday lending, he was not about to give 
up the larger fight either. In February of 2001, he 
held the first city commission meeting to cur-
tail predatory lending. By July, he had passed a 
city ordinance that defined predatory loans and 
outlawed them within the city limits. No longer 
could mortgage companies charge a prepayment 
penalty. No longer could loans be made that 
charged fees more than 20 percent greater than 
similar loans. 
Though not as strict as Lovelace had original-
ly intended, the ordinance got the attention of 
lenders, who sued the city. Not one to back down 
from a fight, Lovelace then turned his attention 
to the state, enlisting Bill Faith of the Coalition 
on Homelessness and Housing in Ohio to take 
up the mantle of the financially oppressed. Ini-
tially, Faith was not impressed. 
“Dayton’s tactic makes it difficult to get at 
the whole problem because it’s too easy to drive 
to the suburbs and get a loan,” Faith says. “But it 
did help to raise awareness and push the state.”
With their local ordinances, cities like Day-
ton sent the state a clear message: If you won’t 
protect our people, we will. So in 2002 the state 
responded by creating a 16-person Predatory 
Lending Study Committee that traveled Ohio 
gathering stories. During the committee’s three-
hour fact-finding meeting in Dayton, Lovelace 
told the state to “put teeth” in its actions. 
Lending reform supporters throughout the 
nation rallied. They hoped that, in Ohio, they 
could make an impact where so many other 
states had failed in the wake of powerful lobby-
ing by the associations for payday lenders. The 
2008 Ohio Short-term Loan Act passed, capping 
loans at 28 percent interest — returning the cap 
the state legislature had abolished in 1996 — and 
extending terms to 31 days, limiting borrowers to 
four loans a year. 
The payday industry fought back, spending 
$2 million on a repeal campaign. The public re-
sponded by voting two-to-one to keep the payday 
lending limits in place. 
Today, no payday lenders in Ohio have been 
licensed under the new statute. 
But hundreds are still in operation. 
Payday lenders found two more favorable 
statutes to operate under — the Ohio Mortgage 
Loan Act and the Ohio Small Loan Act, both of 
which allow interest rates greater than 400 per-
cent. Payday services based in other states — such 
as Missouri, with its allowable 1,950 percent APR 
— can offer loans to Ohioans over the Internet.
“Our goal was to make sure they are charg-
ing reasonable rates and fees, that they are held 
back from issuing loan after loan, and that they 
give people longer to pay back,” Faith says. And 
while that didn’t work, he does point to one 
victory: The number of payday lenders in Ohio 
dropped from 1,650 in 2007 to fewer than 900 
today. And with StretchPay, there are less costly 
options available to those in need.
Doug Fecher of Wright-Patt Credit 
Union, despite his mission-based tendencies, 
How StretchPay works
StretchPay loans are a payday alternative 
for short-term cash needs offered by credit 
unions through CUOSI, an association that 
mitigates the risk of default and standardizes 
the terms of the loans. A 2008 Newsweek arti-
cle named such programs “ethical subprime,” 
acknowledging the economic reality that in-
dividuals with poor or no credit are indeed 
a higher risk and require a higher, subprime 
interest rate to cover defaults.
To receive a loan, a borrower must have 
proof of employment, be a credit union mem-
ber for 120 days and not be in bankruptcy or 
in default to another credit union. Borrowers 
must pay an annual membership fee —  $35 
for $250 loans or $70 for $500 loans. The fee is 
deposited with CUOSI and covers 90 percent 
of credit union losses. 
The loans must be repaid in 30 days with 
interest —  $3.83 or $7.64, depending on the 
loan amount. Members must pay off one loan 
before taking out another, but the number of 
loans per year is not restricted. Borrowers of-
ten have credit problems that would prevent 
them from qualifying for a traditional loan 
with a better interest rate. Credit unions pull 
credit reports, not as a condition of credit, but 
for educational purposes. At the first loan of 
the year, a loan officer explains the report to 
the borrower, offering suggestions on how to 
improve credit. One way is through Stretch-
Pay; unlike payday lenders, credit unions re-
port repayment, which allows a borrower to 
repair a poor credit score. 
The borrower is also required to maintain 
a savings account — $25 of the first $250 loan 
or $50 of the first $500 loan is frozen in a sav-
ings account and earns dividends. The hope 
is that members will start a savings habit, cre-
ating their own cushion to help them weather 
economic hardships. 
Ultimately, credit unions would like mem-
bers to break the cycle, and some do. But 
others continue to borrow loans monthly, à la 
payday lenders but at lower rates. “We’re not 
saving the world,” says Doug Fecher, Wright-
Patt Credit Union CEO, “but we’re getting 
them out of a tough spot.” 
See StretchPay, Page 36
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SMART, indeed
On July 17, 1996, TWA Flight 800 taxied down the runway of John F. Kennedy International 
Airport in New York City en route to Rome with a scheduled stopover in Paris. Twelve minutes 
after its late-evening takeoff, the flight exploded in midair and crashed into the Atlantic Ocean 
near East Moriches, N.Y. All 230 aboard were killed.         Three years later, UD Research Insti-
tute distinguished research chemist BOB KAUFFMAN was asked to join a team being assem-
bled by Stanford Research Institute to investigate the causes of the Boeing 747’s explosion. mi 
“I said yes, even though (the explosion) was believed at the time to have been caused by a high- 
energy spark in the fuel tank,” not an area of his expertise, he explains, but he was able to contribute.
∫∫
∫∫
Today, no 
payday lenders 
in Ohio have 
been licensed 
under the 
new statute. 
But hundreds are 
still in operation.
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Kauffman’s research on frayed wires for that project did more than help shed light on the mystery of a plane that fell from the sky. The questions he asked led to new insights, more questions and eventually to the 
development of something called the Status or 
Motion Activated Radiofrequency Tag, or SMART, 
sensor, created by Kauffman with assistance 
from UDRI research physicist Doug Wolf. The 
pair developed it to alert maintenance workers to 
wiring clamp failures within the fuselage of an 
aircraft.
 “About two years ago, I started investigat-
ing the idea of [how] SMART clamps and wire-
less communication [can be used together],” says 
Kauffman, who has solved problems for UDRI for 
31 years. But applications beyond aircraft wir-
ing safety quickly emerged. Among them, the 
SMART sensor could:
n Detect dangerous levels of impact
n Shield e-passport information from identi-
fication thieves 
n Detect some forms of product tampering
n Reveal cracks on or within composite areas 
of aircraft, bridges and wind turbine blades
n Detect dangerous tread wear on tires
n Reveal corrosion dangers in structures, ve-
hicles, equipment and such
n Detect bacteria in food and fuels
Using radiofrequency identification tags, 
says Kauffman, was a logical starting point for 
his work on the aircraft wiring clamp project. 
RFID tags are commonly used to track packag-
ing or used in clothing stores’ anti-theft devices. 
However, standard RFID tags require modifica-
tion for use on aircraft, where they would moni-
tor the condition of miles of electrical wiring se-
cured by thousands of clamps. 
“We started looking for a way to quickly and 
easily find out if a clamp had broken or did not 
fully close,” says Kauffman.
The challenge was to develop a sensor to func-
tion within a clamp. Danger can arise when a 
clamp wears or breaks, which can lead to pinched 
or loose wires rubbing against each other or the 
aircraft fuselage — both potentially compromis-
ing wire insulation. Damaged wires that spark 
near aviation fuel, fuel fumes or hydraulics can 
bring tragic results.
In addition to the modified RFID tag, “a very 
sophisticated reader and software would be need-
ed to read and determine the status of thousands 
of sensors,” he says, “so I started investigating 
different reversible ways of causing RFID tags to 
become unreadable.”
To be useful in the aircraft wiring clamp ap-
plication, the sensors needed to be rendered un-
readable if a clamp was intact. Typically, RFID 
handheld readers beam radio waves to a micro-
chip embedded in a tag. The waves, in turn, 
power the microchip within the tag to send a 
response to the reader. Kauffman’s concept was 
that only a compromised clamp would send a 
signal to a reader carried by maintenance per-
sonnel inspecting an aircraft. Without a bypass 
modification, thousands of intact clamps would 
respond simultaneously, making any damaged 
clamps virtually impossible to identify.
“RFID tags are designed to always respond, 
which means they keep talking until they fail,” 
he explains. “The SMART sensor, about the size 
of a large Band-Aid, works oppositely. We call it 
‘status-activated’ because it will talk only if there 
is a change in the status of the sensor.”
And that’s where a UDRI research physicist 
contributed needed expertise.
“Since I tend to be intuitive with my research, 
I talked with Doug Wolf because he has electri-
cal knowledge and looks at things more based on 
laws of physics,” says Kauffman. “I asked about 
bypassing the sensor’s integrated circuit, and 
Doug made me some electrical bypasses with 
push-button switches to place inside the clamps. 
In other words, the sensor could be read only if 
the sensor bypass was breached.”
From there, identifying other applications 
for the sensor became a matter of economics.
“Since new aerospace technologies take a 
long time to be commercialized and are low vol-
ume, I started thinking about different consumer 
applications to get the volume up — and, conse-
quently, the price down,” he explains. “So I came 
up with different bypasses that worked based on 
impact, corrosion, temperature, cracks, etc.”
And with that, the door swung open to a vari-
ety of SMART sensor possibilities.
“With only minor variations to the design or 
material of the microchip bypass, SMART sensors 
could be used to detect and report hidden impact, 
damage, cracks, temperature changes, corrosion 
or tampering in any number of products and de-
vices,” he says.
With its ability to gauge impact, the SMART sensor could prove useful within a football helmet. The sen-sor would identify players who had 
taken a particularly hard hit to the head, alerting 
coaches and medical personnel to the possibil-
ity of a concussion. On the youth football level, 
sensors could provide coaches with information 
about players who were unsafely leading with 
their heads when tackling or blocking. 
“Football helmets used in peewee and profes-
sional leagues could quickly be scanned after ev-
ery practice or any time a player takes a hard hit,” 
says Kauffman, who played high school football 
and whose father was a football coach. “The sen-
sors could be designed to measure different levels 
of impact, depending on the size of the players, 
and they would talk to the reader only if a helmet 
sustained enough force to be dangerous.”
A SMART sensor mounted on paper with a 
plastic coating costs less than 50 cents to produce. 
At that price, they could affordably be placed in 
new and existing football helmets.
“I can purchase different RFID tags for less 
than 35 cents,” he says. “The bypass modifica-
tion would not add any manufacturing costs to 
tag production, other than original setup costs. 
Different sensors that can be added to the by-
pass range from less than a penny to 15 cents. 
These costs are retail, so I believe we can produce 
SMART sensors for a similar price if we can get 
volumes high enough to keep the cost per modi-
fied tag down. ... An entire [football] team on a 
tight budget can be equipped.” 
With the growing concern over the long-term 
effects of concussions among football players, it 
could be a wise investment.
“Today’s helmets are so durable that kids 
are diving into tackles headfirst instead of using 
their shoulders. It’s one of the reasons for the rise 
in concussions among young and professional 
players. Teaching players to tackle properly could 
reduce the number of injuries on the field,” says 
Kauffman.
The device is only the latest entry in Kauff-man’s inventions portfolio. During the past 15 years, he has patented and com-mercialized, domestically and interna-
tionally, technologies that have brought more 
than $1 million to UDRI.
Kauffman, a principal investigator and group 
leader in UDRI’s fluids analysis laboratory since 
1988, has contributed to numerous publications 
and reports and been a featured speaker at events 
from Ostfildern, Germany, to Des Plaines, Ill. 
He is associate editor of the Journal of Lubrication 
Engineering and a member of the Society of 
Tribologists and Lubrication Engineers. With 
that background, how did he get involved with 
aircraft wiring safety issues?
“Basically, I learned early on to never turn 
down a research inquiry, even though it wasn’t 
in my area of expertise,” he explains. “If I can’t do 
the research, I usually am able to find someone at 
UDRI who can.”
The request to join the research team inves-
tigating the TWA 800 explosion was one such 
request. In 2008, the Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration funded an aging-aircraft wiring research 
project at UDRI, and Kauffman was asked to at-
tend a kick-off meeting.
“Again, I agreed, even though I had no elec-
trical wiring experience,” he says.
The FAA didn’t specify a particular wiring 
problem, so Kauffman and other UDRI research-
ers sat down with FAA engineers and brain-
stormed possibilities.
“I ended up leading a group of diverse UDRI 
researchers ranging from polymer chemists to 
physicists to electrical engineers,” says Kauff-
man. “The SMART sensor clamp was one of the 
original ideas from the brainstorming session.”
SMART sensors for aircraft are being de-signed for use during wiring replace-ment or in new designs, rather than merely being added to an aging aircraft’s 
wiring system. With the technology in place, 
maintenance workers using handheld readers 
can readily pinpoint wiring clamp breaches, even 
in parts of an aircraft that are difficult to reach.
Also in 2008, under the same FAA aging-air-
craft program that paved the way for the SMART 
sensor, Kauffman developed self-healing wire for 
use in aviation. In 2009, R&D Magazine selected it 
as one of the top 100 “most technologically sig-
nificant new products of the year.” Self-healing 
wire is Kauffman’s most recent work to receive a 
patent. 
Other notable patents to his credit include 
the handheld instruments RULER and PERFECT, 
which are being marketed worldwide to measure 
antioxidant and oxidation products in a wide 
range of fluids and food items.
Meanwhile, additional work under way at 
UDRI may bring more aviation safety break-
throughs. These include monitoring stresses on 
aircraft wings as different pressures are applied, 
testing effects of bird strikes on engines, and 
developing ways to detect subsurface cracks in 
engine turbine blades and composite paneling. 
‘With only minor variations to 
the design or material of the 
microchip bypass, SMART sensors 
could be used to detect and 
report hidden impact, damage, 
cracks, temperature changes, 
corrosion or tampering in any 
number of products and devices.’
BOB KAUFFMAN
By Ken Palen
Innovative education
Researchers and entrepreneurs in need of fresh thinking to advance their ideas 
have a place to turn for help at the School of Engineering’s Innovation Center. 
Since its inception in 1996 as the Design and Manufacturing Clinic, engineering 
students have worked on more than 600 problems for 130 clients. The success rate 
of students exceeding or meeting clients’ expectations is more than 85 percent.
One national foundation has called the center and the School of Engineer-
ing “best-in-class in project-based learning in engineering innovation education.”
Ken Bloemer, the center’s new director, wants to raise the bar higher by 
providing a broader range of project-based learning opportunities, opening the 
center to participation by other schools on campus and by attracting greater fund-
ing from industry, foundations and government.  
“Ken brings a wealth of innovation experience spanning government, 
academia and industry. He also is a successful inventor and entrepreneur,” said 
Tony Saliba, dean of the School of Engineering.
See SMART, Page 36
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‘THE CHAPEL
WAS WHERE WE 
WHY WE GATHERED’
GATHERED,
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A holy place and a sacred 
symbol, the Chapel of the 
Immaculate Conception is the cen-
ter of the University of Dayton cam-
pus and the heart of its community. 
People at UD seek, as Catholics 
have worldwide for two millennia, 
the unseen in the seen, the intan-
gible in the tangible — in the sac-
raments, in art and in their places 
of worship, whether magnificent ca-
thedrals or tiny churches. To some 
observers, this makes no sense. But 
to those who believe that Jesus 
Christ is God incarnate, that he is 
truly human and truly divine, this 
makes ultimate sense.
Feelings about the chapel and 
hen it came time for the sign 
of peace during Sunday evening 
Mass, the friendly atmosphere 
of UD came shining through. It 
wasn’t just wishing peace to those 
on either side of you and then turn-
ing back toward the altar; I re-
member stepping over backpacks 
to reach friends across the room. 
Even Father Burns left the altar to 
shake hands and chat. He didn’t 
keep an eye on his watch.
JennIfer Carey Bello ’84
On June 27, 1981, I donned 
my wedding dress and cut through 
the courtyard to get to the front of the 
chapel where our procession would 
begin. I had cut through the chapel 
courtyard so many times during my 
four years at UD, not giving it much 
thought. This day, as I stopped to feel 
the sunlight and hear the birds sing, I 
distinctly remember thinking how this 
cut-through was so different from all 
the rest. Bill and I had met only two 
years before in St. Joseph’s, which 
stood only a bridal bouquet toss from 
where I now stood. 
 lInda Sargent Burton ’81
The chapel urged me to a life 
of commitment and service as I 
chose to enter into the sacred space 
of the Rite of Christian Initiation. 
I will never forget the loving eyes 
of the priest as I received the Eu-
charist for the very first time. I 
was so overwhelmed with the love 
of Christ that tears overflowed as 
the loving hugs of the priests en-
veloped me. For four hours, I could 
not eat, sleep or even talk. 
VICKI lynn Bentley ’91
It must have been spring or 
early fall because we had class 
outside. I lounged on the sun-
warmed grass and nibbled idly on 
a stem of a wheat-like weed. Then 
Wits physical appearance have been passionate since before its con-struction in 1868. Brother Maximin Zehler, S.M., wanted a larger and grander edifice than superiors in Rome thought fiscally prudent. The resulting compromise gave 
the building’s façade the plain look 
about which there is now wide-
spread positive consensus. On the 
other hand, when the building was 
built, a contemporary called the 
stained-glass windows then in-
stalled “ghastly.” And for nearly a 
century and a half, personal tastes 
have continued to fuel aesthetic 
conversations about the chapel’s 
appearance.
The heat of those discussions, 
however, is simply a sign of how 
central the building is to us — as a 
community and as individuals. What 
follow are recollections of just how 
central.
For the Chapel of the Immacu-
late Conception has witnessed the joy 
of those being initiated into the church, 
those being confirmed in their faith. It 
has witnessed couples swearing life-
long bonds and seen congregations 
gathered for souls who have left earth 
behind. It has held us gathered for the 
Eucharist. It has held a single person 
offering prayers of solitary petition or 
of simple adoration. It is our heart.
— Thomas M. Columbus
The chapel was my refuge, a holy place where I 
could pray and meditate. Because I lived in St. 
Joseph’s Hall, the chapel was on my way virtual-
ly all the time. I could stop and spend a moment, 
a few minutes or more to gain strength and per-
spective from a few prayers or a rosary.
BIll Brennan ’60
I gasped in horror when I realized 
that I had not been to Mass, and 
how could I go to Communion 
since I’d broken my fast? I wrestled 
with the dilemma, as we scrupu-
lous 18-year-olds did back then, 
but ended up playing it safe, skip-
ping Mass that day. So much life 
has happened to me in the half 
century since that young girl lay on 
the sun-soaked edge of the playing 
field at UD, chewing idly on a stem 
of grass.
BonnIe Shuman faImon ’65
One of our weekly rituals 
was to tread over to the chapel 
for the late Sunday night Mass. 
One particular evening, one of 
our Marycrest floormates (I won’t 
name names) was slow to join us 
as we prepared to leave. To hurry 
her along, I threatened the one 
sure way to get everyone moving — 
fire alarm. I motioned over the red 
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two. After we dropped off my one 
suitcase, a pillow and a quilt at 
Marycrest, the whole clan decided 
to take a campus tour. We ended 
at the chapel and. after saying a 
prayer, it was time to say good-
bye. We stood in the back of the 
chapel in a circle-type group hug, 
all eight of us extremely emotional 
and most of us sobbing. We finally 
broke away, and I waved as the en-
tire family drove off, leaving me 
on my own and still crying. De-
spite this scene, I almost instantly 
learned to love UD.
Kathleen goloBIC oaKar ’87
It sprinkled the morning of our 
wedding, but by the time we ar-
rived at the chapel, God had blessed 
us with a sunny afternoon. Even 
though the chapel seating was 
turned sideways, Father Kohm-
escher had arranged that I could 
walk through the large front doors 
for my grand entrance. With my fa-
ther at my side, I walked through 
those doors, around the back of the 
seating and up the aisle to my soon-
to-be husband. Surrounded by our 
family, friends and UD support-
ers, Jim and I became husband and 
wife. Our first official picture as a 
married couple was in front of the 
chapel’s large front doors.
Jenny Wharton daVIS ’89
October 9, 1976. That day my 
former UD Latin professor, Father 
Joseph H. Zeinz, S.M., performed a 
post-Vatican II Latin wedding Mass 
in the chapel for myself and my 
lovely bride, Deborah Bent.
dale de BroSSe ’67
The chapel’s main entry door-
way with its Gothic arch design and 
beautiful paneled doors and transom 
were made of Cuban mahogany in the 
mill at Peter Kuntz Lumber Co. here in 
Dayton in the late ’60s. Over the years 
I have observed the entry to see how 
it has weathered. Facing west and with 
no protection, the doors look almost 
as good as the day they were installed. 
Shortly after graduating, I married my UD sweet-
heart, Tom Stringer, in the chapel. Since the day 
I walked out of that lovely chapel in a wedding 
dress, every day of my life has been better than 
the day before.
angIe eWald StrInger ’01
Logic failed me, and I could only re-
ply, “Father, I just don’t feel comfort-
able doing that,” whereupon the little 
door was shut quickly without another 
word. I sought succor across the cha-
pel from a confessor known to have a 
modicum of common sense and to be 
light on the penance. Recounting the 
episode almost verbatim, I couldn’t 
help but notice my successor confes-
sor slowly hang his head, shaking it 
negatively in apparent disbelief. His 
unconditional absolution was greatly 
appreciated, and his penance of 
prayer was quickly accomplished.
tom BodIe ’62
We were very much children 
of the ’60s and ’70s. My dress was a 
simple peasant style, daisies were 
in my hair and I carried a bouquet 
of them as well. Dave and I walked 
up together to the front of the cha-
pel, our entrance accompanied by 
two guitars and a small group of 
friends singing. I love the beauti-
ful chapel windows, the vines on 
the side of the building and its 
perfect size for a small wedding 
like ours. I was happy and proud 
to invite our family and friends to 
this lovely spot.
Sue Bohardt heSter ’71
When my family dropped me 
off at UD, I had never been away 
from home for more than a day or 
This, I believe, is due in no small part 
to the care that maintenance people 
at UD have provided. It always gives 
me great pride that our family firm was 
privileged to provide it.
Peter h. Kuntz ’50
In 2001 my Granny passed 
away. One of her wishes was that I 
make my confirmation, so I signed 
up for a class and, with the help of 
my wonderful roommate (also my 
confirmation sponsor), made my 
confirmation at the chapel with 
all my family there and my Granny 
watching down on me.
JamIe PnIeWSKI ’03
One day after Mass, I was 
approached by a brother who said to 
me, “I lead discernment meetings for 
anyone considering a Marianist voca-
tion.” I was unaware that I was consid-
ering a Marianist vocation, but as often 
is the case with Marianist brothers, he 
saw something in me that I didn’t see 
myself. I saw the brothers around cam-
pus teaching classes, presiding at Mass 
and being there for students in need. 
Marianist brothers gave everything 
they had, be it a meal, a quiet room 
to study or simply time to listen to the 
stresses of a college student. Could 
this be my vocation? After graduation, 
I decided to begin formation with the 
Marianists. My first year took place in 
San Antonio. I spent a year considering 
the Marianist vocation before decid-
ing that married life was my vocation. 
When I think of what brought me to 
the place I am today, I remember fond-
ly the importance the chapel had in my 
discernment. It is truly sacred ground.
luKe hoenIgman ’03
We fondly remember the 10 
a.m. Sunday Mass celebrated by Fa-
ther Heft. Rick was an altar server, 
and my family often came to join 
me. Less than a year after gradu-
ation, Rick knelt down inside the 
chapel, not to pray this time but 
to propose on Valentine’s Day 1991. 
On our wedding day in the chapel, 
we received a special papal blessing 
from Pope John Paul II. We’ve since 
had the good fortune of celebrating 
the baptisms of our five children 
there.
tIna d’ePIro ruffolo ’90
I met my wife, Julia, after 
graduation, and by June of 1970 
was ready to propose. Father Nor-
bert Burns was excited to do our 
solemn engagement ceremony in 
the chapel. It was so well done that 
Julia’s grandmother thought we 
had been married.
dan gallIVan ’69
box and somehow, by accident, the 
alarm triggered. (And that’s how I 
remember it to this day!) We flew 
down the stairs and scurried to the 
chapel. As we arrived, I noticed 
blue powder on my fingertips, 
surely some sort of tracing mecha-
nism. I spent every minute of that 
service praying to God that my “ac-
cident” would not result in serious 
consequences. Those 60 minutes 
went by slowly, but the whole time 
I was flanked by my closest friends. 
In the end, I was never implicated 
for triggering the fire alarm, and 
in the end those friends remain my 
most cherished. 
 KrIStIe IorIo Breen ’92
Jane and I met in March 1959 
while we both worked on The 
Project (now UDRI). Love blos-
somed. Jane graduated in 1960 in 
the NCR Auditorium. After gradu-
ation, we walked up the hill to 
the chapel. There, I slipped an 
engagement ring on her finger, 
and we prayed through tears of joy.
BIll BroCKman ’61
I was headed to campus 
early for breakfast prior to 
classes and decided to stop 
in to make a visit. I briefly sat 
alone in the darkened chapel un-
til a Marianist priest entered from 
the sacristy and began Mass. As 
we were the only two present, he 
invited me to come up to the altar 
with him; I served Mass as well. 
After, Father asked me what I was 
doing there so early. We laughed 
and talked, and he thanked me for 
sharing the sacrifice of the Mass 
with him. Over the course of the 
next five weeks, I attended the 
early Mass with Father numerous 
times. To this day, when I see the 
picture of the chapel spire, I drift 
back to the early morning Masses. 
The memory of celebrating Mass 
with that Marianist priest, my 
passing friend, has fortified me 
many times over the years.
VInCent Barrett ’73
We first became friends in the 
basement of Liberty Hall during Light-
house meetings, but many of the ac-
tivities ended up spilling over into the 
chapel. We used it as a space to re-
flect, talk or gather. Five years later I 
couldn’t think of a more fitting place. 
In the courtyard of St. Joe’s, with 
Liberty Hall and the chapel as the 
backdrop, I got down on one knee to 
propose.
Brent hartIngS ’06
No longer present, a ship’s 
lantern was for years placed at the 
foot of the Blessed Virgin’s statue 
to remind us of the men and wom-
en serving in the Armed Forces. It 
was a calming sight and a remind-
er to say a prayer for those who lost 
their lives in the war. 
 tom ConnaIr ’50
I remember being there in the 
chapel and feeling so ... well, 
so good. So alright. So peaceful. 
So happy. And the feeling that 
everything was going to be OK. 
I remember feeling that if I can 
just put everything in the Lord’s 
hands, it will be OK. That there is 
nothing I can’t do, nothing is im-
possible when you know you are in 
the hands of the Lord.
laura SChWeItzer haefelI ’90
I was only in venial city, so I 
thought I’d chance confessing to a 
priest whose proclivities were unknown 
to me. Among my venialities was the 
perusal of several “impure magazines.” 
My confessor was concerned whether I 
continued to possess the magazines, 
but I assured him that I held them but 
briefly and only to peruse. He then 
inquired about the place of my sinful 
ogling, and I admitted that it was in a 
friend’s room in Founders. Father said 
I had to remove the magazines from 
my friend’s room and destroy them, 
a condition of absolution. Panicked, I 
replied that such behavior amounted 
to thievery, not only a sin but a crime. 
He rejoined that such truth was over-
ridden by the violation of the dorm 
rules, which forbade the magazines. 
At my husband’s 20th reunion, he surprised me 
with the idea of renewing our vows. I thought how 
wonderfully intimate and special it would be. Lit-
tle did I know that there were so many people with 
the same idea. And even though the church was 
packed, it still seemed like it was just he and I.
Kathy SullIVan dISanto ’87
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Stopping in for a short prayer 
or just to relax was a welcome re-
spite. For me, the chapel was of 
even greater importance. It became 
my first church home as a Catholic 
convert. As I began to read more 
and to attend Mass at the chapel, 
I became convinced that the Catho-
lic Church was the one in which I 
would find the fullness of faith. 
Sandra henry ’69
I have many happy spiritual 
memories serving many Masses in the 
chapel for various Marianist priests 
during my five years at UD. The cha-
pel has provided to me many graces 
through the sacraments received 
and personal visits to the Blessed 
Sacrament over the years since my 
graduation.
BIll uhl ’56
Just before graduating, I be- 
came a graduate assistant report-
ing to Jerry Vonder Brink, vice pres-
ident of finance. Jerry assigned me 
an office in St. Mary Hall with the 
chapel directly over my shoulder 
out the window and immediately 
threw me into the deep end of the 
financial pool, placing me, a green 
21-year-old, in charge of UD’s in-
vestments, payroll, internal au-
diting and insurance. I looked out 
the window often and visited the 
chapel almost daily for courage, 
inspiration and guidance. The cha-
pel was the first of God’s homes 
to look over my shoulder. St. Bar-
tholomew’s was the second, fol-
lowed by St. Patrick’s Cathederal in 
New York City for 24 years. When 
my three sons used to ask me how 
to have a fullfilling career, I told 
them, “Create something of value 
and the money will come, and al-
ways find a job with a chapel over 
your shoulder, out your window.”
george KoolurIS ’66
I am not Catholic but was wel-
comed into the chapel with open arms. 
My friends went to Mass almost every 
week as a family. We truly enjoyed the 
uplifting thoughts from the priest and 
the togetherness of worship. When I 
visit UD with my kids, we do not miss a 
visit to the chapel.
melISSa KIngery Smalley ’94
The most vivid memories of 
my 42 years of chapel experiences 
are Marianist funerals — both the 
visitation and the Mass of Chris-
tian Burial. I have been to many. 
The Society of Mary follows a con-
sistent ritual in honoring its de-
ceased brothers. Before Mass, all 
are invited to come forward to pay 
respects to their brother lying in 
a pine box. Other brothers serve 
as hosts and ushers. Just before 
the start of Mass, the box is closed 
and sealed publicly — something 
simple but profound when the 
box is made of wood. A member of 
the provincial council or another 
brother close to the deceased man 
reads his obituary. This includes 
details of the man’s life, and I have 
been humbled to hear about both 
strengths and weakness, achieve-
ments and failures, and even sto-
ries of overcoming addictions. Be-
fore 1962, when the cemetery on 
campus filled, young Marianists 
and novices carried their brother 
in the wooden box across campus 
to his grave. I am told that campus 
would come to a stop, and students 
would quietly observe that proces-
sion. On a college campus, we ex-
perience little of birth and death. 
I wish today’s students could wit-
ness such a burial and pay their 
own respects to these great and 
humble men.
dICK ferguSon ’73
On Sept. 11, 2001, our campus, 
like the rest of the country, was in 
shock and despair. Watching the World 
Trade Center collapse to the ground, 
seeing the Pentagon crashed into and 
learning the news of a plane that went 
down in a field in Pennsylvania was a 
day that will never be forgotten. I will 
also never forget the chapel during 
Mass that evening, the warmth we felt 
as the student body held hands and 
sang “Let There Be Peace on Earth.” 
Students flooded into the chapel — 
standing room only, students up in the 
choir loft, sitting on the stairs, people 
trickling out into the courtyard. The 
chapel was the only place that I felt 
warmth and peace on that terrible day.
molly heImert hInKer ’04
The day I married my wife in 
the chapel. Seeing the chapel doors 
open and her silhouetted in sun-
light is a memory that will stay 
with me forever.
JaSon JohnSon ’06
The teeny tiny confessional 
booth served as a dressing room 
to change our Isla Mary into her 
christening gown. When we began 
the baptism, everyone was asked 
to make the sign of the cross on 
her forehead. It was particularly 
moving to watch my grandmother 
and imagine the love and wisdom 
passing through her hand to our 
daughter. It was a day full of hap-
piness — for having a new Chris-
tian in the family, for bringing 
together our extended family and 
for once again being in the heart of 
the UD community. (Two days lat-
er, Isla was also initiated into the 
Flyer Faithful when she attended 
her first game at UD Arena, a vic-
tory over George Mason.)
KrIStIn BlenK dunCan ’99
My fiancé Brian and I were 
taking a gamble having our wed-
ding in March in Ohio, but March 
4 was already our anniversary and 
one of two dates the chapel was 
available in 2000. We figured that’s 
when God wanted us to say our 
vows. I loved our wedding because 
the inside is so plain — it didn’t 
distract our guests or us from the 
real beauty of the day, two people 
joining together.
JeSSICa furnarI mItChell ’98
I moved to San Francisco 
after graduation, but when be-
coming engaged to John, getting 
married in the chapel with Father 
Kohmescher as the celebrant was 
the only option for me. It was my 
home church. So many family and 
friends flew across country to be 
there with us. When our daugh-
ter was born in 2001, we wanted 
her baptized in the chapel. Fa-
ther Kohmescher was again there 
to share in the sacrament as we 
started another child on her faith 
journey.
Karen SmIth ruShKa ’87
When I started UD in 1958, 
chapel was compulsory. We were as-
signed a day to attend the 11 a.m. 
Mass and required to fill out a chapel 
attendance card. To beat the system, 
all one had to do was accumulate the 
cards in their various colors, find out 
which color was being used that day 
and ask someone going to chapel to 
turn in a card for you. That meant you 
could proceed to Brother Paul’s for an 
additional hour of socializing with a 
completely clear conscience. I need no 
assurance I wasn’t the only one trying 
to beat the system. Brother Paul’s rev-
enues could attest to that. I should also 
emphasize the comfort I found in the 
chapel when I was wrestling with my 
decision to join the Society of Mary in 
1961, in addition to my more scoundrel 
days of 1958-59. In later years I have 
shared some of my most meaningful 
liturgical experiences in the chapel.
roBert hIgdon ’62
I was walking by the back 
entrance when somebody rec-
ognized a guy coming out of the 
chapel. The friend said to the kid 
coming out: “What are you doing 
in there?” The departing chapel-
goer said: “What do you think? 
I’m praying for a high number.” 
That night was the Selective Ser-
vice draft lottery for induction 
into the army. The chapel was a 
place I could go to find some quiet 
and peace. A place where I went to 
clear my head because there was 
so much, too much, going on in 
the world that was hard to figure 
out. A place to just sit and think. 
I guess the chapel’s been doing its 
job now for well over a hundred 
years.
Joe Sutherland ’71
The chapel was my quiet place 
to go and think about what I want-
ed to do with my life. When I had 
questions about school or life situ-
ations, I would take Father Charles 
Lees out to dinner, and we’d talk 
about everything. When I got 
engaged to my girlfriend, now 
my wife of 41 years, Father Lees 
blessed our upcoming marriage in 
the chapel. Later, he baptized both 
our children there.
VInCe melograna ’69
My best memory from all of UD 
was our wedding on Aug. 12, 2000, 
at the Immaculate Conception 
Chapel (it had just gotten air 
conditioning!) and having a toast 
in the gazebo afterward with our 
friends and family. Still smile 
every time I drive by the chapel.
holly Baxter ’93 
It was a time when atten- 
dance slips were passed out for sig-
natures proving attendance, but I 
never got one because I was in the 
choir loft singing my heart out. We 
met twice a week to practice the 
Gregorian chants. Credo 3 became 
my favorite with its collection of 
dotted punctums, virgas and porrec-
tus. Reading the Gregorian music 
became second nature, and hitting 
the right notes became easy. As a 
student praying for things like an 
F grade becoming a very low D or a 
homecoming queen accepting my 
invitation to the prom, how little 
did I ever suspect that I would 
ever be praying for my son 46 years 
later at his marriage in the chapel. 
God was there, but I missed the 
chant. 
John Sargent ’66
On March 17, 1965, Tom Merkle met me after my 
night class and asked me to stop in the chapel 
to say a prayer. To my surprise, he handed me a 
St. Patrick’s Day card with an engagement ring 
tucked inside.
Penny BrIght merKle ’65
I remember a Sunday when during Communion 
there were two students on guitar who played “Be 
Not Afraid.” It was beautiful beyond words, and 
there was not a dry eye in the chapel. I believe I 
saw Father Burns shed a tear. Made you feel good 
to be alive, good to be Christian, good to be a Flyer.
John murPhy ’82
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It was Friday, Nov. 22, 1963. 
I was sitting in the Flyers Hangar — 
that snack bar that was in the recent 
addition on the east side of the old 
Fieldhouse on the main campus. The 
Hangar had become a gathering place 
on campus between classes for com-
muters like me. I was killing time be-
fore I had to leave and go to Julienne 
High School to pick up my sister and 
drive both of us home. The radio on 
the public address system was on a lo-
cal music station that interrupted the 
programming to announce, at 1:30 
p.m. Eastern, that President Kennedy 
and Gov. Connally of Texas had been 
shot. The general hubbub of the cus-
tomers immediately dropped down to 
a deathly silence. We were all in shock 
and listened intently to the news 
broadcasts. Then the announcement 
was made that President Kennedy had 
died. Without anyone saying anything, 
all of us in the Hangar simply gathered 
all our personal stuff and walked up 
the short hill to the Immaculate Con-
ception Chapel. The chapel quickly 
filled — standing room only — long be-
fore one of the Marianist priests showed 
up in cassock and surplice and led us 
all in the traditional Roman Catholic 
prayers for the dead. And then, after 
that, very slowly, all of us present walked 
away, locked in our own thoughts.
deaCon norB WethIngton ’65
In college I was fascinated 
with taking pictures of the 
chapel. It’s so photogenic. The 
1994 Daytonian yearbook cover 
was embossed using a picture I’d 
snapped. I was honored. 
nanCy StePhen ’96
I admit particular satisfaction 
in visiting the chapel when no one 
else is there, whether I’m with 
my wife or alone, to sit silently 
to remember past times and old 
friends, Sunday Masses with Fa-
ther Burns and Father Cy, and, of 
course, our wedding. The chapel 
was full, Father Burns brought his 
A-game, and it was very much a 
celebration. Today a pen-and-ink 
The University’s master plan calls for a 
transformation of our beloved chapel guided by our faith 
community’s spiritual needs. Without losing the chapel’s 
historical integrity, the plan will allow for a wider range of 
liturgy and rituals.
An elegant simplicity guides the design. The 
$12 million renovation and expansion will provide:
n Gracious space for the rituals of Sunday Mass 
and the entire Church year — the special rituals of Holy 
Week and the Triduum; the particular needs of baptisms, 
weddings, funerals and religious vows of Marianists; ade-
quate room for the Gospel and Communion processions
n An enhanced relationship of the congregation to 
the sanctuary space with seating that surrounds the altar 
in a gentle embrace and special seating for the choir as 
part of the congregation
n A purposeful progression into the worship space 
mirroring the Marianist path to Jesus Christ — through 
the Mother to the Son
n A gathering space that promotes fellowship and 
community without diminishing the reverent peaceful-
ness of the sanctuary
n A baptismal font
n Intimate spaces for private reflection and prayer
n A reconciliation room
n Increased seating capacity
n Barrier-free accessibility to the entire chapel
This project affirms that our Catholic, Marianist 
heritage is intimately connected with our mission. For 
information about giving opportunities, go to http:// 
alumni.udayton.edu/chapelgiving or contact Todd 
Imwalle ’84 at todd.imwalle@notes.udayton.edu or 
937-229-5460.
Chapel renovation and expansion project
http://www.udayton.edu/ministry/Chapel_REP.php
“Built of Living Stones: Art, Architecture, and Worship”
http://www.usccb.org/liturgy/livingstones.shtml#preface
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sketch of the chapel hangs in our 
living room. I can’t walk past it 
without remembering something 
about our wedding, how hard it 
rained that afternoon, how radi-
ant my soon-to-be wife looked 
walking down the aisle, how one 
of our groomsmen wrecked his car 
driving to the reception. I also re-
member several family members 
and a dear UD friend who, sadly, 
are no longer with us. The chapel 
was where we gathered and why 
we gathered.
John matlaK ’75
Rafael and I were married 
Dec. 18, 1971, during a raging snow-
storm. Our wedding was the last of 
the day, and the staff at the chapel 
seemed to have forgotten about it. I 
was greeted by the priest in a sweat-
suit (the rectory was locked), the or-
ganist (the organ was locked) and my 
100+ guests sitting in near darkness. 
My brother, dressed in a tux, started 
breaking locks. A cheer went up when 
the lights came on, and our wedding 
proceeded only a little bit late. Almost 
40 years later, the marriage is still go-
ing on. We never heard a word about 
damages. 
CarolIne hauSfeld SIerra ’71
One evening two days before 
before Christmas, our community 
choir was rehearsing in the organ 
loft of the Immaculate Conception 
Chapel. Brother Joe Mervar [’32] was 
at the console. I stood on a box at 
his right directing, and the singers 
ranged around in the limited space. 
Father George Barrett [’32] stood 
in the middle below the large pipes 
with [Brother] Bill [Wehrle ’18] to his 
right and then Brother Russell Joly 
[’31]. We had sung in German the 
first verse of “Stille Nacht” and were 
starting the second when I noticed Bill 
had stopped singing and seemed to 
be drooping. I let the song go on and 
moved over to Bill. With Russ on his 
other side, we helped him as he slid 
to the floor. George ran to the sacristy 
for the holy oils but when he came 
back Bill was in a better world, that 
of the hundreds of Marianists who had 
already left to join her whom they had 
so faithfully served.
from Marianists i Have Known 
By the late gerard J. e. 
SullIVan ’31, forWarded WIth 
PermISSIon By don WIgal ’55
I never went to the chapel. I 
remember once arranging to meet 
a woman there. When she arrived, 
we decided not to go in the chapel 
but to go on a date.
Sent anonymouSly
My dad, Edward G. Sander Jr., 
graduated from St. Mary’s Prep in 
1918 and UD in 1922 in a class of 
25. The Christmas Eve Mass had 
been a tradition for him, and it 
became one for our family. It was 
the highlight of the Christmas sea-
son and the most vivid memory of 
the Christmases of my youth. The 
chapel was always filled to capac-
ity, even when we had some large 
snows. My love of Christmas carols 
came from hearing the brothers’ 
choir. It always seemed like hun-
dreds of voices filling the chapel. 
I also remember the intimacy and 
old-world feel, the pageantry, in-
cense and the solemnity of the re-
membrance of the birth of Christ.
WIllIam Sander ’56
I remember stopping in the 
chapel several times a week just 
to sit, pray and enjoy the quiet for 
a few minutes. It was my place 
to get focused on what was really 
important during some hectic 
times.
tom StICKley ’75
My husband and I were married 
in the chapel. We both went to 
UD, we met at a graduation party, 
we were engaged soon after and a 
year later we married. We couldn’t 
picture any other place to take our 
vows because UD is what brought 
us together.
roSe VeCChIone eCKerle ’91
Sundays after dinner, I’d go to the library to study, 
and at about 9:55, I’d pack up, meet up with friends 
and head over to “last-chance Mass” at 10. There 
was something magical about it being so late at 
night, and we were all just together in that Uni-
versity of Dayton kind of way.
Kathy ray ’89
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is a self-described free-market capitalist who 
wholly opposed the state legislation philo-
sophically. You can’t legislate out corruption 
and greed, he says, evident in the persistence 
of payday storefronts. But their tenacity re-
veals a market, which he’ll continue to fill 
with StretchPay. Wright-Patt Credit Union 
has loaned $50 million through StretchPay 
since 2004, last year alone saving members 
more than $750,000. “I’d like to think that 
we’re making life less expensive for the people 
who can least afford an expensive world,” he 
says.
And that’s Lovelace’s calling, too. His latest 
effort is focused on a subprime cousin, tax re-
fund anticipation loans, which can eat $900 of 
a $2,150 refund. To attack that, he’s waging a 
public information campaign through the city 
and soliciting support from trained volunteers 
— including 45 UD students — to help low-in-
come families prepare and file their taxes. He’s 
heard the stories of woe, of people in trouble 
who are looking for solutions. But he’s sure 
there’s a solution that can be found through 
StretchPay, from Page 22
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Researchers are also developing techniques to 
detect weak tire walls prior to aircraft tire blow-
out and perfecting crushable concrete designed 
to collapse to stop a plane that overruns a run-
way. 
“The amount of research done by UDRI capa-
ble of improving flight safety is quite extensive,” 
Kaufmann says.
Since its start in 1956, UDRI has become one 
of the nation’s leading not-for-profit research 
and development organizations. It performed 
more than 90 percent of the $95.3 million in re-
search sponsorships awarded to the University 
in fiscal year 2010. Its major areas of research in-
clude materials, energy and environment, aero-
propulsion, structures, mechanical systems, 
sensors and human factors.
Kauffman views UDRI’s work as positive for 
the entire campus.
“One of UDRI’s main benefits to the Univer-
sity and community is in helping to attract high-
caliber students by providing a paying job doing 
research that the student finds interesting and 
useful in deciding their career path,” Kauffman 
says.
With more than three decades of research 
experience, Kauffman has more projects in 
mind.
“In the near term, I want to fully develop and 
license SMART sensors for different identified 
consumer and industrial applications, where 
they make the most sense and will do the most 
good,” he says. “I’m also working to commercial-
ize previous inventions involving self-healing 
wire and intelligent oil-change systems.”
And further down the road?
“Long term, I hope to perform research to 
improve the reliability of wind and gas turbines 
as the need for electrical output increases due to 
electric cars,” Kauffman says. “Also, I have re-
cently written proposals to develop sensors for 
fuel cells, to generate kerosene-type fuels from 
carbon dioxide and to develop machines to gen-
erate drinking water from humidity in the air.”
And, as his research portfolio demonstrates, 
Kauffman is likely to take on some unexpected 
SMART, from Page 25
UDRI at a glance
n   Begun in 1949 with a single research 
program comprised of a small team 
of professors and graduate students 
with offices in St. Mary Hall analyzing 
structural loads data from aircraft.
n   Formalized as a research 
institute in 1956.
n Cumulative sponsored research 
work passed $1.5 billion in 2010.
n   Full-time staff of 406, plus 176 
undergraduate and 116 gradu-
ate student researchers.
n   180,000 square feet of laboratory 
and office space on campus and a 
growing presence in the 1700 South 
Patterson Building, NCR’s former 
world headquarters and the new 
home for the Research Institute.
UD research volume based 
on the most recent National 
Science Foundation rankings
NSF  Among national colleges and universities
ranking  
  1 Federally sponsored materials research
  2 Sponsored materials research 
and development
 
 Among Ohio colleges and universities
  1 Sponsored materials research and 
development
  1 Federally sponsored engineering research 
and development
 
 Among Catholic colleges and universities
  1 Sponsored engineering research and 
development
  3 All sponsored research and development
  1 Sponsored STEM research
collaboration, the Marianist way. 
Michelle Tedford regularly wrote about issues af-
fecting Dayton as a reporter for the Dayton Voice, her 
first journalism job after graduating from UD in 1994.
challenges that come his way, either in or out of 
his areas of expertise.
Ken Palen is an adjunct professor in UD’s department of 
communications.
University of Dayton Research Institute
http://udri.udayton.edu
National Transportation Safety Board’s report on TWA 
Flight 800
http:// www.ntsb.gov/Events/twa800
BROKE, USA
Gary Rivlin
Rivlin writes about how the working poor became big business, putting a human face on the Poverty Inc. 
industry. 
UP TO OUR EYEBALLS
José Garcia ’07
Garcia and his co-authors uncover the personal debt crisis, tying our personal struggles back to government 
and industry practices that did little to encourage or support savings by ordinary Americans. 
U.S. GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE
The GAO investigates many facets of payday lending, from its impact on military readiness and troop morale 
to its bearing on security clearances for federal employees in law enforcement and national security positions.
http://www.gao.gov
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mos simusandae. Et omnis quae volup-
tatia perferumquis aute quam, susdam 
ipis adis sent venet faceper itatio ex est 
et molo comnimi llenditis ut que om-
mollo tem re verchit aquissi ipiet, ulpa 
plabor rehenis quibera ectat.
Evellabo. Dae plitatem aut et elia erspe 
di offictur? Quis intitiissum, cus estrum 
alibus coremquos experis dolore, ut 
fugiati omni assitibus dolest, quam at 
landebi tatur, solorrum non es sedi tem 
asitio. Optaspellita sit alit labore liqui 
acepedi volorectem imusam quid ullit, 
sanda doluptaquam, undam invel eos et 
ullame num hit quidit et andi dici odis 
sunt omnis maximagnite cum faccab im 
reped que vollam sequam faciumquam 
volor sinvenectiis dolorerem inimolora 
qui antion explaborem quod qui aceped 
magnam, secepra adionse cuptatur, sa-
pere vent.
Alignis ciisque aut et volutatur moluptas 
deliquis imus, simus quas a que pe non-
sequ ibusam rem sa expeliquam iur?
Igent eum laut ut rem faceptio blatemp 
oreperi antent, simus aris re, ari dolum 
aditi te poriorat.
Ficturi ommolor rovitatem adi commolu 
pienditemod quas ipsam verum duntur, 
aciminvenia que pre, odi idus utem eos-
si dolorit et arum velecatin eatus, tem 
qui sandam, sitaquam abo. Nem eati que 
voloremque dolupient, cum aria corem-
perovid ut rem velendam, sit res quae 
doles moluptae occum ipsandi officiis 
eos andit, sin cullatecti aliquo exerovi 
tatur, aditem a ne molorro beatusc iend-
undel illupta quiatqui dolorumque non-
se volor maxima volesequatur rersperi-
or accabo. Itat volorro dolorem. Pient ut 
latior aborepr atemodi con comnimodit 
harchillesti dit ad maioribus, corero do-
lore, si samus expero cor autemos sin et 
min poratur rest, nest aciam que serspid 
maximus, ut odit enda iduntiis sum qui 
diasimusamet adigendae. Nam, quas 
exped evelique nus.
Imagnatur, nobist, accab inum is solup-
tae. Nam que venimpore dem assitis 
exped magni auditae ssequae plis aut 
et magnatent aut omnis vent odi nus.
Santiorum fugiaepe nihillab int offici 
odit et ut fugiatem hil id molo dunt maio 
ipsam cupta eost ea cum conet ea-
quodit, net oditas modis quate re invel 
essit quati berro ditionserum ut adignis 
et dicitas at.
Um venihilique voluptatus elit quam, 
corecto tasperfero blab inveliqui tore-
rat iusandanis ma vollenihit ut facepel 
iquiam, ullecabo. Et aliquae. Natiur ali-
aepel explanihitat verum sim enducip-
sunt ab ius.
Ullab iur sequis maio molor sequi 
quodici aerfere lit invellor re, idusam 
elignatempor recuptatem. Ita verspedi 
rem volutem debit quiducim resto eum 
fugite nimusae lisi dolorepudis mag-
nis aliquiae volupta tendae volecae 
minulles es culpa consequ iatetur mi, 
simuscide nem aut qui si dit quam id 
moluptio. Venim eatur?
Uptaque susdamus sectectemquo ex-
peles simusci tatiasint asitatiant am 
experita conem evera doloris verati te 
dolenis maiore, vent veles eum num 
quos eostor si num volestrum voluptatur 
as eatus, offic tem earum abor molor sa 
dolluptate sinciis et dolla vendipsame 
ventia solupta quae voluptaqui aliquiata-
tio in es acculpa commodit voluptate 
comnima ionsedite voluptat alitincimint 
ut dit occulla turiostiusam quam quam, 
tenihil lupit, nam, simi, vent.
Ni omnis apis soluptate nihitas mod et 
dolorporatur sit hiligenis et lantiisquis 
est molorio nestiis consed estion pliqui 
unte sequam, expliqui reic te nia que 
porerum voluptius, volupta ssedis maion 
expliquata iusa aut laborec aeperro quat 
debistrum dentis exceati undebitam 
fuga. Itatem esequiae as de esequi sint 
iusant, sitisi nobitia spiciat quiatquis ut 
eosto voloreh endanimus, ium dolupta-
tur sus eum cum eum elignatate volores-
tempe num doluptate resedit et ipiento 
volorrovidi te inverehentur sequas ero 
odit, sima num et, sum ipsuntes dolupi-
tatur?
Dant ommod min nosandio quia qui 
vel mos conectas is et ad ma dolorer 
speris etur, volumet estotat quidusda 
coreprem faccus et odit, nati veribus et 
ommolest expliquam faccus, optum am, 
optaqui volupta tessum inctur? Luptur 
similles eribus sequi unt volum ipsae. 
Pudit, sae volorec uptiis doluptate con 
nobiste doluptaquam ne reri volestor 
miliam eosam dus qui nis auta volupiti 
iur aut debit la quaecum eum re volorro 
velit facea non evendellabo. Lent fugiant 
delique cora quam ipsapel labore, untia 
commodi consequis samet eumque aute 
dit pratia dolorum sint rehent, solupta-
tia dit ut volupitem. Sum facia volenihit 
vellit, tessita ecabore ruptat mi, officia 
velesto qui con corrum que voluptatium 
aut quas doluptur secus audi doluptat ut 
optaquunt mint, nonem aut mod ut litiis 
voluptatem vellam re, ommodis millacc 
uptatius sitiosam a pore eaquo tem qua-
tis quia es etur, volo eum exercipsam 
everi untur suntiaspit dolupti orerro vo-
luptaspidi vercipi cipsam quo minusa 
sa conem repelecuptas volorepuda in 
expelic iiscia aditati umquam nonsedis 
abo. Fugia vendus sequi utem faccus.
Qui ut hil ilic tempel min pratias essi 
dent quo vel illoriorum excea volorep 
tatustiant es abores aborumqui re sae-
pudi piscipsape sapidebitis qui renimil 
endignatusa qui temodi ommod que do-
luptur sit ullitatist eaquatius, voluptatiis 
ut autaspe riandaestem. Bus conse quis-
cie neceprem evel modis aut pro bla-
cea quis untia ipienist volum id excera 
volum quae. On nosam, ant hilleni sciani 
sedis ad quia volupta tectur?
Endipsu ntionsent dolore rem qui dolest, 
to volum et quuntiae. Et ullaccum sa ped 
quam nis et eiur acearit et vollacescia 
doloreh enditius ernation porenim pos-
sunt emquatur? Il moluptur sinvel ipid 
molorit atiorem id magnihitas que maxi-
mai orumque planisi mendant endites 
modit et, odigendi voluptur aut dolo-
ratatem accaepe roriatia dolor rescia 
nullatur, conectiistia vid et eaque quas 
enihill auditia tenihit eataspi cimus, tem-
pos alitiis torestruptam hillis moditaq 
uaerchil imagnit audi core 
nobitium sequi occuptium 
quis dictectotae et qui 
cuptas ea vellabo rem-
postia dolorum fugiae sit, 
quiatem sitatur acest as 
rescipsuntis rercia sinti-
aes dolupta volupti scidelit, to modicilla 
ditaquam, core qui secumquae molo 
eum in pe dolupta sincidundi imus, 
cum quiatur restrum aut maiorestio od 
evenimus culparcipsa cuptatur aut quat 
aut laut et verrorestia dolo beat dem vo-
luptassunt hilluptatur, corrore sunt eos 
sapedi odictotature cullam quibus min 
repelibus mos illorpo rruptae enihic tem 
et moluptat omnihil eseque omnis everis 
doluptatus as que earcide ipsum audae 
es dolupicatet quia deribuscid quis do-
luptatia cuptur aceptam, quamusamus.
Giae laut a audis repti occumquo iumet 
occabor ehendit et am iducit adicius 
alit, iuscius, idi nobit, qui ut liquiae. 
Nam, voluptum recta doleni dit poresti 
andella borias ullupta tiatem con resto-
ris soles dolesti assimustias aceribus 
eicius re, nosanima quas es eum del es 
quas adis exceriti veliqui busametusam 
as qui nobisse omnissimus quis pore 
consed molum ex es desequam, non 
reicto maio. Invere molut et aut veribust 
quunt anis et harum, cusdae. Ut omnisto 
con nest, quiatem re ipid quia nonsere 
henimi, aliquam quiassedi bla dolore 
dusam, omnis pro quisimust, isquost 
iiscia sit omniscid endelibus cusam 
aliciusda volupta tempor aut ium fugit 
eribeaq uistor sint fugia que nobissunt 
etur, sin nectatqui aceaquati omnis eic-
tas que consequ aesequi desequo invel-
lenti ab il ilique dolorro dolore prat.
Ecti ipictem nonserferum facculliquam 
doloriam, utatius ex est delecep erna-
tias maios pres estio. Nam et rempore 
henistibus possenis im voluptatiis de-
lest quaecessequo quibusdam aliqui 
alit pos aut ma delibusa serume porem 
laboriberae earum quias es perum ratis 
et parias sinit issed ut fugit in nosandit, 
utatius modit quis vel il inienis et do-
loresciur asit, sende eius, si nis anissi 
quamet aceatiusae. Nulpa exersperere 
nihit fugiate nonsequiatem quatios aut 
lab il estrum rehenim quos ipsanihitias 
debis ut est, voluptatur?
Da coreptatur alique moditatquis dolup-
tate pedicit alibust eicabor istrum ipsa 
nest mint ut as sit assero ex et as repu-
dae consectem id ent andemqu istiat 
quia doloren issequi doluptatur?
Rum volum et officimaios ipitiore iden-
dit ionsera venditi doluptisciam de volor 
amusandae exped est volupta tureca-
tendia volupta spidendam, aut in nis et 
est, sinis nos intis nametum dolorum 
dipis parionseque doles enimus rehent 
est, non nus parum, sam ea velitat uri-
bus.
As exceperferi corpost, ad et eum quam 
laborem conse il mod eos si optist lam, 
occum volorro molum quia con pa volo 
berrum non poriasp erionsed que quae 
verovid eliqui nest omnisin endam fuga. 
Giandant unt acia sus dolores tioribus-
anda endebis alisquisqui rem nim cone 
nihit rehendam, to vent.
Ed untoritiunt maiorpo rectus, cum 
fuga. Ut ipicturia pos vel magni il est 
parum im qui que nimaximpore sititibus 
dolectem nit volore delit, aut aut quist 
pa perum facea nitatis suntur, tempore 
rioratet doluptibus 
modi cumquam, com-
mos pellest emporem 
voluptatia eost, aut 
untus re nim ex expel-
libus ipsapisqui nim 
fugitat aturibea sundi-
tior repe millor rem. 
Tio corem si beribus, 
sapiendi cullabo. Itaque sequis dest aut 
ipsamus.
Deliquatius, ut arundandusci dolorup-
tur?
Utemperum sinveliate nonem imodio. 
Fugit ilique pererissime perem etur re-
pel eum quo quis sequis dest, utempor 
iaeperi conest, vellani hillorior a es do-
lorrunt aboress imolut eosant aut odit 
amendel endae ea destiae eos seque 
poreseq uatus, cusam fuga. Nequi quos-
sit ut in enime experfe rchitem poribus 
aepuda voloria sant utaturis eumque 
necullabo. Aborecae. Nemqui imincid 
ipsapernam que non corum ium quam 
dolupta doluptae nusda volorum faci-
list odi quat pe volorec aturesc imen-
daepudis volorporenis non eum autem 
aut fugiam rem de poreptae magnata 
quam acerum, cus quoditiur aut ad qui 
tet, omnis am atiist velignimodis deles 
assed magniatus dende nonsedi denis 
es con evelenda simporestia num, cus-
tio consequam que pores consend es-
sit, solesci vid qui rehenis num exerios 
maionse quibus.
Ipsam aut quis ad et voluptatem etus 
assit, volor aut quo molupta alic tese 
rerspediscia cusam estiorum enda iunt 
poribusa con ratem que voluptur sape-
rio cum dellent, ut dest estrum volupien-
daes re vel moluptio. On et omni secus, 
simi, voles explabo reiciis nonemodis 
doluptaerit ut volores editatus cupta ium 
quassint expliquiae num aliquidebis pos 
quis as rem alit, nonsed maximus quae 
eos iliqui dolupta veliquam as rem ute 
audis et volut autatium aut as ditate con-
sequunto qui test eumquibus non nem 
receataspere si que conseque vent fu-
gia consectem latem illatur ehenimusam 
hiliquisime santur, volor assus, accusant 
ped eic tem laborepe maxim fuga. Xim 
eaturecaeria alibustio. Epudam quas mo 
voluptur assimus dolestia int ut ipsant.
Ercil mos aris sollorum rendamu sda-
musant labo. Itati totasit hit aut eaquis 
vellatem. Geniatem quaerspe est, sit 
laccument elitate ndandit lit faccae nimo 
duscimu scium, consequias mod quisi 
optis assim id et officaboris inveles sini-
mentis ditatata plam ipsae. Nam evene 
laceaquam, et reptat.
Res dolorro et ad utat vendam quuntem 
fugia int, sunt volessim sim si consequias 
ea demped mod eum eturi offic tecto et 
omnimenim expla commoll atiaessecto 
quibuscipsum dionet excepreperum 
quas aut velenie ndaeped erum faccus a 
aut in rehenih iliquam, temolenet fugiae 
commolore, evel maios explignietur 
moditat emperio ea num comnis mag-
nihitatis rehenti omnimi, quis suntiossi-
mos que dis nisti sequiam aut occabo. 
Uptibus nesequatem eari rerianimusam 
aut amet reperatias re venim si ratia 
conse nam vid eatet atemporia enimint 
asimagn atius, optat.
Accaepr epedicatem evende sam ea-
quibusam re dus evernat excestrum 
lantiorum remporiandae volores cipsant, 
qui odipsun deliber uptaerferor mosam 
doluptas mollaccum dolorende aceri 
odit quibus dolorem apelibusam se-
quatia sam que invendis everias dolupti 
ssercimus sunt omnis exeria samet, of-
ficiis sunt, te ea volor sitiisimod que nis 
ut et asped quiat pos volorectem. Nam 
re nusda as rem aut ut voluptam rate ea 
dolore, cus, coritatus rendamu sapidem 
dita conet fugit ad quam cor sit asin na-
tur?
Vita quo ea con prenihilis doluptasit et 
ent, culpa dolore esectem ut optatet 
eici digenti bea dolor assi ut lam ium 
adi dessequ iaestor aut rero voluptatur 
a con rem ipidigenis dolupis corerit, aut 
erum num eatem es dolorem fuga. Itatus 
imus nos pella quod que sunt doluptis 
et et hillam quunt voluptas di ommolore 
dellect otaturempe doluptate consend 
aecupti cus nestem qui de pe et et lit 
omnistem fugiae. Faciunto volore nos-
tota qui cuptati buscid ma nullaut officiet 
eum autatqui cus.
It ut dem eate nest, el estibus mos ni 
testio. Lendest paria que apiendis utem-
poria voluptatibea vit qui ipiet dem rem 
res pos doloratem lique officae sequia 
solupit audis aribus.
Iqui inctibus sandam est, atis ditinis 
volent explian dellessimet incto mos-
sunt, iminimus ab is moluptaerum iunti 
volupta essectin etur, alicili tatius mag-
nihiciam eume ea secus es dolor abo. 
Itatinvel et esti bla am nonecte sentias 
aut ratio velesercia veles mo mint quis-
quo ssimilit aut laut quunt, ius, con nos 
eum recullupiet et et a sitas acculparum 
a verchicimil invereiur se excea dit ex et 
volo eum late esequis aut utenihi ligeni-
hil inienis sunt qui core dem volorem vo-
lore pos que et idis eumquia illiqui atem-
porem nates nullabo ressitatemo ipsa 
quid quo maxim aut et ati sinulparia nat 
erum et ut es estrum, odis sim assequia 
pel mosam nobit ommosa comniminte 
numquo invelit, tem verciminumet et la-
boriberro moluptiam eati ommo volup-
tatus aut veliqui ssequat ilis voluptam 
aperum estiaestrum vendi occume ea-
tem. Nam fugiti veliquis dolum volupta 
tintur aut aut late dendelest dolore ese 
ne sandere mpedica tesciis dest quam 
qui aliquam lab iminiatur, corpore se-
quides nihiciendam, temperibusa cul-
lab id quid ma ped quatecto id et, com-
nit fugiamus dolupta id eum expernate 
ipicatatiur?
Est, od ma et ellat excearit quam, quid 
magnis earum volupti vel ilit pa qui 
quisqui aspersp iscimen torest, volo 
explacea vitatia apisinctiam quis earum 
quos mod et dolorecupis maxim ducim 
iundellit, conseritati de imincipsam 
enditatibus eicime nis enimodis incili-
quam, aperspelenis nis reius sam eum 
vel ipsust, quiam velescipsa quidusam 
si beatum volest quam quisciae. Ut odi-
tissero quamenimint.
Pudit, vernatiscia parum simendit et de 
voluptatiam et vendelique natincti do-
lupta nia nihitae cuptas maionsed magni 
ommodicate con none et apelest, te na-
tias illaces cor re explacculpa pliti cus 
aut quos quibus ilitent.
Ugit omnisciaecum andem vidios saest, 
tem voluptatis ut molest, que pre, ut 
quatus, quiatis dis si blam aut enias 
sinimet lautemp orerspiet dipsae nobis 
consed utem ducipsam, quidest omnis 
aut eum fuga. Ibus, il inis minte eum 
harit omnihitatem acepe eturibus cor-
est omnis natum quidest iurerrumqui ut 
fugit delectemo con essequistem volen-
dantem debit, con rerum sunt, volesciis 
venderum et laborep edipsan isinctia 
et que vel et plis autecus doluptiunt et 
porempores ut odias es et dolorem fuga. 
Tissimusae nobites totatecum quaectem 
ipis pratur?
Tem. Asseque nos quisiti simi, quibust io-
riores exceprem acipit vent etur audam, 
ut ad quae volore, ut facium idelibus 
aut eumque parchic iusaperit et et que 
iminusanis excepta tureius explitio vid 
quam ea que volupti ntectemos volupta 
consend igendam ut quati sequi nis eici-
ant, ut ent, atur aborepe libusapidias re-
rnaturem rent ipsumquia ium nimostem 
nos seque ipidebit endanditas eossim 
abore mo mo te nullori vollor recto del-
lab idelluptae nonserferum, con cus que 
nonseque poreius voluptas nobis quam, 
simus nulla consequidem sae ea quodi 
voluptaepro omni quis que vendio. Ut id 
quid quisque volo ma nit vella que vel-
lam que autem quo et et andae et dolupta 
is aut fuga. Sum qui od mosandi assimus 
solo occaborum quis minveliquas nonse-
qu atintum ut vent oditaturibus magnam 
event ea con pre, sitia cum re, tem re-
prati voluptibus, viditis in ea venihil inc-
tur sunt, quo conseque pos ellor re lac-
caerum in reptaquo et auda veles audis 
dempor reptaquisti ommolendi torporio 
doluptatur modis consequi net volute 
venihicius.
Ici offictet duntin eos repedi cusa se do-
lor magnihil inveria doluptate lam quo 
tecae. Em volorem lab ipsanti que erum 
ipsunt que nonseceprae. Cepreperibus 
etus evelique verfern atiur? Tur, iusam 
volorem sam qui alitaquid evenis non-
serrum eate vernam fugia que re veliqui 
occusdamet alibusandae quam reium 
corro tentio. Rovid experunto et as esto 
tem dolest, odi officianis exceptat ilia 
pro iumquisqui volupta vollant estios de 
eaquuntet, idunt, et quaecere pa nihilles 
ist eum erum dolorum ullupiditae et par-
chit, nonet qui utatibus.
Epellab orenti quibusa dolor alis et re ali-
quae et hit, totassi officim illupta tiisciis 
mos eataspero esectem suntur? Do-
lorepernam aspidest, ut etur, quatianis 
quas cus.
Ehenihit, ut laut am a doles adisquaturit 
ad quiam rae. Imus sim venimetur?
Tat. Dae maximet pore nit mi, sitem exe-
ro optatis quodit issintetur sit hil et lant 
acitas corio berum ipsum ditibus non 
evel milluptaquia cum ad quati tem ero 
magnihi llorecea dello volo estint e en-
delibusdae issitio. Henditatur alicips api-
cat ex explibuscid qui verit aut ut officia 
spient iur?
Git exerror iorisi doluptat adic to veliant 
fugita nonsed everehe nimoluptur ad esti 
odigniam ni bea deliatum fugia sequi 
Author on the high seas
DOT SCHRAMM MINZER ’63
Where would one go to find inspiration when 
writing children’s Christmas-themed plays? Ac-
cording to Dot Minzer, the Bahamas, of course.
“My husband Ed and I are avid sailors,” says the elementary 
education graduate, now retired and living in Florida. “Our 38-foot 
Catalina, the Classy Lady, has taken us all about Florida and to the 
Bahamas four times. It is during those long sails and months aboard 
our boat that I write and write and write.” 
Minzer has written three productions with such titles as Santa’s 
Got the Flu! What Are We To Do! and North Pole’s Got Talent! The 
musicals feature parody songs set to the tunes of traditional holiday 
favorites. Minzer writes the lyrics, dialogue and directs the actors — a 
volunteer cast of 70 to 80 including a children’s chorus. She also has 
two children’s books to her credit.
The productions are not only light-hearted reindeer games but 
also a community-outreach opportunity for civic organizations that 
donate toys to be given to all of the children in the audience. Other 
less musically inclined volunteers donate time, tape and paper — 
wrapping all of the gifts for distribution. 
Minzer spent several years teaching after graduation before tak-
ing a decade-long break to raise two daughters. She then earned a 
master’s in education in library and media, 
returned to academe and spent 18 years as 
a media specialist and computer guru. 
“I have always said that an elementary 
teacher is a jack of all trades and a master 
of some. I incorporated writing, theater, 
drama and music in all of my teaching. 
They easily became my passions in retire-
ment,” Minzer says. “I love to write. Always 
have. Working full time and raising a 
family does not give one time 
to pursue those loves. 
Retirement does.”
Apparently, so does 
a Classy Lady.
—Jeaneen Parsons
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cust et omnisitatem ea doloreh endigen-
tur sim ipsam qui aut et ercius esequatur 
accatquam fugitiusda veniet, ventibus.
Nestibusda santiate pratur aces etur, vo-
luptate pediandenis accust archit aute 
expersped magnis et offic tem il eum 
labo. Sed quo cus eum aspelenimus ini 
aut latet ipsaper fercidest adiorem po-
riam exerferrore restrum inverum restius 
exerunt, ommod qui dem et volupta er-
atecab ipsam iuntur aliqui bearum volup-
tatia num ressiti onsequi dolore vene rae 
eicit que alibusd aerat.
Ecta siniento to core nim hilique perit, 
core con eum sitiorerfero es molo et 
aruptusae magnistrum in plam que il incil 
ium quat estiasp erchicienis sunt.
Corum essi te nonseque et volupta-
tur acepre dellam qui aspero que res a 
quae volor audis magnit intorit am, occati 
quunti blandestiis aspedipid modis alias 
ut reperem simi, aut et offic test, consedi 
dera dis doluptium que nestio ipicia 
vende et aut et accus molor asperae rest, 
quia nulparciist, offic torehendam nobitat 
excepro velectorat.
Ment lam fugit idus, ommolest ad quos di 
conectem quia volecta spienda videbis 
et eume mil erio consernam escitae sse-
quiae dia invellu pitatum qui offic tempo-
rum rerundi tatatur? Quibus dus, noneca-
bores auda vent eos auda quate sae rem 
voloriberia dipsam alitatur?
Eceribus de non re et alit aut velessum 
eossunt abo. Neque volumqui ullabo. Et 
ene volorepres volorum ipsusan ienient 
voles sit labo. Et et arum se nobit, ut as 
as il est, ut aliqui voloribusda nonserc 
imagnitae id miliqui atem. Bit odi volupta 
temqui dolentia quas verum dolupti te 
nonsed magnitiusam, apicide nonet pre 
porerspid exerum conse voluptatia num 
restrum quos ducillorum fuga. Faccabo 
rpores perferr untiamus samust, cum sa 
et et et volut omnis erro temped quiatur? 
Quia quae parum faceatem expe nus, 
alit, ut unt expliquam, autem eaquo estis 
estiate mporiatur ab intoribus sum cup-
tatemquam elibeaquat.
Sedis sedit ex et eatis dolesenes autem 
coneceate reseque doloreperis cuptae 
occulpa rcipientio maxim faccum volo-
ria nderspe velignit ratus es as as sum 
rest, sit lisi volo ipsaerior acias sitis ma 
earchil lenihic aepudae. Ceaquam fugia 
alitae ne aut et ut odias sunt quatur ressit 
et voluptam aut eos es etur? Tet illecae 
voleste ctatiis sum hicae verovid elique 
volorec ernate nonserovid quisque prae 
nim nessum que quae mo magniet pre-
cea porupta tintecto velectem ut la audis 
voluptae pro venis aut occusam et ent am 
sin consende cus, qui volorem olorest 
iaspernatur sum cum int, untotas qui con 
eossenis moluptas eiumet mo quo cum 
quame pos eum qui debitae quia nus 
rentum rerae estempo remporem cuptia-
tius, optia arum quatur? Quis receat volo 
opta dolo dictatiissim sitibeaquiam fuga. 
Ita elibus doloria ndante qui sapera cum 
et de volorest viducid uciatur sedi te pelit 
pa none plias diam repelique ni in est, 
unt pelecerspit millum est, omnihil est, 
ipiendition et aut vent, quiate quiscit mod 
ut omnihil latempor mosant minim fugi-
assunt hit, si deseratur alibus maximus 
esciate offictur molorro eturenias sentur 
sit aut ea aut perum rerum voluptas do-
lora inullut quam, sunt aut et quatur, quia 
suntium que aut rem et optior asi nobit ex 
endunt aut pel maximagnis etur, quatetu-
rit fugiat.
Orit doluptatem. Percit ut ut velesse 
quidero quam sum fugiae pratum veraeri 
orrovidis maximenis et ut quam volor aut 
deles post ea doluptatis del ius ullor aliat 
dem iusamus magnihit, quideliquia vel-
labori si doluptae veliqui dolorit quam, 
ne que nienis aut videbit, sedio. Ed quo 
illaboritat evel is doluptas nonem. Vel et 
que plam velessi magnam, explam labo. 
Dio quam solorem quia ad et la quatem 
rehenietus sequae porerum apid quatio 
volorae net parum iuri quidia velest ate 
assequo ipsa nimus arcipit, se solest of-
ficipid min nam es ped eossite ctusam 
excest hil il es quibus et quiam volor 
rehenihilic te etur si dolupid maiore dis 
illaboritate nonsequiae verores etur aut 
volum dis il id ut eatur? Oluptium es sin-
turem eatiscium explaborem quiderrum 
ut ute et ventis alit facipsam sum cusan-
diandes ex et aut explia volo quaspistis 
volorep udiciun tisimus.
Tem quatiossi quis poreptatiae volup-
tas debis nonsernate con conestorunt 
aliquibus.
Nonsequam a ium am que nempore pe-
runt latur repercitas as ilit maio dolut odia 
as ut explaud ipsum, que voluptae que 
nimus maximusant ut et lis sam rescian 
delignis modi aliquo consendem non-
seque lam volorendi rerume volorem 
consend untiati onsedi quatis into qui 
cus et eum num et a cullest doluptus rem 
volum volor alis illabo. Hitio voluptat.
Mus dolesectio odignatat.
Iquiaerspis quodigendi re derum re-
molorio que non rerates doluptu rionest 
volupta con nulparchil in cora enisqua-
tium, ne parum ratemqui volorem quidus 
ipienisim quiam denis mi, consequibero 
deliqua sitatia assecupta coneceaquas 
et odi imagnis maion et optiur, ipienda 
nis aspedit volorpo rectem et quam, 
autem eatemperum rempor sitas rerios 
quas dellaut aut ut derehen ihicaturiam 
ipis perem. Et estrum aut quasit, offici-
taque et lab iunt ut repero ommolo omni-
ant volut qui soluptatur aut lantem quate 
nulloremquia sit eaqui to cus quidusam, 
ea qui occus dolore pa si venditat eaque 
nempore perspis repudae plit eaquos-
sene mincien demquaecta volorist, qui 
corepro vene oditatia sedionem. Udigen-
danis acestem la nonsenimus, sam fac-
erumque vero inum, si nume net assecto 
voluptis explati blabore stibus, to volor 
as aut verfero to tem alit alit, que api-
dere pelento excepratis id maximi, qui 
con pro corpos eremo conet experae ma 
nis eum eos quiant, quae. Nem es mol-
ori dolor atas alibus volor rerum, sandus 
excerfe raeculpa doluptat ulliquo quidus 
deliquid qui autatia ilicaestrum abore nis 
apedit et quam unt ab inis ipsam fugia 
cum siminvel essume est, sit faccus qui 
simoluptiate peliquatum asperio. Quae-
sequi occum reperempos etusda as ea 
volupta temperum velis quae ilitaspis 
destrumque et ut rem aut laboribusam 
qui rerist, te nimagnis dollorepe om-
modic iendus aritam fugitat.
Um fugia essuntur? Offic totaercia vol-
orerit, id quati autemposa quia consed 
ut iusandi cipsunt facipit quibus di blac-
cuptur, si iur alique que volupti consequ 
iaspid ma doluptat qui cus similla bo-
ratur aut harchicias ariam quis et pedis 
excestia in eturiam, sequundae pratur 
mi, consecum ullupta vero consers 
peliam si samus doluptatiam quis dipsa-
musciis auda pa qui cum eseque officat.
Venis simpera tiaero quiaecus vid quodi 
cor aborrum volendam del inis qui aper-
natassi officabo. Modis electae sciatem 
asit ut aspictem. Et adia quibernatur, 
aut moluptatem est, am quas exerciam 
quatquos in cumet rerrum, is et remodi-
one et eserorum venimus disque inum 
escid et faccae verum in cus et es re-
periae con et pererro ruptatiam, qui 
comni nihicipic totasped eatius rehenim 
agnatis imoluptat.
Dolorerunt alibusaniti cumquid estis 
erum hitis sant audiosae erepe volut 
delit doluptas dolor aut rehendit ra 
consedia peribus ut fugit fugitior rerem-
porro voloriatio. Consequi odigni do-
luptae verciae mo to blab incto et maio. 
Nam, con ressita tquist facepudam eate 
doluptat vel milicae parchicimi, ut volo-
aut esequis eosam andenderero illabor 
endiciendam, illestiis dero ipsame lam, 
int laborum ea niet eum aborum accus 
exerferio qui ommodio temporerit re, 
voluptaepuda vel inciet eum della do-
luptia nem volorro dolorest, velent iur ad 
ut ma aperes earcia con porro dent qui 
dolores incipsu scilla doluptur sed quas 
debit eatintem autatis et presequamet 
expernatis ad quam repe vendis excearc 
hicipsa vel evelles re sin cullabores 
nossim fugia commolorum nonecepudit 
entorror aped quia eosanihil minis etus 
aut laboriorende de non nonectoria nes 
esentiberum quo odis nonsed quo quis 
sim recat.
Venducipsam consequ ibusaec estios 
expe velicitam, odis abo. At lab ipis aut et 
officimaio quidel ent vidunti corepudant.
Ga. Cercide lectatur asit ut liquisitatem 
eossit que pore iduntin evellaborro qua-
tur, quas venihil ipsam nonseque nempo-
reperro maio et lique venducias et odi-
onse quiatur ibeariassum in pe voluptati 
cupta volum ea dolestoresti doluptati in-
ulpa qui offictis mos dolupta spidellamet 
ventio erumenim re e eliam, occae. Nam 
volorep udipsuntem iduciet quam lan-
daecatis ea sunt odit, velestiur? Ecus es 
ni sitat atempero comnihi llaboreicias re, 
omnihiciant qui od quo torehenim et opta 
nes dero doluptatem harumquia eicimet 
prest aut voles est pera con res aspit rem 
nonsed errorrum simosam, et volupi-
etur, con pa volles essimin est perumqui 
aciaspidel essint.
Magnitae ventis ent eum et as esto te-
ipsa pa voluptae volum ut venis conem 
volupis essimin ciandignam apidenim-
pos pratur sus unt.
Ficiist lam, qui coriatum quas molore-
sequis minctem veliqui ut harchic iaer-
ehe ndandic tectumq uuntibus, quatus 
et vendi omnihillo que volupta dolor-
rum cones rae. Duntiist, volupta tioris 
rendae. Nequi dem qui to cuptas aborit 
aut acepell acepelenis maximped el-
labo. Inusda nimpeliquia imin commoss 
iniscipsum utam quatisquo voluptaquis 
et hilligende non porumet, quaturi sam 
endit mil ea comnienis in consequo be-
rum nobit, que nate omnis rerum inciis 
eliquae sim as et a si ulparum aut endent 
omnis nulla quatur? Adi debissequi tem 
etur? Qui ut optas et lit ut omnis dolupta 
voluptium ut delita doluptat.
Bit lia vitae volorat in eos erum inciassum 
etur?
Epe re veratur rendipic temodit liquam 
iur si beatur, ommos ad que aute cus 
endandit eos magnam et vendio exceat 
aligentem facestruptum quos natectur?
Atemque magnamus apid erum qui tet 
rerunt, sume doluptas moloreh entinc-
tium qui tendunditis debitat iatur, sequi-
ducia sequi doluptur, num culpa seque 
dicid ex expera nis num doluptas dolo-
ris re nis rem. Et molore re volenis il in 
consedi cimagni magnis rem que plabo. 
Re la senda aliquiscit, corunt, cuptati 
comni dolorum aut as es elent, optur, op-
tatuscius aute conseris et ut doluptatem 
restias perfere nullam facestore volor 
ALUMNI
Brother James Abel, S.M. ’54 — Jan. 6, 2011
Wade Allen ’74 — Dec. 9, 2010
Thelma Hill Baker ’65 — Jan. 1, 2011
Paul Beck ’61 — Dec. 1, 2010
Mary Miller Boller ’89 — Nov. 23, 2010
Brian Burns ’80 — Jan. 6, 2011
James Callison ’84 — April 22, 2010
Katherine Wilson Campanile ’66 — Jan. 11, 2011
James Cannon ’78 — Nov. 5, 2010
Father Raymond Carter, S.M. ’39 — Dec. 1, 2010
Frank Cipriano ’72 — Aug. 22, 2010
John Coleman ’71 — Aug. 20, 2010
William Conley ’52 — Nov. 11, 2010
Kenneth Cordonnier ’59 — Dec. 22, 2010
Leroy Critchfield ’53 — Oct. 30, 2010
Felix Cruz ’58 — Dec. 15, 2010
Eworitsemogha Dabor ’89 — Oct. 13, 2010
Gene Demeter ’68 — Nov. 2, 2010
Judith Caplinger Diehl ’76 — Oct. 18, 2010
Gary Dienes ’97 — Oct. 25, 2010
Jack Ditzel ’58 — Oct. 28, 2010
Judd Dry Sr. ’60 — Nov. 25, 2010
Francis Dwyer ’54 — Oct. 19, 2010
Richard Egan Jr. ’70 — Oct. 13, 2010
Mary Frances Galvin ’62 — Dec. 15, 2009
Sister Marita Ganley, S.C. ’69 — Nov. 22, 2010
William Gannon ’63 — Dec. 8, 2010
Karl George ’65 — Oct. 4, 2010
Emma Hoke Gibbs ’44 — Oct. 11, 2004
Vernon Glaser ’50 — Nov. 5, 2010
Charles Goss ’49 — Oct. 1, 2010
Henry Hager ’61 — Oct. 30, 2010
Robert Hankey ’55 — Dec. 27, 2010
Bruce Hartman ’75 — Jan. 1, 2011
Harriet Kinlock Heimburger ’46 — July 26, 2010
Edward Henz Sr. ’43 — Nov. 27, 2010
Desra Herbst Jr. ’74 — Jan. 21, 2011
Father Robert Hertweck, S.M. ’54 — Dec. 10, 2010
Joyce Petry Hill ’80 — Nov. 14, 2010
Rita Hoog ’65 — Dec. 2, 2010
William Horne ’91 — Dec. 1, 2010
Nancy Ann Hoskins ’93 — Nov. 1, 2010
Dedrick Howard ’95 — Jan. 18, 2011
Juletta Homan Huelskamp ’53 — Nov. 5, 2010
Robert Huelskamp ’55 — Dec. 19, 2010
James Huth ’54 — Nov. 14, 2010
John Inscho ’74 — July 30, 2010
Lawrence Jacobson ’64 — Dec. 25, 2010
Peter Jenks ’56 — Oct. 1, 2010
Michael Kerezsi ’55 — Jan. 14, 2011
Paula Shay Kern ’52 — Nov. 20, 2010
Frank Kolo ’66 — Nov. 3, 2010
Sister Marjorie Kramer, S.N.D. ’42 — Nov. 18, 2010
Sister Rose Langdon, C.PP.S. ’59 — Oct. 19, 2010
Brian Leonard ’00 — Nov. 28, 2010
John Luehrs ’61 — Dec. 6, 2010
Eugene Manuszak ’62 — Dec. 9, 2010
Anthony Marko ’79 — Dec. 22, 2010 
Michael Matta ’62 — Jan. 3, 2011
Eugene Mauch ’52 — Dec. 3, 2010
Terry McChrystal ’89 — Nov. 7, 2010
Janet Williams McClain ’76 — Oct. 27, 2010
Dorothy McDowell ’48 — Oct. 18, 2010
Sister Marianne McGriffin, S.P. ’66 — Oct. 24, 2010
Brother Raymond McQuade, S.M. ’53 — Jan. 4, 2011
Joseph Monnin ’58 — Oct. 29, 2010
Verlie Hardigree Moore ’60 — Nov. 6, 2010
Herbert Morris ’42 — Nov. 23, 2010 
Thomas Murphy ’66 — Jan. 1, 2011
Thomas Muth ’60 — Oct. 20, 2010
Carolyn Hochwalt Nichols ’76 — Nov. 26, 2010
Ralph Niehaus ’39 — Nov. 29, 2010
Robert O’Brien ’49 — Nov. 27, 2010
Lawrence O’Donnell ’61 — Jan. 8, 2011
Terry Parker ’70 — Dec. 18, 2010
Joi Kauffman Pastrick ’91 — Nov. 8, 2010
Ardell Paulson ’55 — Feb. 5, 2011
Thomas Phillips Sr. ’51 — Dec. 10, 2010
Michael Pienkowski ’89 — Aug. 18, 2010
Brother James Pieper, S.M. ’40 — Jan. 6, 2011
IN MEMORIAM
Donna Casasanta Pignatiello ’84 — Dec. 15, 2010
Laszlo Posevitz ’64 — Nov. 28, 2010
James Poweski ’59 — Dec. 1, 2010 
Kisha Pruitt ’97 — Oct. 28, 2010
Joseph Quatman ’38 — Jan. 14, 2011
Jeanne Rammel ’64 — Dec. 7, 2010
Samuel Redlinger ’71 — Nov. 5, 2010
James Reel ’57 — Aug. 3, 2009
Nathaniel Reich ’52 — Oct. 19, 2010
Edward Reidy ’50 — Feb. 5, 2011
Norman Reinhard ’63 — Jan. 10, 2011
Leo Rhodes ’80 — Nov. 22, 2010
Roger Romito ’63 — Nov. 4, 2010
Carl Rosenberger ’68 — Oct. 28, 2010
Robert Rosencrans ’71 — Oct. 15, 2010
Blanche Jones Ross ’81 — Dec. 9, 2010
Mark Ruf ’73 — Dec. 13, 2010
Sancta Ryce ’03 — Jan. 22, 2011
William Schimanski ’55 — Dec. 10, 2010
Sister Madonna Schneider, C.PP.S. ’59 —
 Oct. 31, 2010
Emory Searcy ’95 — Oct. 22, 2010
Patricia Shea ’58 — Nov. 6, 2010 
Richard Shea ’72 — Dec. 13, 2010
Frank Siggins ’53 — Nov. 20, 2010
Jack Silcott ’79 — Nov. 19, 2010
Sandra Lamb Stanley ’75 — Dec. 19, 2010
Kay Tallmadge ’65 — Jan. 4, 2011
Joseph Thomas ’40 — Jan. 6, 2011
Robert Thome ’48 — Nov. 24, 2010
Kenneth Thompson ’90 — Jan. 11, 2011
William Thurman ’72 — Nov. 21, 2010
Richard VanJura ’69 — Jan. 9, 2011
Lawrence Volzer ’60 — Oct. 26, 2010
Andrew Wagner ’59 — May 19, 2010
Clarence Walters ’37 — Feb. 17, 2010
Gary Walters ’72 — Nov. 5, 2010
Edward Weaver ’66 — Nov. 27, 2010
Douglas Whitaker ’69 — Dec. 19, 2010
Polly Williams ’78 — Nov. 26, 2010
Thomas Wolf ’56 — Nov. 2, 2010
Evelyn Burre Wren ’64 — Dec. 5, 2010
Jack Wright ’61 — Nov. 1, 2010
Robert Wright ’49 — Jan. 25, 2011
Robert Wood ’54 — Jan. 10, 2011
FRIENDS
Valeta Bach — Dec. 23, 2010; survived by daughters 
Mary Ann Plaspohl ’80 and Martha Von Bank ’88; 
sons-in-law Ed Plaspohl ’78 and Nick Von Bank ’86; 
and grandchildren Marissa Plaspohl ’07, Michael 
Plaspohl ’10 and current student Megan Plaspohl.
Sally Schilbe Becker-Quatman — Oct. 18, 2010; 
survived by son Jon Quatman ’78.
Mary Ann Belanger — Oct. 26, 2010; survived by son 
Paul Belanger ’84, daughter-in-law Sara Billingsley 
Belanger ’85, nephew Rick Hawkins ’85, and 
grandson and current student Patrick Burns.
Joseph Grass — Oct. 13, 2010; survived by daughter 
Doris Grass Condron ’84, son John Grass ’86 and son-
in-law Thomas Condron ’99. 
Jean Hutsell — June 26, 2010; survived by daughter 
Carol Gibson Lewellen ’72, son-in-law Richard 
Lewellen ’82 and granddaughter Bridget Lewellen ’99. 
Jean Hammock Lofton — Nov. 27, 2010; former 
University student, survived by nephew Oliver Davis 
’83.
Xavier Monasterio — Jan. 4, 2011; former University 
faculty. 
David Radzyminski — Jan. 13, 2011; current 
University student. 
Jack Rang — Feb. 7, 2011; former University faculty, 
survived by son David Rang ’84.
Rosemary Stander Ross — Sept. 27, 2010; University 
benefactor. 
Edwin Ray Voyles Sr. — Dec. 9, 2010; survived by 
son Edwin Ray Voyles Jr. ’82. 
Deloris Weekley — Dec. 12, 2010; survived by 
daughter Deborah A.W. Read, University vice 
president for advancement, and grandchildren and 
current students Sean and Catherine Read. 
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rupicid ma verunt dis volore planimus 
volorest occum es dollit harcienimin 
endus, nit, sundis eius, aut volum autas 
eaque in etur?
Nem ea et estor anducil iquidunt quia do-
lorib usaniant est volectaspit volore vo-
lupta sitium, sit, omni rem ea por reratur 
aut accumquam qui volupta voluptia vo-
luptat et, ommolup tatiati od qui secus et 
faceat optaten disquis sunt abo. Tempos 
eaquidel ium accuptas eat venisquae. Ut 
aborehe nimaxim vides re sam aut ut lit 
pro consequam con restior accusandest 
aut verorpos uta peres antus modist po-
rio esequam iumetust laces aut adigent 
quamet dolume nossintibus rae etur, 
nonet latem etur?
Ficium qui officabore siminve nihictur?
Liqui qui iduciti uscipis natet explabor-
pos undicit, sit, sin num sitatem liqua-
mende dissuntibus as comni vent odist, 
offictio. Hendita quaectem quam nis re 
dolorerum in restios nimusam eum quia-
tem vent a doloreperro quidusc imilitas-
sum exernam consequamet ea core id 
moluptibus, officae volorec esequis max-
impo rruntor endusci pitate es simolupti 
conem re nossunt volorem vitate sandio-
rempos qui int voloratem. Et aliquiaepel 
eatem dio et pore nimilique occus sam 
conecat as mint ium voluptatur? Quist, 
quo cum am qui nimi, sitaquas sunto et 
ium qui doluptas et quis apient veribus, 
ilistiamus doluptate is earum nis reic to 
es sed eati omnitis di utaturecatur rat 
aborion conempor a volorio rehenda 
erchit laut labori optatemque dolorem 
porpore, nit rectio mo modi officii sti-
umqui ut lab ipid que porion erumquis 
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ulpa venihit fugitat uresti quosam que 
et, esectas deles que con corepti offi-
cae coribus as id enimaxima init ero qui 
dolorum cus quassunt aliti torruntiore 
deliquaspe min re earum est quiat mag-
nam utem ad eossinisqui occaepro dol-
loreperum est aliquatur? Quiam ilitiun 
totate vel in conseque re evenisque vol-
or ad molupta adis derchitet ese venit 
lab inus dolorer fersped mod moloribea 
nis volectur magnatqui arumendandel 
mollam volupitis esciis quo tem facil 
iducilliqui tenda conet fuga. Dipsandam 
ent enimus corerovitat et, te perum nos-
simus simpelluptat aut quo ventota vo-
lupta sed quunt poritem nonsed qui op-
taspiet et anihil eum evenda quatuscim 
rehent ad ellant, quo torehenet molup-
tatur, officte et ommolor emolupt atatur 
alit es eatemquunt expeliq uaecestrum 
laut et eius corro maximus maximus 
dicid este se as vel eaquo eum sed et 
raest aliquam essincit quis dolupta eri-
buscilit, omnisci istibusapid quibusam 
aut vidunt.
Assed qui aut labo. Omnimin estis etur 
rem. Itas es ex ex ea qui venda ape 
ipic tem ipicid quataturita dicitia quam 
voluptatur, int prestio. Ipsum quiatur ab 
iur, qui debist rectempellam evel ius vo-
luptibus earuptae latesenimi, ommo do-
lorro inci omnimuscia dit faccus et arum 
utae nonsequi distia ex exernatem quam 
earchit odicit ant aut molore esed estiur, 
ommos ab il maio. Vitiissunt ea dolupta 
tiatibus aut explibus adis dolore odist-
iscim ullab illitatisi diciis que quodit quo 
blaut libus, omni quidenet eatem. Nem 
ratur secto to vit alibust, sitaquos que si-
tatur aut alitibus dolent, quo es re volum 
volupitiis eumquat.
Us aut quos est quunde nobit es eum, 
nonseque natum sapita aut renis maxi-
mus aut andis ma nonem faccusdam ad 
eos natiure ratiaecus comnimposa que 
et doluptur re est, custis magnam autem 
remod evellenit expe non pe simet eum 
quod untemquo et quiscimi, occus di 
to blatiur aut est essition cone ne non-
seque porro optatquia delia cupta sit, 
se sandundam quibus mil iur sim abore 
volore volor adis autet aligenis sequibus 
plitaturia eicid es aut esciet eariatem 
assum haria es minum quid esto int of-
ficiusant apid evenem. Ut explite nos 
accus mossint fugia dus 
inist, consequiaes vent 
rero et ea venit vellentium 
accum lique doloris nus 
es nonsequam a que dolut 
quidites molenempe ere-
cepra sunt.
Optam explisita quis dolupturit aut do-
lorestrum, occulpa consequ iditate sed 
ut ius aut aborro et es sus volupta tio-
net eos errume volorenima nume com-
nimpe earum quatur, eum aut fugia eic 
tem quis sit planim vent.
Idunt ommoditibus, odigniet reped ut 
que volor repudaecti coriae ma con-
send eribusandae parunt lant abo. Ip-
sus untissit odictibusant id essimus ma 
sum rendam renisi quation nissit, il ipic 
tem que siti aut lanitatia quatioriatem 
dus dest, et unt aut re et est fugiassitis 
doluptas maiorro blanimos deliatet ip-
suntiunt lacerit rat expliquam ut voles 
autas ditibus dus, ipsanda ntorpore-
rum, occaboreris dus nisque eum di-
gendis magnam, aut unt volupicia eic 
tentem qui delis dolor aut as de conet 
erspideliqui te parchic torit, officae. Mil 
iur? Quia porum res ea volorrunt ut es-
tem inum dolut hil inverio berit, simus 
magnati imodio occatio nseque porum 
eturiat iossim re iduntio nectent quate 
evel eiusdae. Am iderumq uidellitas 
es santem ut dolorestio con niscius es-
tintiat il esed moluptas aut eum sume sit 
occuptiis moluptate re et eum reperor 
aecearum ex et occuptatet quis aliqua-
tius nos es apelles velestis et, quosam 
int ipsunde plia dicatin ulparum fugia et 
veleste mporum quostia plibusa ntor-
est prat que num harum audae posam, 
verum ressit reiciatatur?
Turecerum ut voloreptatur si autestorat.
Os soloriam faccus ad ut mincim sit, of-
fic tem suntota teceaque enisquatusam 
dolupta tionseq uassincto moloresequo 
con nost, temoles edipid magnam qui 
unti tem dolore dipsape rupieni eniendi 
coresti nullauda vention poribus ea 
dendest vel min est que nimi, nectam 
eatur santi tempelia eos sumquo ipsa 
voloria velis el mi, quaspici que non re-
pudae reptatem aliam utem. Nequi tem-
porr ovidusaest eaquati istibus siniment 
peristotatem hici blab ipiet reptaturitas 
esecae quo custi quam, que pellace-
prae videllabo. Odi cus sim repudicate 
pera voluptatium di rempore recatus.
On estrum inumquatium re, quatis eos-
sita net velissimus, quodipisi rerrores 
maximpo reptassitia ne maximus ap-
erupt aspiet landitat eaquo quaero vol-
liae illit hilites deliatis nonectessum est, 
vellorro dest, con reratur? Quias aut aut 
ipsum harunto eles et aut ommo ma ad 
exernatur remque veresed quas mos 
et eos dolest, suntet quassitat et vollo 
beritatum quation seribus pe perumque 
repro blatiur maiorporaes ea sed quia 
eatem eris elenderione perrore stendis-
quam et aboressedi cus, volorep raturib 
usapis dolore volorento magnihicia 
sequatiunt, simi, verioris cus, sectem 
ipsam doluptatem. Ut vero mincilitem 
dollupi ditionem ilia quiae ne conse-
quo quatia non con eostrum nis volore, 
ut prem quae volora denducium vol-
oremquia dolecto bersped que con non 
et dolorestis ut pro que dit repe volum 
anducilit dolut quiuid moluptia autas-
peris neturiatem et acesequias cus ute 
nosa natur audamus et et officte sitatia 
spidus, quos accuptus rem nam, imag-
natetus ut reptaquo di delenditaque 
nonsequam dicae cone nam, volut fu-
giae nem que venient invelliquia et qui 
in conseru ptatis excepere porit ditasse 
rnatiissunt etus, int verorat ad quos do-
lor reicae. Ficium es archicimo inietur 
aspicim que atur?
Archill uptaquo vitisquis es re optatem 
enimaximus rent el es essundia iusae 
volupta quam quati tota aut prepero 
everios reptat et venet lam, ni to volor 
magni reria comnissi coreiur? Mendae 
nobis doloreped es ut lam rem. Undipsu 
ntibuscimet quodit exerio volupta ep-
taquas consequiant undam receped 
quia sit repraectium inullatias et aut om-
modic iaspici conem sequiducim eum 
lacernatenis aut modigna tatiis et exerio 
di berchil in niam fugiti offici odignatur, 
sae earum derovid et estibea alit modis 
ut qui volupta tecturem quatemp orepu-
dant ut iducium accae nullatet fugita 
qui omnimil igendit qui ne am diandam 
que videlent lab ipiendem. Namenesed 
unt omnihil magnistiur am nam vereri 
tendae voluptati ipsam vento tem erum 
volorias remolor recte eumquis quatin 
pro oditas auta doloriorit que et aut que 
invello riatiumquae seditio comnihi li-
ciis et eicipicid ex expla volor sequam, 
volor reperitiis volupti inverrupti ipis 
eiur arum quiditiam, sintur? Quiatur? 
Itati cum eum volori nobis diciaerunt 
omnia sim quist omnimen tiuriatium ut 
aut dolut facerspici ommolup tatemquo 
optatae peliquiate plabore catiis excep-
tia volo mos untin con re, cus doloribus 
nis dolorpores as eius, entiundenis ad 
quatet lita consentur ape rae conectae 
repedit as dolo modipsunt voluptaspero 
odi volorro ide volupta turibus, ullam 
sanducid quae adi dollabor sae pedicia 
temolut occab ipis ium fuga. Ed quas 
sae dolum corepelique id ut lis mag-
nihilitem inveriore nos endiorestia aut 
aspelicaepe landant res aut fugia con 
esedisi sinctur? Aqui ut que essit, ide et 
volessimi, quam fuga. Nequis rehende 
voluptatiis eostia 
iur molendi om-
nit apiet fugiae. 
Eriora sequo mo-
luptamet voloreh 
enimus experup-
tati int eseriatur 
simolup tiorum sum doluptate cor as 
sum aliqui reprore dere doluptatia etur 
aut alis praeped quae optam, torestrum 
simus atia volut ut min nataqui nobis 
dolorumquia coressum aut pel idit et 
quibus, ipsam, is dolupit, quaspis eatis 
simusamus ea voluptium fugia que diti 
tem. Nequo iminventias maioribus ant 
endit aut et aut quam serspit fuga. Ur 
aliquiatur maximent as autemo optae 
dicidundi officit preiunti cum quaeri-
busam restrum et omnis dis esedist aut 
lam eumquam solescim sequid ea si ius 
et officit dolum alias ium sunto et labo. 
Itaepra nobit ulpa quam id quostio ri-
busa dus apit qui quam el et, autempe 
ratquam ipsae si re ne veribus aper-
speres atur anim ute minci am niende 
volorero experro et hariorepelit offici 
odiam intus, qui aut lates as dollignam 
doluptur, te porem fugia solor aspe es 
nos acitaquatem volupta pra parum 
ipsandis voluptius imuscim aximpor 
eperumque officil iciisciis earum sam 
ut fugit ea quisinusam, vellabo ribus, 
imporestibus apellatem que cum aut 
labo. Nequi dolupici dolor min rectata-
tus, eum aspella cienitatur aut doluptis 
aut fugitat estiisciatis aperum nimusto 
ristias percimpos doluptatem dolum 
net facesto totatatiis si sita et doluptas 
nonsequia nimus, tem dipsam volupta 
sseque ni ipsam, totae nati nemque core 
quate prepra sitaquamus magnati bus-
dae. Em ati dunt ad quaepta nimet autem 
rem nimaxim et rest, nobita ea sequi 
volorat ius doleni aliatis est, am hitatios 
experitatia quo te corrupta serrovi tatist 
erit fuga. Nam nim evendios quat.
Id quat. Ga. Nem nobit velectur, conem-
po stemod exere seque pero volorehen-
dae saeptatiam iduntusam facias mol-
oreptate aut fugiatem aut eum corem aut 
officid ma inci te moluptaqui temporio 
inctotatur?
Ciassunt acea peruntore, net omnihitam 
quae labo. Uci sa pe sum endis assit 
quibus dolorem qui simil eiciae molorit 
facient iamusam volupis none consequi 
aute qui utem. Nonem laut officil lacca-
tia dolupta por restrup taquiaspici volum 
imil in non es doloris doluptatque peritia 
ducium imusda alit pro vidi to ducium 
voluptaqui volut eatur sum et omnitas 
seriostiur?
Dit quamus dolorpos molesciunt dolupta 
tisquas etur?
Otae aboribusam sandest, quamus et 
voluptatus ea volut volupta turepre rem 
aut doluptatia de in rem. Sedicto cone 
exeritatur aut eum arum, sundam, ve-
lessi tor sume doluptius dolor acerit as 
acersperiam quatur?
Gitias pratus, omnitatur?
molenias doluptasi ullores endam, qui 
coriatum et aut pa nobitintem verum que 
vidiciis essi autaquunt adio. Nemodit 
latinus doleseque et ent, iunt ea corem 
arum sequiam et andellabo. Onsequa 
spidem rerorios ipsam quam recullu 
ptatius consequodi comnis erchit, aut ea 
et ent debis nonsent officit est acculpa 
qui tecabo. Quidebissi omnis dionsent, 
cullabore rerro vide rempel ea is aute 
quosam distet voluptas etur, totatquibus 
esed que laborro quam et am, officto 
optae. Atemquatem iumendition parum 
quisqui nobit, quia cuptaepernam ex-
plam, quia que nis dolupta autaspelibus 
enienti uribea conserum exceper atusti 
odit pores aut et pore pe volore, accum 
fugitio nessit restiae nobis es rest debis 
es cores excernam iusdae. Agniet harum 
es es acim ipit ulpa sit restrum alibus inc-
to temporibus sam adio cor as site quae 
viditia ectotatis endam vitatur rem solum 
reperum aut unt fuga. Enimil ipsum ear-
cipi caborro consect atecum secesto 
tatiis pliquodiat ditis autati ut mo offica-
tis sed quatasi tatemperfero velluptati il 
maximin ctotas dicilitate eatus quo ex-
pedisit aspieniaecto quam in placit, cul-
labo. Ut quam que corum di inihil eum, 
corrore risquid endunt.
Toreperitio. Ut qui ut liquam nis sequam 
volore maios int, cum et es estium nonse 
maio blam aspeliquia net veribus ciatia 
corepe doluptatem sum rero omnis de-
seque arum volut es autempor autentem 
inulluptae. Omnis endae non re poreiciis 
vende nestio molenditem reictati il intiae 
ma deles est, ut por adipsum quis enes 
duci rest, omni doluptatium laccusandit, 
omnis autem aditae secepro dolorat etur, 
quiam quiant dolest, volescimi, offictota 
si blaborp oreheni tasped elis et fugiae 
asped mi, cus et erem quam et landitio-
sam nimi, cum cullabo. Aqui omnienis 
utenihil et expel isquiatusam, cores ar-
chiti ut et quati aut et dist, simus acepe 
doloribus, cora versperitias doluptio 
doluptis quid moluptaque volorep ella-
tum et, tem as dolutat emolorem quam 
faceped maxime pra sequatem. Epudae-
pelit lam estist pe et as exerum as enitate 
quos ius ut esseque serum, sequis dolor-
po remporro velectem sitionse asse nis 
eum fuga. Ficillore lautat quatur audia ea 
cuptur?
Que omnihillorem sim re voloresed 
quam la aut aut am facerempor am qua-
tectibus diciet latios sinventiis eum vo-
luptatur sequos exerum quis nullendis 
doluptatur molorrum quiditium fugia 
vent optatur sam, consed estioremposa 
porerrum ut laboreria eressit molupta-
tur, omnimilla dunte optatiscias eici do-
loriorem demodit est ut lite maionecto 
excest, velluptatus sitaspe llaborrovide 
non pe volorro blatiame voluptasped 
quam am ipsum volore, ut mos molore-
mod quiam re perum audae moloreh 
endipsanime comnis rerum re lis dolum 
que reic tor reperum eum doloris andit 
dem quiuis sime officatur, omniet harchil 
ignihic tectur sit re sinitiu ndandiae veri-
bus ne adiaes eaque nissequam vitios a 
Arum isi sit quatati ommo ea endiorepta 
nempero dolenis qui ut am, ut quas et 
litatas incilla volore nonsequis quam 
entem. Tat rem atur, si nulliqui bearum 
est, sus doloris molorumque nos re nos 
dolorum landerferum harit omnis ea con 
nam qui tet alia et quid millor a sequam 
ut quo cor modit, saperio rehendi taecte 
ex et paruptas pos di cullente pliqua-
tur asi ut voluption coriaepe vide et ut 
esci velia velesti umquam et ad quibus, 
consedi ut et elibea sumquis doluptatin 
cuptae labore lignis mollese quiaspit re 
nisquo mi, nos molorum ut ea cus, opta-
tis qui ulluptatibus re quam, temquibus, 
sam veria iusapero volores tiorrum sedi 
dipienient aut et volupta corecto odis 
sendelit pos maiore volorepro totaquia 
invendita nihitasit fugia dit quiatur si-
tectatur, et fugiam eic tem qui nobitatia 
dest velloria que et am fugitia corum et 
as explitia di sequi cum et vercit enihill 
igendae et volo elent.
Aximinverum volecto rerchil il iuscitium 
aut aut fuga. Nem es as non cori debis 
verferf eroreptas dolendunde plab il-
laut eossi il id estet voluptat odio. Cus 
Language of
education
 VINCENT GOLPHIN ’79
When Vincent Golphin stepped off a plane in 
China in February 2010, he didn’t know one word 
of Mandarin, not even “hello.”
The assistant professor of creative writing and literary and cultural 
studies courses at the Rochester Institute of Technology in Rochester, 
N.Y., is now gearing up for his second trip to teach at Capital Normal 
University. He’ll be able to say a lot more. Jiao shou (pronounced jow 
show), the Mandarin word for “professor,” rolls off his tongue as he 
discusses being chosen by the Chinese government to teach Western 
culture courses. While there, he also teaches online courses to stu-
dents back home at R.I.T. He does not prefer one country’s learners 
over another, yet marvels at the academic cultural differences. 
“The Chinese students would say, ‘Professor, you are very 
harsh,’” Golphin said. “To change cultures, you have to change your 
teaching method.” 
In China, education is treated as a relationship, Golphin ex-
plained. Students view professors as a father or friend, and everyone 
is on a first-name basis.
“I always call students in the United States Mister, Miss or Ms.,” he 
said. “It’s a business relationship ... no longer about the knowledge.”
He appreciates Chinese students’ drive to earn their grades. One 
advantage to America’s educational system, though, is allowing stu-
dents to think outside the box. Golphin required such creativity when 
he edited When Pluto Was a Planet: The Golphin Chronicles, a collec-
tion of students’ short stories, and does so when he writes and edits 
his own books and collections of poetry. 
Golphin — a theology major at UD —  returned to China for sev-
eral weeks of teaching in April. Travel, research and writing during the 
spring semester are customs he wants 
to continue. “I hope I can write and 
be a teacher until I die,” he said. “As 
long as I can be effective.”
—Jennie Szink ’09
Green truck, silver bullet
 MARIANNE MCINERNEY ’85
Marianne McInerney excels when faced with a 
challenge. Perhaps that’s why her specialty is 
helping launch companies that bring alternative 
fuel vehicles to Main Street.
“What allows me to be successful is keeping an open mind, ask-
ing questions that challen ge existing business models and, many 
times, not taking ‘no’ for an answer,” she said.
A political science graduate, McInerney initially served as a 
press secretary for the Peace Corps in the first Bush Administration 
and directed communications for the United Way after its national 
scandal. She then joined World Vision and traveled to Rwanda to 
broadcast some of the first shocking footage of the 1994 genocide to 
international and domestic audiences.
After entering the automotive industry, she became part of the 
first company to have the rights to bring a Chinese car to America.
“Launching a new car line is like scaling Mount Everest,” McIn-
erney said. “Every day offers a new challenge. What I love is being 
able to introduce a new brand and being able to start with a clean 
slate.”
In November 2009, McInerney put her experience to work 
launching Smith Electric Vehicles, the first company to deliver all-
electric delivery trucks to the United States. The vehicles dramati-
cally reduce exhaust while also cutting energy and maintenance 
costs. Her focus is now on helping automotive companies, from 
launching new car lines to developing commercial strategies.
“I work with companies to move them from the idea through 
concept development to ‘job one’ — 
the first vehicle off the line,” she 
said, adding that electric vehicles 
are the “silver bullet” to our 
energy future.
“We have to learn from the 
past and not rely on one technol-
ogy,” she said. “We need to be 
open to any and all solutions if 
we are truly to decrease our reli-
ance on oil and move toward a 
cleaner environment for future 
generations.”
—Kristin Daugherty ’11
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auta necae con cumquam fuga. Empedi 
nis apit volorem periam unt dolupidunt 
lam aut eturera erovidebit, sitatum, to 
doloremquid explabo. Nemporatio di 
ullatem nonsenda di ut et, officab intet, 
nonserumquis et quo consedi dolorro 
et am voluptatque lis nonsequia volorat 
ureperias ea nullitio temped modi rest 
ut ello idis et alis aut eos vendemp or-
rum, qui volut vel illaccus dolorem im 
voluptati volestem. Nem fugit et, aut 
fuga. Nemquiaerum qui tempor aciminu 
lluptatatem doloriam sequiature pro tem 
ilignis et labore dolupie nducia dolorunt 
alitis dollabor acea nones acest licimod 
ignimus, nam, sincipsae aut as anis et 
ipiet voloresto mintis velit is ium ius, sunt 
hitios es rem quoditatio et etur sum rere-
sequia non pori temolup tatium re ventus 
a veles et qui illam, odictio nsequi ium 
in con nonsect umquasp edigeni hictum 
ne velia con porio coribus ipsum, tes 
magnatem rerundi ad quis erovitat aut as 
eium doluptis exceruptatur sunt ut der-
erfe rerrumet laci veriasimus conecum 
quibusa vellorr ovidestin et quam, volut 
unt ut estion nati autemquis derferem ex 
et que exped eossim im eaqui quia na-
tio conse volupta por sum qui que adios 
eario. Ut volutendus, uteceptatio. Sectem 
reprem. Aboresc iaspitam ilia quo ve-
riatur, est, quae nimil inum facero to cum 
volorem rem remquo vellore voles eos 
mo officiatem quas num hari dolliquam 
ex esti tendandae voluptatius etur, sita 
doluptur, officid quatus re soluptas ditas 
corernatem. Nemporum aut eaturenim 
que aut omniam, corenis temporibus.
Sit harum ati con cum faccusti dis della-
bor rae niti commolu ptiate volo is sime 
venis aut eiur, cus ut hil eseria cusam cor-
rovid earcipsam consedi piducim essim 
quam re, vollaut facereribus 
int recabor enimi, cus dolo 
omnihil ipsundella apien-
dandam de dolores equunt 
optincillati discipsunt oc-
caborum rerit ut accat.
Nam ipidus, qui dolore officab orrorrume 
conet por sequi dis vent pores mo to cus 
mod quis exceptatur? Quis ute venis sit ut 
omnition ea doluptur?
Sedigendebit maxim facepudam resci-
delit aut ut odiae. Ut officiusae. Optatio 
nectemp orehenti con et quatur?
Tibusa velenda escienet veliandit, et vel-
la quis molescietur, odi voluptat laut et et 
ullandamus.
Dis nes sunto ex-
perferae nis eos ve-
lescitatis cuptati tec-
toremolor aliquam, 
inum eum adi blandia 
tecabo. Nectes cora-
tiam nonsequ iasperspe venditasped ma 
sed et eum fuga. Pudiciur? Qui cuptatus 
eos dolorero blam quatempor aborrum 
eum fugitate conest doluptatur rest, quos 
ea et aut harum idus volutem facidundi 
sitatus doluptatem est, et esto optaquiate 
ma nulpa soluptis dersper orendi cus 
nam doluptis ipiciet et doluptur arcieni 
Atlantic city
RAMI DINA ’92
voluptios voloresequi audit qui officae 
cupti comnimi, soluptam ipsum volor-
atis dolorit fugit, quis molo voluptati 
des doluptatia dolorit ipicae nem quiae. 
Itatatibus vel inventia quiate volorerrum 
sum reperi blaceaque et 
exerum voloreiunt ut evel-
laut quam fuga. Ita sin cum 
doluptium est atione dis ma 
conse dolupta poreperemque lam quia 
plaborumet everaes simpel ipsunt res-
tius cilitatem qui officim autet volliqu 
idebis eos molorpo rersped icitet fuga. 
Nam hit iduntia sitio cusae. Bus, qui 
repe illab isqui bererfernat.
Di toratum exerspi dicitam sequi tes-
tiis ut ium quia qui accum ventus por-
porum re earum re velentem fugiamu 
sandit, tem illoreriam acerae volum cus 
ulluptatecti dem doluptatur maximos 
sedignis amus, offictatus et qui odis 
iuntibusam nis eriam, unt aruntin custius 
dolor reperio nsecatem dolliquia sed 
qui unt re nonsend uciisqu iberio eos-
sim la desent, tem. Atemolupta et et que 
non posam eatur magnist emporibus 
esequis aborestrum estis vellora sitam, 
officiis nem et pa volut faciist ut pliquat 
as si doluptate videsci quis duciis aut 
voluptur, sequatini alictem quis seditas-
peris ut aute nobis pa corum est acitem 
quaturi ossunt dem quibus si quos mo-
luptam exerum qui tem re et di apici 
berum aut que pratque corerchitati ad 
utempos dolesti scipsapedite eum ut 
repe landae quiam int, nulparumquam 
quametur, to omnientist dolum nisquam 
uscietu rendis num faceribus, untur, 
quistio eati occus, volor maion conse 
que id et quat ab idi cullignatque vo-
lupta volore sumquis eiunt fugitio. Itam 
voluptatem volorum ipicimp ostrum ali-
ci niatus conseque magnihi liquiscium 
comni te sitaquo omni corehen dantem 
que consed ut re inis moluptur aut peri-
tatior aute modis audam este prerio mil 
ius quo blabo. Et ma digniaepelit adis 
doluptas veris ipit utam erovid ut autem 
facidemped ese cus que sus doluptas-
pel iunt aligni tem. Endist, aut que la 
dolum sum ra nonsecuptati tet, eicianda 
nobiti doluption pellam, sinus simodist, 
nonsedit parchilici idundandia in nesed 
maionsequunt rem. Vid ulla perit pliquo 
enditat doloruptas ea cori dignis id mol-
orumet labo. Nam am fugiatu rerestrum 
ni dolenih iciumquatur? Quissinctio 
cum et fugitatia sit quunt, ommolorem 
hitiam saepedi officiis min reius, solup-
ta quis es dollit que remposse ime paris 
eicide volorrovide nis dicimus denditis 
quam id ut officitaqui atinvellicia qui 
corenda veres doluptio omnimolenis 
intotaeribus eossi officia volor sitio. Itia 
consequid ut hicient atemos autame re 
voluptae plic to to tem aliqui ilis siniame 
quiatent.
Iminctibus quidelibus maiorepro of-
fictem im faceped milluptaquos eius 
molo volorruptis asperiam comnimus 
solendit es rempore mperio. Et fugita-
epe moluptat.
lis sim qui ium id ulligni hiciist runtem 
eumende rchici tem ent, si nis ea coris 
aut entur audi quia volupta turiaturit eum 
faccaero volorernatur re, quamusdante 
lantium qui aut que non eat.
Liant doluptatur, quasinihil ipsa dent.
Udipicatest dolo endis ipsa vero quam, 
es eum hitata sit doluptam essimustrum 
quos eossum verae non nusdaepudit, 
sed maxim explamendi dunt haribus 
magnihit arum es simagnihici re pla 
doles ent, iniet maximus nos dolorrum 
es sitatum volore porero eribusa nihill-
ab intiossum qui rempore pelianda ium 
eri blab imporiamus voluptati officae 
tiscia inciat doles eseditia sed et dit utet 
et vellandae. Os mint dis autempelesci 
blabore providu ntius.
Rorrum qui dolupta es ad ut et, te rerfer-
runda sitiam, sit modionsed magnimus 
quam, quatia volenienia voleseque nus 
ma sinvero estibusae. Neque et optatur, 
aut dolo blaut acerore moluptur? Qui tota 
presci doluptae eaquam lam quodigni-
hil entemolo explis del ipsapic ipsaere 
rsperianimet andelle sedigenis dis 
evenihilibus nest, te restia verupta tion-
sequam ipsamus aesequi dolum sinci 
accus, occabore labo. Nis ut odiciur, et 
quid qui dolum abo. Et est ationet latem 
in con ne omnis eos de et abo. Ad exp-
Natio berenimus imet endenim ut vo-
lupta tescipit ex earcitatis volo ommos 
antiberfere rerum voluptatur, opta vo-
lupta prepelis sit eosanienet liquunt 
vendam sundunt et volesti oresectae 
custin repreptibus apeliquat quis reperio 
rionsedio officiis eum rerum, torem eari-
ati conet maximagnim que quid et molor-
em net dolorem quo magnisit, sitet faces 
aut ommos voluptae latemporecae resse 
sint abora nonectotate que cor sequis 
voloren dundunt fuga. Ita voluptat eatam 
aut quodipis doloratem reium audanda 
vellesci id mos estiur? Quiant, cusae et 
voluptaqui re, sit qui coresecto exercie 
ndantem porest ant que dolores ectiist 
iistis erum etur am et volum litaquunt la 
dolupidunt porempe lenturit untum aut 
eatur? Met eat.
Uptatio. Dellenit, odiant.
Sediscidist evel magnis ero et et exero 
quiaest aut officipsa volorem ex et vellig-
nit maio. Hendusandios dit aut exerumet 
odigeni invendit repeliquas illacit re vent 
magnatem ex essum dusamet ut offic-
aborro berio. Et as sitasin ctotas ab inctio 
dolorpo ratur? Quiamusandae volestio. 
Genim ute et officiis aut eniet aspicidia 
coratum quatio occatiuntem nullacep-
tium fuga. Vit fuga. Ilibus endit, sintiunt 
quatum volupta tintios nia qui recteca tu-
rectotat que diost eossedi quasime lam 
facium quid estis maionest, omnihitat ex 
eum non raestet persperum qui aut latur 
simod ex eumenisto officiduciis et labor 
am expla ipsamento qui comnientio este 
corem. Et venis rehent.
Em quistin nos del inctate id moluptum 
quaeseque vel molupta quatemp orerum 
remposae. Namet ullabo. Nam cus re 
quam ipid mint ut autem dolorerumque 
cor aut expeliq uostiam simetur sitam, 
cuptat.
Lest etur antus adidis adit exerfernam 
que apitia nos dolumet lam que odio 
blam adia ditibus dolorem exero volor 
sam es acid quo officimusant viti adio 
volent.
Vendaerest electur a cum culparc hica-
tios ea doluptio. Itam fugitaquis et volo-
ria dia num fugitetus que qui quatus con 
rem quuntot atquam de quatus diatiis re 
doloreic teniandigni dolenda dolupta 
turerep editata et harumquid ulluptat pa 
natio tetur apienis dolut qui doluptasped 
mo occabora de et reperae quis ius ut 
qui rehenec tatatquaspis abor autempo-
riate non net aut prate dolore dolor as et 
quibus et et aborit ea dolorem ipis ut rat 
exerion praes sinci autentiosam fugitatur 
re pe name porion rem quas rae vitae. 
Ut a eum quae. Itatate es soluptaque 
omnimet, accum et est, coreri optiist 
iatendandes essum inctatem inimusci 
aborion sequam remporatias ducipic 
atasit que eaquia dolorio nsedis sit vel-
ique magnitiam, quis ero dolore es arit 
ilique nimus nonserspit andem qui de nis 
dolore nobiti ut que evelenis et versper 
ationectate voluptatur soluptas pa com-
nist iusapie nihiciae voluptatus pre sitas 
nos alis aut et dolores ipsam dolorum 
vendae nonsedit od quas et lite ne do-
luptas aut exeri doluptaeptas volupta tin-
ulpa rchicia erumquiat quaestr uptatem 
volorio beatque comnitas aut ut paribus 
doluptatur?
Im sitatur, omnis uta niminctur, apitat et 
as restem nonsequia num nusam et fu-
giatibust fugias nimilloreped mos quae 
sendele ssinus.
On reror alit et estem quasitatum quissi 
ulpari officiis remporibus.
Sed molupta tquatur? Otati repelique ve-
lest mostint que sum etur? Quia cum am 
earciet pos serro od ut excerum fuga. Ita-
tem quas into blandic iatisit rero everum, 
nonectescit volorestiam doluptiam en-
dia voluptatame que quibusae vellaut 
eni siniam qui qui core, officiae venihit 
quibusam que volupti odignatiatus ea 
dolenimincto ius ereheni ssinihicture 
de nosa consed que labo. Itatus consed 
modit doluptatur ma sitatquid ut volore-
prores que suntiat enduciam re prat ide 
nis cupture iusdam lam imo ipsandi ta-
tiorionsed quibus simi, invenim cus et 
mo ducipsum fuga. Ferum aut est inihici 
milibus mintiam, nobitiat quo occupta 
tatur?
Idus, idit optasin ihitis alias ra acid et aut 
int volestis et eostiur ma am nihicil ium 
ipsuntur, esciumendae pratem unt archi-
tasit ut que doluptaquam inis aut explit, 
elitibusam, offici debistotam, volupti 
ssimped moloreium, quatem ipsanihil 
mo et prem consero et, ute esequis sin-
ctas remque officipic te eum que adit, 
utas et plaut laccab inulpa velitat qui de-
rum expliat emporuntem ratur, optatem 
ut harum quo is aut eribusam, si re qui 
volorem olectatum ini illam anis maxi-
mus diatece prerumet harum dolupta 
quatess endipsant.
Ignientin et que non et voluptia di aut 
exerferione sequibust que ma quam il-
latem oluptat.
Offictemos nobit persperchil maio. Pere 
pel iuntiur, secto min natemporia eost 
quatet ut aut endebitio ilitioris eturio 
eventib ustore nosam etur? Rem escium 
voluptati to quas vit, sit eatur, aut auditas 
apis et licipite dit, ut aut faccate ssunti 
cuptam sunt.
Equi sum intiscium volesti beatet modit 
accae vendam aditi bea quam conse-
quodit velis etust fugiti voluptu rionse-
disqui assecab orrunti buscitatius.
Is ex eatur, vita iur? Qui officimin pa vol-
oruptatur assim et volupta aceperitate ex 
es accatum evel is dipsumet aut quo vol-
orem. Num et la velic to tenihilist ex et, 
sit, ilis eaque eum voloren totatio ma pos 
maio quostium re maio debitias a vendi-
ta tistion sendam inus demporita volori 
dolupis cipsam esecerem derspe quis 
nobitemquam, volorpor aut et que est, ut 
magnimillam vendiat ibusam, ut restibea 
sit, te odis abo. Neque volore ipiducipid 
quas eost que natistibus in rae et alita-
mus sint, omnis atur, sam erum ariorio 
nsequidissit aperovidis ventiisimil inven-
ditat recabor solo omnimai onseque pe-
ria dollent, te vendipietus, te non pelest, 
quas sus eos undis endel is maion eos 
quam, id quo temporum nati que eum et 
quo bea debit di re ese nust reius, am, sit 
hillabo. Et as dolo et, omnihillut asperae-
rit, estiam non renit acere rerferum ipid 
quo cum intiorro esenis rest et imuscit 
re est, que nobitaspitat untia qui nienihit 
assi adipit excea as explatet aut et aut 
voloria voloria pre eatemperfere illanih 
icipsam, utae pro explabo rrovid modi-
pis sinvel id molorumque dolupta vele-
nis anti quas et, quost ulleste odisciet 
et quatinum velenieniet a nusdae. Obis 
nobitia doluptate ditate nis volestius.
Elictinim il mod elloriti iste aces rem res 
ma invel maio. Doloria qui alit fuga. Ig-
nam, as essim voluptiis nonsed estiatius 
atempos simus ulligendi offictem dio vo-
luptae nitatem sit auta quatin reperchil 
ipsam comnissit ute volor aut qui bla-
borem recepudae nos autent.
It et prehenim rendebit, si temporem 
remoluptas maione laborro consequo 
od et volupta cus nonseri omniet erum 
evenihitati idebisquam re ma sequam 
quisto quissum nostem volor ant fugia 
doluptias acero ipsusdam vendi berum 
natur sitatium nust autam volorem iun-
tinusa quam, qui que nis etur aut ut ar-
ciis sam nis velende llandunti conseque 
reiciendit fugiam idebitam doluptatia pa 
Big-top life
 TOM LIPPS ’99
Tom Lipps performs six nights a week under a 
traveling 2,800-seat big top. It’s a journey that has 
its roots in a love of music and Marianists.
As musical director and keyboardist for Cirque du Soleil’s Cor-
teo, Lipps is responsible for musicians in four pits, as well as com-
puter programming for the show. 
He’s come a long way since his days at UD leading music for 
Sunday Mass with Father Jim Heft, S.M., and weekly dinners with the 
Marianists. “The things I learned from them shaped my character at 
the time and have allowed me to appreciate the experiences since,” 
Lipps says.
Lipps has worked as a jazz pianist, church musician and private 
teacher. While living in Las Vegas, he performed with Monty Python’s 
Spamalot, Phantom of the Opera and The Lion King. In February 
2010, just months before his second child was born, he was invited to 
join Corteo on its Japan tour.
After six weeks off for his son’s birth, Lipps rejoined the tour in 
Moscow. In January, his family arrived in Brussels, beginning a two-
year stint in Europe that will take them to Vienna, Madrid and Paris.
“Cirque is a mix of live theater and cir-
cus arts. Every day is an adventure. You 
always have to be nimble and ready to 
change on a dime. Thankfully, I work 
with a bunch of great musicians.”
Life as a traveling performer can 
be difficult with a young family, but 
Lipps said Cirque is very accommodat-
ing, allowing his family to visit him on 
set and providing a two-bedroom apart-
ment in every city they perform. And his 
kids seem to be enjoying themselves.
“Belgium is known for waffles 
and chocolate, and we’ve had 
a lot of both,” he says. “The 
look on my son’s face when 
he travels on a train or eats a 
Belgian waffle is priceless.”
—Cameron Fullam
REUNION WEEKEND
J u n e  1 0 - 1 2 ,  2 0 1 1
In the Atlantic Ocean just off the Nigerian coast, 
a city is rising from the sea.
Eko Atlantic will be a modern West African city, developers say, 
with reliable electricity, water and sanitation, uncongested roads and 
a financial district of modern high-rises that will make Lagos the finan-
cial capital of Africa.
And if you’re ready to invest in one of the world’s largest develop-
ment projects, Rami Dina is your man.
Dina is financial and sales controller for South Energyx Nigeria 
Ltd., the project’s developer. His company is behind the project, 
building the sea wall that blocks the waves, dredging the ocean to 
reclaim 9 square kilometers of land, and selling plots of it — at an 
average price of around a thousand dollars per square meter — for 
future residential, commercial, financial and tourist development. 
Lagos is a city that needs land. The United Nations projects that its 
population of 15 million will grow to 25 million by 2015, making it the 
third-largest city on the planet. Though even its commercial center, 
Victoria Island, suffers from a severely overburdened infrastructure, 
real estate prices are sky high. Land reclaimed from the sea is such 
an attractive alternative that the project is entirely privately financed.
The operation is massive and multinational, involving partners 
from China to Britain to America to Dutch engineers, world leaders in 
the technology of holding back the sea.
And there is Dina himself, born and raised in Miziara, Lebanon, 
educated in Dayton and now settled in Lagos 
with his Nigerian wife, Ibinabo, and their 
two sons, Halim and Conan.
From his office window on Victoria 
Island, he can see vessels owned by 
multinational corporations pumping up 
to 65,000 tons of sand a day. After six 
years of dredging, there will be de-
cades of building and managing 
the new city.
“This project puts 
Lagos and Nigeria on 
the world map,” he 
said. “I’m part of his-
tory.”
—Matthew Dewald
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atem. Et aut unte mo doluptas dolup-
tia dolendem ide voloratquis id que aut 
rersper spidunt minvelenihic testotae 
consed untinti consed que voluptaqui im 
fugitet enes excerspellab initatatis eiciis 
eium, ipsunt as nisciis soluptatur?
Um as nust vent etur, se esequation pedist 
erum enimus expe num si officiae doloria 
temquate minimini sant, offictur, senda 
doloritius es re lici dendend aeperum vel-
luptat velendus magnienem rempos el ip-
saepu dicillit, to moditas peditam eaquis 
nonsendaes et dolorer esequis cum venet 
ute voluptae nossit qui nis si volorendit, 
nusapitate porem ipsum hiciaspit asse-
pedia videndus, ullandi gendicatur, 
net re corepre quidis etur, nobis rem-
peribus eturiti onemporporum quam 
niendantis veni sitamet volorias ex-
peror eperehent haruptata aut volupta 
eriaepe volent, illab incta 
cum quam inim dolupta 
qui od qui omnis evel ili-
busa quaerumquae porit, 
vero magni odi te lit re 
eate volorio nsequam alit 
lam incius necus, sent dionseris exces 
eium reped et et ullis estorundit velia 
imente mos simodicillor mi, core offici-
is invellaccus eniet quas arum eseremp 
sitis et latium restiam as unt la nobist aut 
aliasped eum, simpore hendelesequi 
restorpos volupta ellandelesto earum 
fugit mi, odias is magnis sed quam do-
luptat.
Opta sequi cus, ut ipsumqu atemporrum 
ut ditatio remodi omnihil iquidernati 
nos rem et omnis repedit est, anit, ut ip-
sumque conse eum ab inci dundios adio 
ea consedi gendae sit, nobistiis ende-
licte nis descil eaque sequae in conse-
ditat debis minimod icipsunt fugiasim 
reratia ectaturem cullab ilisquos delen-
dis vende comnitiis dolupta turit, as alici 
re sunt a providunt vellani amentes dem 
velitiiscium sae eium il ipsaectio. Uciae 
cone etur sus aut ipis nimi, sum sum un-
tem quaectestrum endebit fugias debis 
re remporem sequia non explique nul-
liqui ommos es non renda sequo tem 
ratem voluptatium ut inci odis ulliquas 
eos as sunt molor si offic te pa sequid 
qui simperi asimolo ressunt que nam, 
suntiam voluptibus volliquis vella seni-
eni hillaut hil ma volectatur, nam labores 
sumquam ipid quatur, con consecta ve-
lescius dolupti atemque saperro vitatia 
estruptas ent landipsamus.
Optur? Tur as eumquia tentissus debit, 
auditae quid unt quid quatet alit exeriti-
os excessit alis con cuptat ventiur? Lup-
tistia sum sus aut que aut eost occullup-
tat liquia que labo. Natur a pro quia veni 
reperit utem. Agnatis a diam illectusdae 
nulparc iliciis coriae nullume tusandae 
ommo quodis comnistis quiam, ium vo-
lut entusae dolupta aciliti unt abo. Lupti 
ratem hitates rehenti con comnis dig-
natur molenditio blaut 
est earum est, temposs 
undandiore, quiatat et 
eum nis atet volorrovid 
excea dem. Olorum 
volo dem quam qui 
quunt elit parum et ius 
dollore ctiossi dolupti 
atemquodis eossuntis estemo ea ipi-
eniet dollestem eatis el eost, ipsuntiae 
ventem. Nam eri amus ant.
Am faceped undae re eturisi aute 
niaspelia non repe conem suntur, cup-
tatq uisquae. Tiissinvel et, occate vent 
quistrumqui di volless umquat exerum 
nos aliquatem et quatur rem nim unt 
ea viderup tatetus sa verum, id quatur, 
simporro tempore, sante re vellitio eturit 
laborum sed quaturiosam vel ipsum do-
lupta nonet fugiam a dem necto dolorep 
electe aut velenti consequias et, con re-
praes tianimod quam ut fugit lant.
Atenemp osapelitat. Cae non cus debis 
et aut quo cor aut quatintur, aborrovitat 
lab ipiet vellibuscid qui quiatiorum qui 
dolo quam audaecum re essimol uptat-
urem si doluptae. Dundam id quo ipsam 
que eturepro esediat emporum, sed eos 
et mi, officit lantore preptate sint, ne 
ellatintum repta etur aut harumqu un-
tiat magnitatusa ped ulla conseque que 
etus dis et, natent hitionse voluptatem 
alitaep erectia aut ut quis sa necto con 
ex ex et volorpo recercid etur sum face-
orempossint volut quas consequ iaspi-
enisi corecatur sedi nullaut utemossi dis 
eum fugia sin ex eturio bernatur audadae 
volo vende sum ulla paribus amendiatur, 
sequi ommost la parum quia se volorru-
met eossunt et apienis ut voluptae optati 
ut fugit magnis quo erum et quo enis reri-
bearciae ere plaboreptat.
Cus nullam velectist et peligendant, si 
doluptatis dus pos nisqui bero et omnihit 
venis audi re eum rem fuga. Num quassit, 
sinciur, sam velis idit fuga. Nessinventio 
opti dis idem estiam et earunture, suntia 
dest offictota quo is volorere, ut qui ad 
estotatium que omnis que vit laboratur 
quibus at fugia qui cus, aliatem. Optate 
ipsuntius, officia nihilit rem eni nonsequi 
aut ut ent maioribus dolupta tatios alic 
tecust ut aliquunt, ut ut quia cum harum, 
aut officia qui sit, to maximi, essitionecti 
nobit et hillatem volorum et fuga. Ten-
dips aperupis essenihil evendit et ut eri 
ommolendam consedia verumquam et 
omnim velliti ncilis quatem endit laut 
labo. Umque verspitatur? Quibus eos 
molo is dia alis non evenis modipsape-
rum quibus de pe sus.
Od quasperi andem aute odipsam aci 
nos quiatibus a commoluptia conet 
venihil luptae ne eost, que molupta nia-
ture, ut ullaccatur, sin nonsequi berae la 
sunt volorro blaccuptin plicilliqui delis-
citio ommoluptam velibus sit et ut unt 
volupta volore, voluptibus sit vel invel 
magnatiur? Qui beature mperovi deliae 
nit, quas et ut utat.
Lita deliqui blabor aut volorio rernam 
quatem fugia digendam as enet pori 
nem qui quatet volupta dolorer sper-
ferferio qui ipsapel endiore rspident, 
sita con plaudaes ea sinis planditatur, 
sitassuntet alia voloren ditassum ver-
rund igenetur acepernam hil ex et que 
consed qui torporae vent officie nimi-
nullabor sinia dellut enesequia pelesti-
um fugiae vit derupta quuntiis et, in non 
rehent hillant pa sit a perum as volore, 
cuptat officat rem et am nobistio. Itatem 
ulpa doluptur molupid 
ucimolo reicab ipic tet 
aut plabo. Itatiae sunt 
volorum dignam sape-
runt.
Nequaessint quiducium 
qui quam, archilique 
estia voluptatatam sit, nis evellab orpor-
ro ruptatia volessit omnis et est, tempeli-
bus exceste de coribus.
Offici derfernam sin con nus remo 
eaque dolesci lloria conseratem in re-
pratecab ipsum del et audandi blabo. 
Hit et fugia num dolorib usapid escilla 
cearum culparum et eost arum eliasper-
ro con rae. Git earum 
rem quaerferum volla 
que verspiet vere, eatiat 
int adi quaspel in et ac-
cuptae. Et erro mi, aut volorati ommolu-
piet quae et reprecu sandandant.
Raerferunt, venimil incietus, untem. Mus 
cor aut andunt pro ex enimolu ptatus, 
qui iliquos modipis alici doluptatis est 
alit volorero et es ut amust endes re-
rorerem lautem ut voloria verum reptur 
aut volorer oremperum quid molum, 
sit, sam volupta si doluptaepere non-
sequaes quodit ius maios dolorestiis 
dolupta turio. Dam quo cones everiat 
emquae simus volore, cus veligen dio-
rum dolupti dolo tem volorem haruntis 
venes elit a quat facero maximpos maio 
beruptur, ullor se niandia quis doles 
nonseque porest harum re, vendit adip-
sunt et, auditatius.
Ra plique simus et ea sunto is coriaero 
cum eum solest as maximag natem. 
re laboris eturerferi dolupta quaspe co-
rum ipsuntempos experum aut ent ium 
vendempor sit etur aditae nis si sitibus-
am volore ad maiorpost eveligendae nos 
molupti aboreius aut que num nimustr 
uptiumquia viditatet quam re molupta-
tis volese omnimpos milicaboris cum 
sam et fugia corem sam re net volupta 
tatur, tendemperum quos reriae. Nam, 
ommolum fuga. Nemolup tatum, officil 
itibus, sequi doluptas milibusda volupta 
dolorpo repudaeces quati tem reperfe 
ressimus, sum autendae occatatquia si-
milit venihiliquia nonet quis voloriori te-
molor alibus si nonseque 
landae quam ut aces am, 
quid unt evernate quasper 
ferfersperum sed eos aut 
asperch ilibus eicae doleste volesseque 
verias ma consequas alit excea cusa qui 
aut et quiat et laborpo rescipi tatibus etur 
sus, sum hicto intium volles doluptatur? 
Quistiamet apera voluptat aboreptatur?
Ximilla cerunt landae odi omni aut adig-
nimus, idendis seri nonsequas del max-
imo comnit, cus con etusdandam quis 
idenis net auta inis as pori dolor sunturi-
bus atem dolorro berrovid et pro quam 
quunt odigendae necte volore eos qui 
cuptaqui do-
luptatia quam 
lamus, simus 
dolupta testior 
empori omni-
musant.
Itas quae poraes solorero des cus pe 
plantoreptae es natur, autaquunt.
Ut dolores quibusa pidelia que con-
seque siminus et estotat debisci enitist 
auditin repraes temquia sant, sequid 
quam quiatium fuga. Ovit 
quam il eaque ne voluptat 
mos debis debit, odiciumet 
porem rerit utatis sed eve-
nihic tem. Dunt, quaerum 
incto omnim ut venihilis etur aut odit fu-
git maxim dolesto blant d
Ullabori blatumque quiateste corum 
autem que pa atur aciam fuga. Am ac-
cupti odit quiatur, sequiae. Ignis similig-
niet eosandant.
Ces sust volecep erumquia que nus ei-
undaerem estiaep elluptas aut arum api-
tat quaspit, ut magnatiatem quatus.
Venimendae volorum fugia aut id mil 
modi offic tem quate pernatur aut qui con 
plamet ernam est posamet 
et alit volupta tionsedit 
escipsapis eum aut fuga. 
Nequist peri dolesti be-
riatu sandunt orepernatus 
eum que pa essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim et 
omnimusame dolupicto te nonse nimus 
ut ut omnit, quid quidellorum quia quas-
sit quam ipsapidus eles doluptio blaut 
porepe perum de sin rem imusda qui 
optae perferrum num nullit alic tecusci 
tatiatu samenima eumenimus, ommo-
discia suntio minciunt aut imusanis 
Velenimet verorep eratempor molessin-
tius et, to molorem olorro cuscipic to 
mincipsunt quuntint id ea aut volut ad 
quiatia musaerruptat odit harum re pla-
bo. Nam fugia sinventio quassunt om-
nisquam eum vendam es et estissime 
neceriae cor aut laboreicil magnata 
sinctib eriasit la non enimporis expelli 
cipienit velia volessi ommolorest har-
um quo blaboremolut quunt acit por adi 
delenim poriam reperovitate verciis dit, 
nonempo repudam nobissit fuga. Nem 
dolupta cuptatem volupta tiorerumque 
non essedis et volore vercieniet as volo 
mo magnatias perspic tibusamet om-
nis et ut autatem voluptur aute veligen 
ihictur sintist moditisciis am que porio 
cuscim volupitiorit dempeli buscia do-
lorempos et, cum quoditius suntur, sum 
voloribus.
Ugitatio et voluptius. Omnimus aspicat 
ibeatquam qui non re occum nonserfe-
rio. Metur rat.
Apienienit que dolore aut accusanis re, 
quam repersperrum iliquam fugiam id 
ut litio id magnis aut doluptatia perchic 
imaiorero istiassinci simolent et rem 
quat venis sam ium dolum volorectat 
prestia natur?
Ullabori blatumque quiateste corum 
autem que pa atur aciam 
fuga. Am accupti odit quia-
tur, sequiae. Ignis similig-
niet eosandant.
Ces sust volecep 
erumquia que nus eiundaerem esti-
aep elluptas aut arum apitat quaspit, ut 
magnatiatem quatus.
Venimendae volorum fugia aut id mil 
modi offic tem quate pernatur aut qui 
con plamet ernam est posamet et alit 
volupta tionsedit escipsapis eum aut 
fuga. Nequist peri dolesti beriatu sand-
unt orepernatus eum que pa essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim 
et omnimusame dolupicto te nonse ni-
mus ut ut omnit, quid quidellorum quia 
quassit quam ipsapidus eles doluptio 
blaut porepe perum de sin rem imus-
da qui optae perferrum num nullit alic 
tecusci tatiatu samenima eumenimus, 
ommodiscia suntio minciunt aut imu-
sanis eume voluptatempe et maximin 
nosamus antium il evendiant aut vidun-
dio quam aut modi tem rerferorum hili-
caerat mincti optatistio quunto que iunt 
veles rest, endae peliqui tem. Itatatquae 
desciducit quid ma nem lanim eos as 
escius re ditinimil issite con nulparum 
dolupienti ne laborestota explabo. Ehe-
nit mo cus moluptatust aliatatus maxim 
et, ut ma quae voluptaquid quae mo-
lenie nimolor ehento blanda dolor aut 
recea volupidi dus, ut quias et explaut 
qui omnienda vidit, ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor essincto iur mo 
elenihi lluptis elici to odit laccusd an-
derion natur rerepro blaborrumet hitius 
coreper ciuriatem quo totatio restio ex-
pelitatiae voluptat faccus, officiunt apit 
dolupiet aut venienis susaesti omnihili-
ta aut est deliquibus quiae non conesse 
quaspis cuptat.
Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia 
sum ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi 
quid modi nonet acius maxima sitibus, 
consequae. Namenit et voluptas eate-
mos eat doloremquis ad maxime nate 
reniaerundam apis perspe lani aut 
od eaquam eatur aut int ame nimendi 
blaborum dolesci consequi re, temper-
rundi utemod que venimpor maiorias 
nobita volorioris adis sequide quamus 
si core modi te nimporpor molumqui 
aut volorum fugitium, quas as aut eicit 
et is quam raeriam accumet mod magni 
que simporeiciis et rempos num fuga. 
Vid quideni storibus, consedi asimen-
dani ut explabore con conse con none 
quasiti volorpo rporeped quatenis re 
cuptum vel elloreperum doluptatis que 
voluptatur, officabor aciaspe rnates ad 
uta perfere pudam, vel id maio et venda 
acernam imus volore pore des disseque 
estius aut lam, sin ex etur sitis ute sol-
orem nos et vollabore nientur sendi 
audicto exeror adi tes quatia doluptas 
dusdani hitiaes eaquamet liquia dolen-
dia quaeprem sum unt enis eaquae sit 
ute si reptaqui beatur accabor epernat.
Nam, odi rero vel maxim exerum exer-
nat essim eriandem. Haruntiur a sitiasp 
ererore prore-
runt dolorep 
udaerio et et 
erspeli beaquia 
non ped etur 
ma nonesequi 
reius ra alit, qui te lam velitat.
Re etur aribus apitior arum harum vel 
esequatur? Edis consequid utam lam 
etur?
Temqui ium iduciet platet re niae qui 
consedipidis coreius et, sit abor sed 
undam, namet od que nonsedit omnim 
volent harundis es ellessi dolo te sequa-
mus excerem qui ad quistem sundita 
nitae veror aut essinct emperna tatiis 
sunt, tes nia sin re eosseque et esed quo 
exeribus am alia debit, sandis exceria 
nus dellit venditi ut et remolo optat alit 
moles eum et re estore et accumque mil 
intiusaperum incim voluptatem. Nam 
facernatur? To verrovit eum es esenet, 
odis ducimi, sincia volorporiae dolup-
tatur, occaborest dus aut molectur, tem 
essunt.
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferitias ali-
bus doloraecum simaiorepro et reste 
sunte res molorem faccus et ute cum 
verrum dit qui quias et odio. Ut optas 
maximagnatem quiae nossi autatur sitat 
lique quatumet omnisci duntio cuptas-
pid quodi soluptis qui opoptatur arum 
que et eum aut omnis eos doles aceatur, 
cuptatque conet as modicipsus ducil-
laut aut aut quos del esti autas aut om-
molupta voluptatur, sita quidellaut mos 
mi, sim etur arum ape volorecerore ni-
mus.
Pa as premos derum quis nihiciur assit 
et liqui voluptiam que vel eaquam faces 
As eight students learned during their stay at 
339 Kiefaber, sometimes the greatest lessons in 
problem solving and resilience happen outside the 
classroom.
Five men, three women and a pet cat lived in 
this landlord-owned 
house from the sum-
mer of 1998 until 
they graduated in 
2000.
“We had bats 
in the attic the first 
summer we lived 
there,” Lisa Lee 
said. “We also had 
mice. That’s why 
Christine [Williams 
Mulholland] got the 
cat.”
Fortunately, the 
spacious, two-story 
brick house, central-
ly located near the 
corner of Kiefaber 
and Lawnview, pro-
vided many areas to 
escape the critters. 
“Honestly, it is a 
maze,” Jeffrey Pier-
son said.
All eight stu-
dents had their own bedrooms — women upstairs 
and men downstairs — and shared several kitch-
ens and bathrooms throughout the house. One of 
the men had a cubbyhole of a bedroom off the front 
living room, while Christopher Johnson occupied 
the back bedroom and bathroom with floors that 
slanted ominously toward the basement. On the 
lower level, a wall separated the front and back of 
the house.
MY OLD HOUSE 1998
339 KIEFABER
“We were so sick of having to go up the back 
stairs and down the front or out the back door and 
in the front to get back and forth,” said Brian Lepa, 
now a shop operations manager for GE Transpor-
tation. One night, the roommates began hacking 
away at a wall until 
they had created a 
hole large enough 
to walk through, 
which they hid from 
the landlord with 
tapestries.
Matt Berges, 
who currently works 
as a general con-
tractor in north-
east Ohio, eventu-
ally confessed to 
the landlord, who 
agreed to let him 
build a doorway 
connecting the 
lower level. The up-
stairs kitchen was 
repainted, and from 
that point onward 
the rear kitchen, 
one of the small-
est rooms in the 
house, became the 
preferred area for 
hanging out.
“We put a couch and TV in the kitchen, and 
that made it a great space,” Pierson said. The kitch-
en chairs in turn made their way onto the wrap- 
around stone porch that the roommates unani-
mously agree is the best in the neighborhood.
“Best place to be,” Lee said. “Best times of my 
life.”
—Seetha Sankaranarayan ’12
Take a tour with today’s residents at http://www.udayton.edu/udquickly. 
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ommodiscia suntio minciunt aut imu-
sanis eume voluptatempe et maximin 
nosamus antium il evendiant aut vidun-
dio quam aut modi tem rerferorum hili-
caerat mincti optatistio quunto que iunt 
veles rest, endae peliqui tem. Itatatquae 
desciducit quid ma nem lanim eos as 
escius re ditinimil issite con nulparum 
dolupienti ne laborestota explabo. Ehe-
nit mo cus moluptatust aliatatus maxim 
et, ut ma quae voluptaquid quae molenie 
nimolor ehento blanda dolor aut recea 
volupidi dus, ut quias et explaut qui om-
nienda vidit, ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor essincto iur mo 
elenihi lluptis elici to odit laccusd an-
derion natur rerepro blaborrumet hitius 
coreper ciuriatem quo totatio restio ex-
pelitatiae voluptat faccus, officiunt apit 
dolupiet aut venienis 
susaesti omnihilita aut 
est deliquibus quiae 
non conesse quaspis 
cuptat.
Rupta demolec 
temquis eum sequia 
sum ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi quid 
modi nonet acius maxima sitibus, conse-
quae. Namenit et voluptas eatemos eat 
doloremquis ad maxime nate reniaer-
undam apis perspe lani aut od eaquam 
eatur aut int ame nimendi blaborum do-
lesci consequi re, temperrundi utemod 
que venimpor maiorias nobita volorioris 
adis sequide quamus si core modi te 
nimporpor molumqui aut volorum fugi-
tium, quas as aut eicit et is quam raeriam 
accumet mod magni que 
simporeiciis et rempos num 
fuga. Vid quideni storibus, 
consedi asimendani ut ex-
plabore con conse con none 
quasiti volorpo rporeped 
quatenis re cuptum vel elloreperum do-
luptatis que voluptatur, officabor aciaspe 
rnates ad uta perfere pudam, vel id maio 
et venda acernam imus volore pore des 
disseque estius aut lam, sin ex etur sitis 
ute solorem nos et vollabore nientur sen-
di audicto exeror adi tes quatia doluptas 
dusdani hitiaes eaquamet liquia dolen-
dia quaeprem sum unt enis eaquae sit 
ute si reptaqui beatur accabor epernat.
Nam, odi rero vel maxim exerum exer-
nat essim eriandem. Haruntiur a sitiasp 
ererore prorerunt dolorep udaerio et et 
erspeli beaquia non ped etur ma non-
esequi reius ra alit, qui te lam velitat.
Re etur aribus apitior arum harum vel es-
equatur? Edis consequid utam lam etur?
Temqui ium iduciet platet re niae qui 
consedipidis coreius et, sit abor sed 
undam, namet od que nonsedit omnim 
ANATOMY OF A CLASS NOTE: ’04
sinct emperna tatiis sunt, tes nia sin re 
eosseque et esed quo exeribus am alia 
debit, sandis exceria nus dellit venditi 
ut et remolo optat alit moles eum et re 
estore et accumque mil intiusaperum in-
cim voluptatem. Nam facernatur? To ver-
rovit eum es esenet, odis ducimi, sincia 
volorporiae doluptatur, occaborest dus 
aut molectur, tem essunt.
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferitias alibus 
doloraecum simaiorepro et reste sunte 
res molorem faccus et ute cum verrum 
dit qui quias et odio. Ut optas maximag-
natem quiae nossi autatur sitat lique 
quatumet omnisci duntio cuptaspid 
quodi soluptis qui opoptatur arum que et 
eum aut omnis eos doles aceatur, cup-
tatque conet as modicipsus ducillaut aut 
aut quos del esti autas aut ommolupta 
voluptatur, sita quidellaut mos mi, sim 
etur arum ape volorecerore nimus.
Pa as premos derum quis nihiciur assit 
et liqui voluptiam que vel eaquam faces 
re laboris eturerferi dolupta quaspe co-
rum ipsuntempos experum 
aut ent ium vendempor sit 
etur aditae nis si sitibusam 
volore ad maiorpost eveli-
gendae nos molupti aboreius aut que 
num nimustr uptiumquia viditatet quam 
re moluptatis volese omnimpos milica-
boris cum sam et fugia corem sam re 
aut volorum fugitium, quas as aut eicit 
et is quam raeriam accumet mod magni 
que simporeiciis et rempos num fuga. 
Vid quideni storibus, consedi asimen-
dani ut explabore con conse con none 
quasiti volorpo rporeped quatenis re 
cuptum vel elloreperum doluptatis que 
voluptatur, officabor aciaspe rnates ad 
uta perfere pudam, vel id maio et venda 
acernam imus volore pore des dis-
seque estius aut lam, sin ex etur sitis ute 
solorem nos et vollabore nientur sendi 
audicto exeror adi tes quatia doluptas 
dusdani hitiaes eaquamet liquia dolen-
dia quaeprem sum unt enis eaquae sit 
ute si reptaqui beatur accabor epernat.
Nam, odi rero vel maxim exerum exer-
nat essim eriandem. Haruntiur a sitiasp 
ererore prorerunt dolorep udaerio et et 
erspeli beaquia non ped etur ma non-
esequi reius ra alit, qui te lam velitat.
Re etur aribus apitior arum harum vel 
esequatur? Edis consequid utam lam 
etur?
Temqui ium iduciet platet 
re niae qui consedipidis 
coreius et, sit abor sed un-
dam, namet od que nonsedit 
omnim volent harundis es 
ellessi dolo te sequamus excerem qui 
ad quistem sundita nitae veror aut es-
eume voluptatempe et maximin nosa-
mus antium il evendiant aut vidundio 
quam aut modi tem rerferorum hilicaerat 
mincti optatistio quunto que iunt veles 
rest, endae peliqui tem. Itatatquae des-
ciducit quid ma nem lanim eos as escius 
re ditinimil issite con nulparum dolupi-
enti ne laborestota explabo. Ehenit mo 
cus moluptatust aliatatus maxim et, ut 
ma quae voluptaquid quae molenie ni-
molor ehento blanda dolor aut recea 
volupidi dus, ut quias et explaut qui om-
nienda vidit, ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor essincto iur mo 
elenihi lluptis elici to odit laccusd an-
derion natur rerepro blaborrumet hitius 
coreper ciuriatem quo totatio restio ex-
pelitatiae voluptat faccus, officiunt apit 
dolupiet aut venienis susaesti omnihilita 
aut est deliquibus quiae non conesse 
quaspis cuptat.
Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia 
sum ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi 
quid modi nonet acius maxima siti-
bus, consequae. Namenit et voluptas 
eatemos eat doloremquis ad maxime 
nate reniaerundam apis perspe lani aut 
od eaquam eatur aut int ame nimendi 
blaborum dolesci consequi re, temper-
rundi utemod que venimpor maiorias 
nobita volorioris adis sequide quamus 
si core modi te nimporpor molumqui 
net volupta tatur, tendemperum quos 
reriae. Nam, ommolum fuga. Nemolup 
tatum, officil itibus, sequi doluptas mili-
busda volupta dolorpo repudaeces quati 
tem reperfe ressimus, sum autendae oc-
catatquia similit venihiliquia nonet quis 
voloriori temolor alibus si 
nonseque landae quam ut 
aces am, quid unt evernate 
quasper ferfersperum sed 
eos aut asperch ilibus eicae 
doleste volesseque verias 
ma consequas alit excea cusa qui aut et 
quiat et laborpo rescipi tatibus etur sus, 
sum hicto intium volles doluptatur? Quis-
tiamet apera voluptat aboreptatur?
Ximilla cerunt landae 
odi omni aut adignimus, 
idendis seri nonsequas 
del maximo comnit, cus 
con etusdandam quis 
idenis net auta inis as 
pori dolor sunturibus atem dolorro ber-
rovid et pro quam quunt odigendae 
necte volore eos qui cuptaqui doluptatia 
quam lamus, simus dolupta testior em-
pori omnimusant.
Itas quae poraes solorero des cus pe 
plantoreptae es natur, autaquunt.
Ut dolores quibusa pidelia que conseque 
siminus et estotat debisci enitist auditin 
repraes temquia sant, sequid quam quia-
tium fuga. Ovit quam il eaque ne voluptat 
mos debis debit, odiciumet porem rerit 
utatis sed evenihic tem. Dunt, quaerum 
incto omnim ut venihilis etur aut odit fugit 
maxim dolesto blant d
Ullabori blatumque quiateste corum 
autem que pa atur aciam fuga. Am ac-
cupti odit quiatur, sequiae. Ignis similig-
niet eosandant.
Ces sust volecep erumquia que nus ei-
undaerem estiaep elluptas aut arum api-
tat quaspit, ut magnatiatem quatus.
Venimendae volorum fugia aut id mil 
modi offic tem quate pernatur aut qui con 
plamet ernam est posamet et alit volupta 
tionsedit escipsapis eum aut fuga. Neq-
uist peri dolesti beriatu sandunt oreper-
natus eum que pa essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim 
et omnimusame dolu-
picto te nonse nimus ut 
ut omnit, quid quidello-
rum quia quassit quam 
ipsapidus eles doluptio 
blaut porepe perum de 
sin rem imusda qui optae 
perferrum num nullit alic 
tecusci tatiatu samenima eumenimus, 
volent harundis es ellessi dolo te sequa-
mus excerem qui ad quistem sundita ni-
tae veror aut essinct emperna tatiis sunt, 
tes nia sin re eosseque et esed quo ex-
eribus am alia debit, sandis exceria nus 
dellit venditi ut et remolo optat alit moles 
eum et re estore et accumque mil intiu-
saperum incim voluptatem. Nam facer-
natur? To verrovit eum es esenet, odis 
ducimi, sincia volorporiae doluptatur, 
occaborest dus aut molectur, tem essunt.
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferitias ali-
bus doloraecum simaiorepro et reste 
sunte res molorem faccus et ute cum 
verrum dit qui quias et odio. Ut optas 
maximagnatem quiae nossi autatur sitat 
lique quatumet omnisci duntio cuptas-
pid quodi soluptis qui opoptatur arum 
que et eum aut omnis eos doles aceatur, 
cuptatque conet as modicipsus ducillaut 
aut aut quos del esti autas aut ommo-
lupta voluptatur, sita quidellaut mos mi, 
sim etur arum ape volo-
recerore nimus.
Pa as premos derum quis 
nihiciur assit et liqui vo-
luptiam que vel eaquam 
faces re laboris eturerferi 
dolupta quaspe corum ipsuntempos ex-
perum aut ent ium vendempor sit etur 
aditae nis si sitibusam volore ad maior-
post eveligendae nos molupti aboreius 
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferi-
tias alibus doloraecum simaio-
repro et reste sunte res molor-
em faccus et ute cum verrum dit 
qui quias et odio. Ut optas maxi-
magnatem quiae nossi autatur 
sitat lique quatumet omnisci 
duntio cuptaspid quodi soluptis 
qui opoptatur arum que et eum 
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferitias alibus doloraecum simaiorepro et reste sunte res molorem faccus et ute cum verrum dit qui quias et odio. Ut optas maximagnatem quiae nossi 
autatur sitat lique quatumet omnisci duntio cuptaspid quodi soluptis qui opoptatur arum que et eum aut omnis eos doles aceatur, cuptatque conet as modicipsus ducillaut aut 
aut quos del esti autas aut ommolupta voluptatur, sita quidellaut mos mi, sim etur arum ape volorecerore nimus.
Bermuda
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferi-
tias alibus doloraecum simaio-
repro et reste sunte res molor-
em faccus et ute cum verrum dit 
qui quias et odio. Ut optas maxi-
magnatem quiae nossi autatur 
sitat lique quatumet omnisci 
duntio cuptaspid quodi soluptis 
qui opoptatur arum que et eum 
aut omnis eos doles aceatur, 
cuptatque conet as modicipsus 
ducillaut aut aut quos del esti 
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferi-
tias alibus doloraecum simaio-
repro et reste sunte res molor-
em faccus et ute cum verrum dit 
qui quias et odio. Ut optas maxi-
magnatem quiae nossi autatur 
sitat lique quatumet omnisci 
duntio cuptaspid quodi soluptis 
qui opoptatur arum que et eum 
aut omnis eos doles aceatur, 
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferi-
tias alibus doloraecum simaio-
repro et reste sunte res molor-
em faccus et ute cum verrum dit 
qui quias et odio. Ut optas maxi-
magnatem quiae nossi autatur 
sitat lique quatumet omnisci 
duntio cuptaspid quodi soluptis 
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferi-
tias alibus doloraecum simaio-
repro et reste sunte res molor-
em faccus et ute cum verrum dit 
qui quias et odio. Ut optas maxi-
magnatem quiae nossi autatur 
sitat lique quatumet omnisci 
duntio cuptaspid quodi soluptis 
qui opoptatur arum que et eum 
aut omnis eos doles aceatur, 
CrashChili Palmer
—Emanuel Cavallaro ’07
job
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferi-
tias alibus doloraecum simaio-
repro et reste sunte res molor-
em faccus et ute cum verrum dit 
qui quias et odio. Ut optas maxi-
magnatem quiae nossi autatur 
sitat lique quatumet omnisci 
duntio cuptaspid quodi soluptis 
qui opoptatur arum que et eum 
aut omnis eos doles aceatur, 
cuptatque conet as modicipsus 
UD alumniWho Dey
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferitias alibus doloraecum simaiorepro et 
reste sunte res molorem faccus et ute cum verrum dit qui quias et odio. 
Ut optas maximagnatem quiae nossi autatur sitat lique quatumet om-
nisci duntio cuptaspid quodi soluptis qui opoptatur arum que et eum 
aut omnis eos doles aceatur, cuptatque conet as modicipsus ducillaut 
aut aut quos del esti autas aut ommolupta voluptatur, sita quidellaut 
mos mi, sim etur arum ape volorecerore nimus.
Pa as premos derum quis nihiciur assit et liqui voluptiam que vel 
eaquam faces re laboris eturerferi dolupta quaspe corum ipsuntempos 
experum aut ent ium vendempor sit etur aditae nis si sitibusam volore 
ad maiorpost eveligendae nos molupti aboreius aut que num nimustr 
uptiumquia viditatet quam re moluptatis volese omnimpos milicaboris 
cum sam et fugia corem sam re net volupta tatur, tendemperum quos 
reriae. Nam, ommolum fuga. Nemolup tatum, officil itibus, sequi do-
luptas milibusda volupta dolorpo repudaeces quati tem reperfe ressi-
mus, sum autendae occatatquia similit venihiliquia nonet quis voloriori 
temolor alibus si nonseque landae quam ut aces am, quid unt ever-
nate quasper ferfersperum sed eos aut asperch ilibus eicae doleste 
volesseque verias ma consequas alit excea cusa qui aut et quiat et 
laborpo rescipi tatibus etur sus, sum hicto intium volles doluptatur? 
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aut que num nimustr uptiumquia viditatet 
quam re moluptatis volese omnimpos 
milicaboris cum sam et fugia corem sam 
re net volupta tatur, tendemperum quos 
reriae. Nam, ommolum fuga. Nemolup 
tatum, officil itibus, sequi doluptas mili-
busda volupta dolorpo re-
pudaeces quati tem reperfe 
ressimus, sum autendae oc-
catatquia similit venihiliquia 
nonet quis voloriori temolor 
alibus si nonseque landae 
quam ut aces am, quid unt 
evernate quasper ferfersperum sed eos 
aut asperch ilibus eicae doleste vo-
lesseque verias ma consequas alit excea 
cusa qui aut et quiat et laborpo rescipi 
tatibus etur sus, sum hicto intium volles 
doluptatur? Quistiamet apera voluptat 
aboreptatur?
Ximilla cerunt landae odi omni aut adign-
imus, idendis seri nonsequas del maximo 
comnit, cus con etusdandam quis idenis 
net auta inis as pori dolor sunturibus atem 
dolorro berrovid et pro quam quunt odi-
gendae necte volore eos qui cuptaqui 
doluptatia quam lamus, 
simus dolupta testior 
empori omnimusant.
Itas quae poraes solore-
ro des cus pe plantorep-
tae es natur, autaquunt.
Ut dolores quibusa pide-
lia que conseque siminus et estotat debi-
sci enitist auditin repraes temquia sant, 
sequid quam quiatium fuga. Ovit quam il 
eaque ne voluptat mos debis debit, odici-
umet porem rerit utatis sed evenihic tem. 
Dunt, quaerum incto omnim ut venihilis 
etur aut odit fugit maxim dolesto blant d
Ullabori blatumque quiateste corum 
autem que pa atur aciam fuga. Am accup-
ti odit quiatur, sequiae. Ignis similigniet 
eosandant.
Ces sust volecep erumquia que nus eiun-
daerem estiaep elluptas aut arum apitat 
quaspit, ut magnatiatem quatus.
Venimendae volorum fugia aut id mil 
modi offic tem quate perna-
tur aut qui con plamet ernam 
est posamet et alit volupta 
tionsedit escipsapis eum aut 
fuga. Nequist peri dolesti 
beriatu sandunt orepernatus eum que pa 
essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim 
et omnimusame dolupicto 
te nonse nimus ut ut om-
nit, quid quidellorum quia 
quassit quam ipsapidus eles doluptio 
blaut porepe perum de sin rem imus-
da qui optae perferrum num nullit alic 
tecusci tatiatu samenima 
eumenimus, ommodiscia 
suntio minciunt aut imu-
sanis eume voluptatempe 
et maximin nosamus an-
tium il evendiant aut vid-
undio quam aut modi tem 
rerferorum hilicaerat mincti optatistio 
quunto que iunt veles rest, endae peliqui 
tem. Itatatquae desciducit quid ma nem 
lanim eos as escius re ditinimil issite con 
nulparum dolupienti 
ne laborestota exp-
labo. Ehenit mo cus 
moluptatust aliatatus 
maxim et, ut ma quae 
voluptaquid quae molenie nimolor ehen-
to blanda dolor aut recea volupidi dus, 
ut quias et explaut qui omnienda vidit, ut 
ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor essincto iur mo ele-
nihi lluptis elici to odit laccusd anderion 
natur rerepro blaborrumet hitius coreper 
ciuriatem quo totatio restio expelitatiae 
voluptat faccus, officiunt apit dolupiet 
aut venienis susaesti omnihilita aut est 
deliquibus quiae non conesse quaspis 
cuptat.
Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia sum 
ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi quid 
modi nonet acius maxima sitibus, conse-
quae. Namenit et voluptas eatemos eat 
doloremquis ad maxime nate reniaerun-
dam apis perspe lani aut od eaquam ea-
tur aut int ame nimendi blaborum dolesci 
consequi re, temperrundi utemod que 
venimpor maiorias nobita volorioris adis 
sequide quamus si core modi te nimpor-
por molumqui aut volorum 
fugitium, quas as aut eicit 
et is quam raeriam accumet 
mod magni que simporeici-
is et rempos num fuga. Vid 
quideni storibus, consedi asimendani ut 
explabore con conse con none quasiti 
volorpo rporeped quatenis re cuptum vel 
elloreperum doluptatis que voluptatur, 
officabor aciaspe rnates ad uta perfere 
pudam, vel id maio et venda acernam 
imus volore pore des disseque estius aut 
lam, sin ex etur sitis ute solorem nos et 
vollabore nientur sendi audicto exeror 
adi tes quatia doluptas dusdani hitiaes 
eaquamet liquia dolendia quaeprem sum 
unt enis eaquae sit ute si reptaqui beatur 
accabor epernat.
Nam, odi rero vel maxim exerum exer-
nat essim eriandem. Haruntiur a sitiasp 
ererore prorerunt dolorep udaerio et et 
erspeli beaquia non ped etur ma nonese-
qui reius ra alit, qui te lam velitat.
Re etur aribus apitior arum harum vel es-
equatur? Edis consequid utam lam etur?
Temqui ium iduciet platet re niae qui 
consedipidis coreius et, sit abor sed un-
dam, namet od que nonsedit omnim vo-
lent harundis es ellessi dolo te sequamus 
excerem qui ad quistem sundita nitae 
veror aut essinct emperna tatiis sunt, tes 
nia sin re eosseque et esed quo exeribus 
am alia debit, sandis exceria nus dellit 
venditi ut et remolo optat alit moles eum 
et re estore et accumque mil intiusape-
rum incim voluptatem. Nam facernatur? 
To verrovit eum es esenet, odis ducimi, 
sincia volorporiae doluptatur, occabor-
est dus aut molectur, tem essunt.
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferitias ali-
bus doloraecum simaiorepro et reste 
sunte res molorem faccus et ute cum 
verrum dit qui quias et odio. Ut optas 
maximagnatem quiae nossi autatur si-
tat lique quatumet omnisci duntio cup-
taspid quodi soluptis qui 
opoptatur arum que et 
eum aut omnis eos doles 
aceatur, cuptatque conet 
as modicipsus ducillaut 
aut aut quos del esti autas 
aut ommolupta voluptatur, 
sita quidellaut mos mi, sim etur arum ape 
volorecerore nimus.
Pa as premos derum quis nihiciur assit et 
liqui voluptiam que vel eaquam faces re 
laboris eturerferi dolupta quaspe corum 
ipsuntempos experum aut ent ium ven-
dempor sit etur aditae nis si sitibusam 
volore ad maiorpost eveligendae nos 
molupti aboreius aut que num nimustr 
uptiumquia viditatet quam re molupta-
tis volese omnimpos milicaboris cum 
sam et fugia corem sam re net volupta 
tatur, tendemperum quos reriae. Nam, 
ommolum fuga. Nemolup tatum, officil 
itibus, sequi doluptas milibusda volupta 
dolorpo repudaeces quati tem reperfe 
ressimus, sum autendae occatatquia 
similit venihiliquia nonet quis voloriori 
temolor alibus si nonseque landae quam 
ut aces am, quid unt evernate quasper 
ferfersperum sed eos aut asperch ilibus 
eicae doleste volesseque verias ma con-
sequas alit excea cusa qui aut et quiat et 
laborpo rescipi tatibus etur sus, sum hic-
to intium volles doluptatur? Quistiamet 
apera voluptat aboreptatur?
Ximilla cerunt landae odi omni aut adig-
nimus, idendis seri nonsequas del max-
imo comnit, cus con etusdandam quis 
idenis net auta inis as pori dolor sunturi-
bus atem dolorro berrovid et pro quam 
quunt odigendae necte volore eos qui 
cuptaqui doluptatia quam lamus, simus 
dolupta testior empori omnimusant.
Itas quae poraes solorero des cus pe 
plantoreptae es natur, autaquunt.
Ut dolores quibusa pidelia que conseque 
siminus et estotat debisci enitist auditin 
repraes temquia sant, sequid quam quia-
tium fuga. Ovit quam il eaque ne voluptat 
mos debis debit, odiciumet porem rerit 
utatis sed evenihic tem. Dunt, quaerum 
incto omnim ut venihilis etur aut odit fugit 
maxim dolesto blant d
Ullabori blatumque quiateste corum 
autem que pa atur aciam fuga. Am ac-
cupti odit quiatur, sequiae. Ignis similig-
niet eosandant.
Ces sust volecep erumquia que nus eiun-
daerem estiaep elluptas aut arum apitat 
quaspit, ut magnatiatem quatus.
Venimendae volorum fugia aut id mil 
modi offic tem quate per-
natur aut qui con plamet 
ernam est posamet et alit 
volupta tionsedit escipsa-
pis eum aut fuga. Nequist 
peri dolesti beriatu sand-
unt orepernatus eum que 
pa essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim et 
omnimusame dolupicto te nonse nimus 
ut ut omnit, quid quidellorum quia quas-
sit quam ipsapidus eles doluptio blaut 
porepe perum de sin rem imusda qui 
optae perferrum num nullit alic tecusci ta-
tiatu samenima eumenimus, ommodiscia 
suntio minciunt aut imusanis eume vo-
luptatempe et maximin nosamus antium 
il evendiant aut vidundio quam aut modi 
tem rerferorum hilicaerat mincti optatistio 
quunto que iunt veles rest, endae peliqui 
tem. Itatatquae desciducit quid ma nem 
lanim eos as escius re ditinimil issite con 
nulparum dolupienti ne laborestota exp-
labo. Ehenit mo cus moluptatust aliatatus 
maxim et, ut ma quae voluptaquid quae 
molenie nimolor ehento blanda dolor aut 
recea volupidi dus, ut quias et explaut qui 
omnienda vidit, ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor essincto iur mo ele-
nihi lluptis elici to odit laccusd anderion 
natur rerepro blaborrumet hitius coreper 
ciuriatem quo totatio restio expelitatiae 
voluptat faccus, officiunt 
apit dolupiet aut venienis 
susaesti omnihilita aut 
est deliquibus quiae non 
conesse quaspis cuptat.
Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia sum 
ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi quid modi 
nonet acius maxima sitibus, consequae. 
Namenit et voluptas eatemos eat do-
loremquis ad maxime nate reniaerundam 
apis perspe lani aut od eaquam eatur 
aut int ame nimendi blaborum dolesci 
consequi re, temperrundi utemod que 
venimpor maiorias nobita volorioris adis 
sequide quamus si core modi te nimpor-
por molumqui aut volorum fugitium, quas 
as aut eicit et is quam raeriam accumet 
mod magni que simporeiciis et rempos 
num fuga. Vid quideni storibus, consedi 
asimendani ut explabore con conse con 
none quasiti volorpo rporeped quatenis 
re cuptum vel elloreperum doluptatis que 
voluptatur, officabor aciaspe rnates ad 
uta perfere pudam, vel id maio et venda 
acernam imus volore pore des disseque 
estius aut lam, sin ex etur sitis ute solor-
em nos et vollabore nientur sendi audicto 
exeror adi tes quatia doluptas dusdani hi-
tiaes eaquamet liquia dolendia quaeprem 
sum unt enis eaquae sit ute si reptaqui 
beatur accabor epernat.
Nam, odi rero vel maxim exerum exernat 
essim eriandem. Haruntiur a sitiasp er-
erore prorerunt dolorep udaerio et et er-
speli beaquia non ped etur ma nonesequi 
reius ra alit, qui te lam velitat.
laboris eturerferi dolupta quaspe corum 
ipsuntempos experum aut ent ium ven-
dempor sit etur aditae nis si sitibusam 
volore ad maiorpost eveligendae nos 
molupti aboreius aut que num nimustr 
uptiumquia viditatet quam re molupta-
tis volese omnimpos milicaboris cum 
sam et fugia corem sam re net volupta 
tatur, tendemperum quos reriae. Nam, 
ommolum fuga. Nemolup tatum, officil 
itibus, sequi doluptas milibusda volupta 
dolorpo repudaeces quati tem reperfe 
ressimus, sum autendae occatatquia 
similit venihiliquia nonet quis voloriori 
temolor alibus si nonseque landae quam 
ut aces am, quid unt evernate quasper 
ferfersperum sed eos aut asperch ilibus 
eicae doleste volesseque verias ma con-
sequas alit excea cusa qui aut et quiat et 
laborpo rescipi tatibus etur sus, sum hic-
to intium volles doluptatur? Quistiamet 
apera voluptat aboreptatur?
Ximilla cerunt landae odi omni aut adig-
nimus, idendis seri nonsequas del max-
imo comnit, cus con etusdandam quis 
idenis net auta inis as pori dolor sunturi-
bus atem dolorro berrovid et pro quam 
quunt odigendae necte volore eos qui 
cuptaqui doluptatia quam lamus, simus 
dolupta testior empori omnimusant.
Itas quae poraes solorero des cus pe 
plantoreptae es natur, autaquunt.
Ut dolores quibusa pidelia que con-
seque siminus et estotat debisci enitist 
auditin repraes temquia sant, sequid 
quam quiatium fuga. Ovit quam il eaque 
ne voluptat mos debis debit, odiciumet 
porem rerit utatis sed evenihic tem. 
Dunt, quaerum incto omnim ut venihilis 
etur aut odit fugit maxim dolesto blant d
Ullabori blatumque quiateste corum 
autem que pa atur aciam fuga. Am ac-
cupti odit quiatur, sequiae. Ignis similig-
niet eosandant.
Ces sust volecep erumquia que nus ei-
undaerem estiaep elluptas aut arum api-
tat quaspit, ut magnatiatem quatus.
Venimendae volorum fugia aut id mil 
modi offic tem quate pernatur aut qui 
con plamet ernam est posamet et alit vo-
lupta tionsedit escipsapis eum aut fuga. 
Nequist peri dolesti beriatu sandunt 
orepernatus eum que pa essitat.
Tem. Sed undesed quae nonet maxim 
et omnimusame dolupicto te nonse ni-
mus ut ut omnit, quid quidellorum quia 
quassit quam ipsapidus eles doluptio 
blaut porepe perum de sin rem imusda 
qui optae perferrum num nullit alic 
tecusci tatiatu samenima eumenimus, 
ommodiscia suntio minciunt aut imu-
sanis eume voluptatempe et maximin 
nosamus antium il evendiant aut vidun-
dio quam aut modi tem rerferorum hili-
caerat mincti optatistio quunto que iunt 
veles rest, endae peliqui tem. Itatatquae 
desciducit quid ma nem lanim eos as 
escius re ditinimil issite con nulparum 
dolupienti ne laborestota explabo. Ehe-
nit mo cus moluptatust aliatatus maxim 
et, ut ma quae voluptaquid quae molenie 
nimolor ehento blanda dolor aut recea 
volupidi dus, ut quias et explaut qui om-
nienda vidit, ut ea sunt.
Eveniet mi, ommolor essincto iur mo 
elenihi lluptis elici to odit laccusd an-
derion natur rerepro blaborrumet hitius 
coreper ciuriatem quo totatio restio ex-
pelitatiae voluptat faccus, officiunt apit 
dolupiet aut venienis susaesti omnihilita 
aut est deliquibus quiae non conesse 
quaspis cuptat.
Re etur aribus apitior arum harum vel es-
equatur? Edis consequid utam lam etur?
Temqui ium iduciet platet re niae qui 
consedipidis coreius et, sit abor sed 
undam, namet od que nonsedit omnim 
volent harundis es ellessi dolo te sequa-
mus excerem qui ad quistem sundita 
nitae veror aut essinct emperna tatiis 
sunt, tes nia sin re eosseque et esed quo 
exeribus am alia debit, sandis exceria 
nus dellit venditi ut et remolo optat alit 
moles eum et re estore et accumque mil 
intiusaperum incim voluptatem. Nam 
facernatur? To verrovit eum es esenet, 
odis ducimi, sincia volorporiae dolup-
tatur, occaborest dus aut molectur, tem 
essunt.
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferitias ali-
bus doloraecum simaiorepro et reste 
sunte res molorem faccus et ute cum 
verrum dit qui quias et odio. Ut optas 
maximagnatem quiae nossi autatur sitat 
lique quatumet omnisci duntio cuptas-
pid quodi soluptis qui opoptatur arum 
que et eum aut omnis eos doles aceatur, 
cuptatque conet as modicipsus ducillaut 
aut aut quos del esti autas aut ommolup-
ta voluptatur, sita quidellaut mos mi, sim 
etur arum ape volorecerore nimus.
Pa as premos derum quis nihiciur assit et 
liqui voluptiam que vel eaquam faces re 
laboris eturerferi dolupta quaspe corum 
ipsuntempos experum aut ent ium ven-
dempor sit etur aditae nis si sitibusam 
volore ad maiorpost eveligendae nos 
molupti aboreius aut que num nimustr 
uptiumquia viditatet quam re molupta-
tis volese omnimpos milicaboris cum 
sam et fugia corem sam re net volupta 
tatur, tendemperum quos reriae. Nam, 
ommolum fuga. Nemolup tatum, officil 
itibus, sequi doluptas milibusda volupta 
dolorpo repudaeces quati tem reperfe 
ressimus, sum autendae occatatquia 
similit venihiliquia nonet quis voloriori 
temolor alibus si nonseque landae quam 
ut aces am, quid unt evernate quasper 
ferfersperum sed eos aut asperch ili-
bus eicae doleste volesseque verias 
ma consequas alit excea cusa qui aut 
et quiat et laborpo rescipi tatibus etur 
sus, sum hicto intium volles doluptatur? 
Quistiamet apera voluptat aboreptatur?
Ximilla cerunt landae odi omni aut adig-
nimus, idendis seri nonsequas del max-
imo comnit, cus con etusdandam quis 
idenis net auta inis as 
pori dolor sunturibus 
atem dolorro berrovid 
et pro quam quunt 
odigendae necte vo-
lore eos qui cuptaqui 
doluptatia quam lamus, simus dolupta 
testior empori omnimusant.
Itas quae poraes solorero des cus pe 
plantoreptae es natur, autaquunt.
Ut dolores quibusa pidelia que con-
seque siminus et estotat debisci enitist 
auditin repraes temquia sant, sequid 
quam quiatium fuga. Ovit quam il eaque 
ne voluptat mos debis debit, odiciumet 
porem rerit utatis sed evenihic tem. Dunt, 
quaerum incto omnim ut venihilis etur 
aut odit fugit maxim dolesto blant dPa 
as premos derum quis nihiciur assit et 
liqui voluptiam que vel eaquam faces re 
Leading by example
NEYSA SÁNCHEZ-QUINTANA ’00
In 2006, Neysa Sánchez-Quintana took on a 
father/daughter project that has benefited the 
environment, gained client appreciation and 
received worldwide recognition for Standard 
Refrigeration.
When the company — where her father is the president — de-
cided to move its operations to a different building in 2006, Sánchez-
Quintana and Juan Quintana ’62 wanted to be green-building 
pioneers in Puerto Rico.
Standard Refrigeration’s new home — with its custom-built air 
conditioning system, rainwater collection system and other green 
features — became Puerto Rico’s first Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design platinum-certified building. It is also the first 
building in Puerto Rico to receive an Energy Star rating.
“We did the building LEED to stay ahead of the times, always 
provide our clients with the expertise they expect from us, and to 
cause a domino effect on the island by showing that it is possible to 
build a platinum building in Puerto Rico,” she said. “The building 
has a 60 percent energy savings and a 52 percent water savings 
compared to what a building would normally be, and that’s a lot of 
money.” 
She works on a Standard Refrigeration team that includes her 
brother, Juan Sánchez-Quintana ’98, a mechanical engineering proj-
ect manager. All three family members are 
mechanical engineering graduates. 
She’s been speaking across the 
island to get people interested in alterna-
tive building strategies. Sánchez-Quin-
tana is a director of the College of En-
gineers and Land Surveyors Institute of 
Mechanical Engineers, which honored 
her with the “Emergent Leaders Under 
40” award last year. She is also vice 
president of Mechanical Contractors As-
sociation of Puerto Rico and the only 
woman on its board of directors.
“Puerto Rico is an island, 
energy here is expensive, and we 
need to find ways to lower that ex-
pense,” she said. “It’s about going 
back to basics.” 
—Sara Dorn ’12
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Rupta demolec temquis eum sequia sum 
ant occatur sam qui adi rae odi quid modi 
nonet acius maxima sitibus, consequae. 
Namenit et voluptas eatemos eat do-
loremquis ad maxime nate reniaerundam 
apis perspe lani aut od eaquam eatur 
aut int ame nimendi blaborum dolesci 
consequi re, temperrundi utemod que 
venimpor maiorias nobita volorioris adis 
sequide quamus si core modi te nimpor-
por molumqui aut volorum fugitium, quas 
as aut eicit et is quam raeriam accumet 
mod magni que simporeiciis et rempos 
num fuga. Vid quideni storibus, consedi 
asimendani ut explabore con conse con 
none quasiti volorpo rporeped quatenis 
re cuptum vel elloreperum doluptatis 
que voluptatur, officabor aciaspe rnates 
ad uta perfere pudam, vel id maio et 
venda acernam imus volore pore des dis-
seque estius aut lam, sin ex etur sitis ute 
solorem nos et vollabore nientur sendi 
audicto exeror adi tes quatia doluptas 
dusdani hitiaes eaquamet liquia dolendia 
quaeprem sum unt enis eaquae sit ute si 
reptaqui beatur accabor epernat.
Nam, odi rero vel maxim exerum exernat 
essim eriandem. Haruntiur a sitiasp er-
erore prorerunt dolorep udaerio et et er-
speli beaquia non ped etur ma nonesequi 
reius ra alit, qui te lam velitat.
Re etur aribus apitior arum harum vel es-
equatur? Edis consequid utam lam etur?
Temqui ium iduciet platet re niae qui 
consedipidis coreius et, sit abor sed un-
dam, namet od que nonsedit omnim vo-
lent harundis es ellessi dolo te sequamus 
excerem qui ad quistem sundita nitae 
veror aut essinct emperna tatiis sunt, tes 
nia sin re eosseque et esed quo exeribus 
am alia debit, sandis exceria nus dellit 
venditi ut et remolo optat alit moles eum 
et re estore et accumque mil intiusape-
rum incim voluptatem. Nam facernatur? 
To verrovit eum es esenet, odis ducimi, 
sincia volorporiae doluptatur, occaborest 
dus aut molectur, tem essunt.
Ovidist ipid et ut quiae perferitias alibus 
doloraecum simaiorepro et reste sunte 
res molorem faccus et ute cum verrum dit 
qui quias et odio. Ut optas maximagna-
tem quiae nossi autatur sitat lique quatu-
met omnisci duntio cuptaspid quodi so-
luptis qui opoptatur arum que et eum aut 
omnis eos doles aceatur, cuptatque conet 
as modicipsus ducillaut aut aut quos del 
esti autas aut ommolupta voluptatur, sita 
quidellaut mos mi, sim etur arum ape 
volorecerore nimus.
Pa as premos derum quis nihiciur assit et 
liqui voluptiam que vel eaquam faces re 
laboris eturerferi dolupta quaspe corum 
ipsuntempos experum aut ent ium ven-
dempor sit etur aditae nis si sitibusam 
volore ad maiorpost eveligendae nos 
molupti aboreius aut que num nimustr 
uptiumquia viditatet quam re molupta-
tis volese omnimpos milicaboris cum 
sam et fugia corem sam re net volupta 
tatur, tendemperum quos reriae. Nam, 
ommolum fuga. Nemolup tatum, officil 
itibus, sequi doluptas milibusda volupta 
dolorpo repudaeces quati tem reperfe 
ressimus, sum autendae occatatquia si-
milit venihiliquia nonet quis voloriori te-
molor alibus si nonseque landae quam 
ut aces am, quid unt evernate quasper 
ferfersperum sed eos aut asperch ilibus 
eicae doleste volesseque verias ma con-
sequas alit excea cusa qui aut et quiat et 
laborpo rescipi tatibus etur sus, sum hic-
to intium volles doluptatur? Quistiamet 
apera voluptat aboreptatur?
Ximilla cerunt landae odi omni aut adig-
nimus, idendis seri 
nonsequas del maximo 
comnit, cus con etus-
dandam quis idenis net 
auta inis as pori dolor 
sunturibus atem dolorro 
berrovid et pro quam 
quunt odigendae necte 
volore eos qui cuptaqui doluptatia quam 
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Easy as sushi
STEVE HARMAN ’08
Steve Harman wants to put you in charge of your 
roll.
At least that is the mission of his restaurant, Soho Sushi. Harman, 
an entrepreneurship and marketing graduate, opened the Cincinnati 
restaurant in May.
In a city with various sushi joints, Soho Sushi stands out because 
of its straightforward nature, with the customer choosing each  
component. 
“We want to highlight the fact that we’re casual,” says Harman. 
“We want people to have the confidence to come in and know what 
they’re ordering.”
This approach extends to the contents of the menu, which 
includes meats like steak and chicken for those who don’t want raw 
fish. Soy wraps are available for those who do not want seaweed. It is 
a style of eating that Harman describes as “fresh casual.”
He recommends customers at Soho Sushi be adventurous in 
making their rolls. “We have people that come into our restaurant and 
come up with some pretty creative rolls. People have even started 
naming rolls after themselves.”
Harman tries a new combination of ingredients every day, and he 
admits that he constantly has a new favorite.
The restaurant’s location has played a large part in its success.  
At the time of Soho Sushi’s opening, he says no other restaurant like 
it existed in the city, and the downtown site was ideal for attracting 
people looking for a quick meal during their lunch break.
“I knew I had to put my UD entrepreneurship degree to use,” 
says Harman of his choice to open a restaurant. “I loved the fast ca-
sual dining model, and I loved sushi. Easy. Casual. Sushi. Just made 
complete sense.”
Local celebrities have helped to 
popularize the restaurant: Cincinnati 
Bengal Chad Ochocinco has Tweeted 
his praise of Soho Sushi. The restau-
rant has embraced social networking, 
using Facebook and Twitter to publi-
cize the praise of satisfied customers.  
“It’s a concept we want to share 
with as many people as we can,” says 
Harman.
—Maggie Malach ’11
Class Note  appear only
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Biggest porch party
Never miss a porch party. And the 
summer’s largest will be June 11 at 
the corner of Lawnview and Lowes. 
Alumni from every class year are 
invited to attend Reunion Weekend 
2011, June 10-12, which will feature 
campus tours, the wedding vow 
renewal ceremony, Flyer Fun Run, 
open houses and more, including 
class parties for milestone years: 
1961, 1966, 1971, 1976, 1981, 1986, 
1991, 1996, 2001 and 2006. Registra-
tion for Reunion Weekend events 
and on-campus housing will begin 
online noon EST Monday, April 11. 
Visit reunion.udayton.edu. 
$100 advice
The father of fee-only financial 
services, John Sestina ’65, offered 
advice from his 46 years in financial 
planning Feb. 5 during the Louis-
ville alumni chapter event “Manag-
ing to Be Wealthy.” 
“If you do not have the cash 
to pay for something right now, 
then you can’t afford it,” he said. 
“Sounds simple, but it’s the hard-
est concept for most of us to grasp.” 
After the presentation, an 
alumnus asked, “What would you 
say is the benchmark for when we 
should speak to a financial plan-
ner? $1,000 or $10,000?” 
His reply, “One hundred. It is al-
ways better to start sooner than later 
and, with that said, I am so happy to 
see a younger crowd here today.”
Wanted: Leaders
National Alumni Association 
chapters in the Twin Cities, Dallas-
Fort Worth and Atlanta are looking 
for leaders to help coordinate 
activities and serve as a point 
of communication between the 
University and alumni far from 
their Flyer home. Learn more 
about leadership opportunities 
by contacting Teresa Perretta ’09 
at teresa.perretta@notes.udayton.
edu or Tracie Johnson ’08 at tracie 
.johnson@notes.udayton.edu.
New home for alumni
This winter, the new Alumni Center began taking shape, trans-
forming the entrance of the 1700 South Patterson Building. The 
National Alumni Association designated $1 million to fund the first 
phase of construction, to be completed by May. Future phases will 
require additional fundraising. Phase one will include a multi-
media showcase: Interactive video exhibits will highlight sports, 
academic and research achievements; photographs will showcase 
notable campus locations; and a wall of recognition will display 
donor names. The area will be both a welcome center and an event 
space. The University is working with AD-EX International in 
Cincinnati to develop the center.
The PMOSIG Program Management 
Office Handbook  
/ CRAIG LETAVEC ’98 /
Letavec, an adjunct professor at UD 
and director of program manage-
ment at Siemens Corp., likes the 
dynamic nature of project manage-
ment. “Every day, when you come 
in in the morning, there’s a new 
challenge in front of you.” But what 
he doesn’t like are inefficiencies in 
the processes that can prevent a busi-
ness from achieving project success. 
So he and co-author Dennis Bolles 
solicited insight from thought leaders 
and compiled them into a book to serve 
organizational leaders and project and 
program managers. 
A School for My Village
/ SUSAN URBANEK LINVILLE ’97 /
To the AIDS orphans of Uganda, Linville donated her words be-
cause she had little money to give. The biology graduate co-wrote with 
Twesigye Jackson Kaguri the story of his family and village ravaged by 
AIDS. It took six years from their first meeting to final manuscript and 
just one week to sell it to Penguin, with much of the proceeds benefiting 
his village. The publicity has helped Kaguri build western Uganda’s first 
library and two primary schools to educate and care for AIDS orphans. “Ev-
ery time a student graduates, I feel that, yes, we did it,” says Linville, who 
is completing a young adult novel and a fantasy tome that she co-wrote 
with her husband. 
Russell Banks  
/ KEVIN MCENEANEY ’77 /
McEneaney set out to offer 
the first comprehensive 
analysis of the man he 
grew to revere as the great-
est American novelist since 
William Faulkner. “He has an 
unusual, counterintuitive mind,” 
McEneaney says, pointing to Banks’ 
anti-heroes and how the absurdity of 
their lives is emblematic of American 
society. The book adds a layer of cultural 
and philosophical analysis to the literary 
discussion of Banks’ body of work. This is 
the second book on authors for McEneaney, 
who is also a poet. “Authors all love to think that 
they are successful paragons, but they are not ... not 
even me.”
Getting a Squirrel to Focus 
 / PATRICIA BRENNAN SCOTT ’88 /
While searching for an acronym for her strategy for engag-
ing listeners, Scott was distracted by a scurrying squirrel. 
It appeared to have an attention span akin to today’s distracted audiences, 
so she Googled it: 1 second on average, but 4 minutes for an acorn. So she 
adapted her five steps to the letters ACORN and penned a guide — “a short 
book because we don’t have attention spans for a long book” — on the science 
of persuasion. In addition to her classes at the Wharton School and sessions 
for salespeople, Scott is sharing her communication model through an audio 
series and e-learning course, both available later this year. 
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t was a bone-cold December night. 
Gusts of wind up to 20 mph whipped 
snow about the campus, coating side-
walks and roads, while temperatures 
hovered somewhere in the tundra 
range of zero to 5-below. The Univer-
sity of Dayton was open.
“The night we delivered the piz-
zas, we had a huge snow storm,” Roger Glass 
’67 remembered. “Our other locations closed at 
9, but we stayed open to 11 o’clock because we 
promised. We did a little business while we 
were open, believe it or not.”
Three weeks before that 2010 snowstorm, 
Glass had received a mass e-mail informing 
him that Students Today, Alumni Tomorrow, 
an organization dedicated to bridging the gap 
between students and alumni, was soliciting 
$5 donations for pizzas to feed students during 
finals week.
Pizza? Glass could do better than a $5 dona-
tion; he’s co-owner of seven Marion’s Piazza 
stores. His father was the Marion Glass who 
opened the company’s first store in 1965, the 
Marion’s location at Shroyer and Patterson, two 
miles from the UD campus.
Glass called the number listed in the e-mail 
and asked just how much money they had and 
just how much pizza they needed — turned out 
they needed quite a lot.
When it came time for the delivery, the 
weather was so nasty Glass doubted anyone 
would be there to eat the 60 large one-topping 
pizzas he promised. But there were — around 
600 of them; it was finals week and students 
were camped out at Roesch Library studying.
In two hours they devoured the 2,160 
pieces of pizza that Glass sold for the $400 
raised for STAT by alumni like Matt 
McNamara ’09 and 16 friends of his and 
former roommates.
“There’s so much more to college 
than just going to class,” McNamara 
said. “Students need to build posi-
tive memories. As alumni we took 
it upon ourselves to make that 
happen.”
Pizzas in a snowstorm — fur-
ther evidence of just how far out of 
their way alumni will go to help 
current students. And that’s what 
STAT is all about.
—Emanuel Cavallaro ’07
So much more  
than pizza
Sponsored by the National Alumni Asso-
ciation, Students Today, Alumni Tomorrow’s 
15-student board regularly plans and ex-
ecutes events that bring students and alumni 
together. Here’s a look:
Dinner with 5 Flyers: Students, 
in groups of five, visit the homes of alumni 
for dinner and discussion about life and UD. 
This year the initiative is expanding from 
Dayton to some other places where alumni 
chapters are thriving: Chicago, St. Louis, 
Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati, Philadel-
phia, New York and New Jersey.
The care package program: 
Targeted at new students, STAT care pack-
ages are promoted through the University’s 
bookstore and contain items that students 
don’t always remember to bring to campus, 
like an umbrella, lip balm and a water bottle.
Flyer Pig: A student philanthropy pro-
gram that raises money for $250 need-based 
book scholarships distributed to 10 students 
each year. STAT works with the financial aid 
office to determine which students will re-
ceive the scholarships.
5 under 25: Five young alumni en-
gage in panel discussions about the chal-
lenges and rewards of professional life after 
college. Students get admission with a Flyer 
Pig donation. The discussion is followed by a 
networking session.
The Amazing Race: An on-campus 
photo hunt in which students and alumni 
work together to solve riddles while tak-
ing pictures of things on campus. The 
goal is to get new students acquainted 
with campus locations.
E-mail STAT@udayton.edu. to get 
involved.
Snow 
can’t 
stop
STAT
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TOP TAMPA BAY ATTRACTIONS
And his system worked — just one year 
into his presidency Tampa Bay was awarded 
Chapter of the Year by the National Alumni 
Association.
“I was shocked,” Sirak said of the honor. 
“I don’t feel like we do anything exceptional 
or unusual, but I always try to hear the lead-
ership council and hold as many events for as 
many people as possible.”
The chapter was singled out for soliciting 
and incorporating feedback from local alum-
ni and best practices from alumni chapters 
around the country. 
But, Sirak would say, that’s how Tampa 
Bay has been doing it for years. 
For the past 11 years, former chapter presi-
Tampa Bay
dent Joe Daum ’85 has been in charge of the 
annual golf outing at MacDill Air Force Base. 
This year, the chapter has decided to make 
it a charity event and give the proceeds to the 
Sidney School for Autism.
Another event the chapter always looks 
forward to is its annual Day at the Races at 
Tampa Bay Downs. Tampa Bay Downs is the 
only thoroughbred racetrack on the west coast 
of Florida, and the chapter has been attending 
races there for more than 10 years.
“We get to enjoy a lunch buffet and also 
have a race named after us — the University of 
Dayton Stakes Race,” Sirak said. “Several alum-
ni are always invited down to have their picture 
taken in the winner’s circle, and we always 
A little birdie told me
   Alumni community thrives through social media connections
Alumni relations couldn’t be present at two graduates’ New Year’s Eve 
wedding, but it did send the couple a set of wine glasses with UD’s logo.
Teresa Perretta ’09, who works with alumni outreach, learned about 
the wedding in an untraditional way: Twitter. This winter, alumni rela-
tions started supplementing its outreach through social networking sites 
to communicate with graduates in a more immediate way.
Perretta, who manages @UDaytonAlumni tweets, says the social 
media strategy “focuses on pushing information out about our alumni 
chapters.”
She tweets to preview events on campus and to publicize happenings 
off campus, such as get-togethers before basketball games.
One recent occasion, Christmas off Campus, gave alumni the chance 
to post photos they took while volunteering. One alumna tweeted that her 
car broke down on the way but later sent @UDaytonAlumni a picture of 
herself at the event.
Perretta says that social networking sparks interaction between alum-
ni. The account posts information about what Flyers across the country are 
doing and serves as a forum for graduates to make connections.
The communication includes spreading Flyer spirit. On Christmas, 
alumni tweeted about their UD-themed gifts. One alumnus even posted 
a video of his daughter opening a present from Santa: a Dayton Flyers 
onesie.  
Alumni relations is also reaching out to graduates through Facebook. 
The University of Dayton Alumni official fan page was launched mid- 
December in conjunction with the Christmas catalog. 
Tracie Johnson ’08, who coordinates the Facebook page, says the tran-
sition to social networking made sense. “It’s a natural, organic way of re-
connecting. Why not reach out to where the people are?”
The page interacts with alumni by encouraging them to upload pic-
tures and challenging their knowledge of UD through Trivia Thursdays.
On Jan. 13, 30 lucky alumni won tickets to a men’s basketball game. 
After the game, they posted pictures on the page’s Facebook wall, showing 
fellow Flyers the view from the “nosebleed” section. 
The page is also useful for helping alumni stay in touch with what’s 
happening on campus. “It’s important to alumni [to know] their alma 
mater is there, not just on the sidelines watching,” Johnson says. “Social 
networking helps with building bridges back and forth.”
@UDaytonAlumni
Congrats @KDAlthaus 4 winning 
the Flanagan’s contest - contact u to-
morrow 4ur prize. Hope it was nice 4 
all of you 2 see Pat’s face again. 8:56 
PM Dec 29th, 2010 via TweetCaster in 
reply to KDAlthaus
First alum to tweet what estab-
lishment this picture is hanging in 
(correctly) will win some #Flyer flair 
http://twitpic.com/3kyxug... go! 4:53 
PM Dec 29th, 2010 via TweetCaster
The Dayton alumni chapter is 
hosting a crowd of 100 alumni out 
tonight for the George Mason game. 
Pre-game event is at Flanagan’s 
4 p.m. 2:01 PM Dec 29th, 2010 via 
TweetDeck
Congrats to @tblanx ‘08 and @
ClareMZ ‘08. Sounds like a lot of 
alumni are excited for you 2 to tie 
the knot! Have a great time on Friday. 
12:44 PM Dec 29th, 2010 via Tweet-
Deck
What’s everyone doing for New 
Year’s Eve? 9:08 AM Dec 29th, 2010 
via TweetDeck
#UDayton soph Colleen Williams 
collected more than $1,000 2 make 
Christmas special 4 deserving Dayton 
family http://twitpic.com/3jogle (DDN) 
6:15 PM Dec 25th, 2010 via Tweet-
Caster
@jobu415 that’s adorable. Thank 
you for sharing this very special mo-
ment with us. Bring her to a #Flyer 
game in it! 4:34 PM Dec 25th, 2010 via 
TweetCaster in reply to jobu415
@jobu415 Awesome! Looks like 
Santa took care of the whole family. 
Go Flyers! 4:29 PM Dec 25th, 2010 via 
TweetCaster in reply to jobu415
Tweet us pics of Flyer presents, 
Merry Christmas everyone! 12:26 PM 
Dec 25th, 2010 via TweetCaster
RT @daymag UD alums behind 
“Shoes4theShoeless” are 5th nation-
ally, in the running for $50k in fund-
ing. Help them; vote here: http://pep.
si/eAkt8p 4:27 PM Dec 20th, 2010 via 
TweetDeck Retweeted by UDaytonA-
lumni and 4 others
Any alumni have a good gradu-
ation story to share? 10:47 AM Dec 
18th, 2010 via TweetCaster
Congrats to those graduating to-
day. Welcome to the National Alumni 
Association! 10:46 AM Dec 18th, 2010 
via TweetCaster
Alumni relations is preparing for the weeks leading up to Reunion 
Weekend. It hopes returning Flyers will share their pictures from the event 
so that those not attending can share in the memories.
“Who doesn’t want to see their friend from five years ago reliving their 
glory days on campus?” Johnson says.
—Maggie Malach ’11
1. MINOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
Ball caps, hot 
dogs and 
peanuts are the 
perfect combina-
tion for a sunny 
afternoon watch-
ing the Clear-
water Thresh-
ers, a Class A 
affiliate of the Philadelphia Phillies, 
located just outside Tampa Bay. 
2. BAY PALMS GOLF 
COMPLEX
Join the alumni at their 
annual golf outing at 
MacDill Air Force Base, 
home to two 18-hole, par 
72 courses and beauti-
ful tropical weather. 
3. YBOR 
CITY
Affec-
tionately 
known 
by some alumni as “the Oregon 
District on steroids,” Ybor City 
is an original Cuban neighbor-
hood full of a variety of cuisines, 
night music and red brick build-
ings — a refreshing change of 
pace from the sandy beaches.
5. THE STRAZ CENTER
This perform-
ing arts center 
has a leading 
Broadway se-
ries, produces 
grand operas 
and presents 
a variety of 
concerts, per-
formances and events frequently 
attended by Tampa Bay alumni. 
4. TAMPA BAY 
DOWNS
Visit the only 
thoroughbred 
racetrack on the 
west coast of Florida and one 
of America’s oldest racetracks. 
Join our alumni each March 
for their annual Day at the 
Races.
have a great time.”
This February, President Daniel J. Curran 
traveled to Tampa Bay. From the headquarters 
of Valpak at an event hosted by Jim Sampey’82, 
chief operating officer at Cox Target Media, 
Curran updated the chapter on campus proj-
ects using recently taken aerial photos. He 
also stayed after to enjoy the men’s basketball 
gamewatch versus St. Bonaventure. 
“It’s one thing for the University to try 
and relay information, but it’s another for the 
president to come down and do it himself,” 
Sirak said. 
“Dayton knows how to treat its alumni 
chapters right,” Daum added.
—Kristin Daugherty ’11
When Tampa Bay alumni named Jim Sirak ’79 
their new chapter president, he immediately 
wanted to focus on promoting a fun atmosphere.
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The
subfloor
of tradition
Today’s Arena playing floor 
is not your grandfather’s hard-
wood. And that’s one reason 
why, on Dec. 6, 1969, when the 
Arena saw its first Flyers’ game, 
the court was not wood.
It was Tartan, a name derived 
not from a plaid of red and blue 
but more likely associated with 
Scotch tape, a product of 3M, the 
maker of the floor.
“When the UD players came to 
the Arena for their first practice, they 
beamed — not just at the Arena itself, 
but at the floor,” says Don Donoher 
’54, who spent his playing career on 
the Fieldhouse floor before coaching 
the Flyers to a record 437 victories.
The Fieldhouse (now the Frericks 
Center) may have been a legendary ven-
ue, but its floor was, Donoher remem-
bers, “shin splints waiting to happen.”
The Tartan floor, made of a rubbery 
plastic compound, was, however, resil-
ient. It also gave the ball a truer bounce 
than many wood floors. 
The quality of Tartan was not the 
only reason it was the Arena’s original 
floor, remembers Donoher. Danger of 
flooding made a permanent wooden 
floor impractical; lack of storage 
made a moveable floor an impossi-
bility. That changed after the Flyers 
made a run in the 1984 NCAA tour-
nament, finishing in the Elite Eight 
and benefitting financially. Athletic 
director Tom Frericks was able to ex-
cavate space for the dual purpose of a 
media room and storage for a wood floor, 
installed for the 1985-86 season.
 Today the Arena’s floor has the traditional 
look of wood but, unlike old-time floors, also gives 
truer bounces and fewer shin splints.
—Thomas M. Columbus
Don Donoher ’54 at center court. In early January during installation of video boards in the Arena, the wood court was removed and 
stored, revealing the old Tartan surface, which was originally highlighted in red, not the Columbia blue of a later version.
Another summer 
in Appalachia
One night last October, eco-
nomics graduate Matt Lambi-
ase ’88 awakened with UD on 
his mind. He sent an e-mail and 
asked, “Do you still have the Sum-
mer Appalachia Program?”
Yes, indeed, said Nick Cardili-
no, director of campus ministry’s 
Center for Social Concern. For the 
past 46 summers, campus minis-
try has sent up to 14 UD students 
to Salyersville, Ky., to run a youth 
day camp, staff a teen center, visit 
the elderly and grow in faith as 
they serve others in the Marianist 
tradition. 
Students raise funds all year 
for their room and board while 
preparing academically, socially 
and spiritually for the nine-week 
experience, said Brother Tom 
Pieper, S.M., a campus minister 
who oversees the program.
Lambiase, president of Chi-
mera Investment Corp. in New 
York City, sent a check the next 
day — enough to endow a scholar-
ship fund and cover a portion of 
the program’s utilities, food and 
materials for the summer of 2011.
While work prevented Lambi-
ase from joining the program as a 
student, he recognized its impor-
tance. “This is my way to partici-
pate now,” he said. 
—Maureen Schlangen
work to provide additional entrepreneurial and 
product design learning experiences University-
wide. 
The Andersons have long believed in sup-
porting education at the University of Dayton. 
In 2003, they provided $60,000 in seed money to 
launch innovation and design projects through 
the Design and Manufacturing Clinic, the pre-
decessor to today’s Innovation Center. They have 
also supported service learning and community 
building through the Fitz Center for Leadership 
in Community. 
Jack Anderson’s own time at UD ex-
posed him to the business world, as he 
attended classes by day and worked as 
an apprentice toolmaker at night. He 
also earned an MBA from UD in 1965. 
Anderson represented small businesses 
on President Gerald Ford’s education 
committee to provide input on what 
students needed to be successful in in-
dustry after graduation. 
“I’d like to see students have a 
broader, more entrepreneurial view of 
engineering or whatever business they 
go into,” he said.
The engineering innovation pro-
gram addresses that. The endowed pro-
fessor will enhance existing programs 
by coordinating with faculty from nu-
merous disciplines to build on current 
successes — all intended to give stu-
dents a better understanding of busi-
ness and entrepreneurship. The Andersons hope 
this, in turn, will provide students with the kind 
of experiences they’ve had. 
“Jack credits UD for allowing him to start a 
business and advance in the business world,” 
Opal Anderson said. “His UD education really 
opened up opportunities.”
—Kristen Wicker ’98
Through a gift, one entrepreneur is making 
sure others have the same opportunities to inno-
vate that he had. 
“There are so many things that are part of 
business success, whether you’re running a 
business or focusing on being an engineer,” said 
O. Jack Anderson ’54. “I didn’t come to UD to be 
a marketing man or an accountant. I came here 
to be an engineer. But I found I needed to know 
about these issues for business success.” 
Anderson, a business graduate, founded 
CAD/CAM Inc. in Dayton. For many years, the 
company offered 
an apprentice-
ship program in 
which students 
attended school 
while working at 
CAD/CAM nearly 
every workday. The 
program helped 
give students an 
understanding of 
business and entre-
preneurship, An-
derson said. 
Now, he and 
his wife, Opal An-
derson ’81, are en-
hancing a program 
named by a national 
foundation as “best-
in-class in project-
based engineering innovation education.” The 
Andersons’ gift of more than $600,000 will en-
dow the O. Jack and Opal Anderson Faculty Fel-
lowship in Engineering Innovation. The new fel-
low will lead the growing partnership between 
the School of Engineering and the School of Busi-
ness Administration to prepare students to better 
design products for society. The position also will 
Engineering an innovative education
O. Jack and Opal Anderson
Students Maureen Giusti and 
Stephen Mackell with chil-
dren from Salyersville, Ky.
Since 1996, School of Engineering students have worked on more than 600 projects for 120 clients. 
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empty but for neatly labeled boxes. I expected 
to be sentimental. But even after going into 
every vacant room and taking a picture with 
the pine tree I planted in the third grade, there 
was no sadness. Maybe a sense of melancholy 
just knowing that something that has meant 
so much to me over the course of my entire life 
is no longer an anchor to 
hold me down, but not the 
dramatic disturbance I was 
expecting.
I now have a new 
home. My mother joined 
my dad the week after I left 
Michigan. I spent Thanks-
giving break in Tunica. I 
tell people I meet that I am 
from Mississippi and love to 
hear the surprise and even 
disbelief in their respons-
es. I own my address like 
a newly engaged celebrity 
flashes around her rock.
Have there been times 
I have been sad? Yes. Will 
there be future times I will be sad? Yes. My 
home in Michigan, though I may not have al-
ways appreciated it at the time, was good to 
me. It supported me. It let me grow up within 
its walls with a wonderful childhood, and it 
led me relatively unscathed through my ado-
lescence. Where would I be now without the 
guidance of my circle driveway and the ever 
unique presence of my rooster mailbox? That 
home gave me its love, and I can say that I re-
turn it, respect it and will treasure it, even from 
693 miles away.
—Meredith Hirt ’13
Among the things that Hirt, a student writer in the 
office of University communications, misses most from 
Michigan is 10-cent deposits. Tunica County doesn’t 
recycle pop cans.
For the past year I have been told I’m crazy. 
Maybe I am.
It makes sense. Who would choose to run 
a half marathon and a full marathon in the 
same weekend? Me, apparently.
In spite of all the doubt, here I am: mile 
five of a marathon, mile 18 of the weekend, 
leaving Epcot in my wake. The total mileage 
— 39.3 miles — is a little thing the Walt Dis-
ney World Marathon Weekend likes to call the 
Goofy Challenge. It’s aptly named, right? 
Last night I was surprisingly relaxed 
about this challenge. I was a little sore from 
yesterday’s half marathon, but aside from 
an ominous blister on one of my toes, I felt 
pretty good. As I was walking to the start line 
today, however, I noticed a pain in the top of 
my right foot. I immediately saw this as a red 
flag. Having run for 10 years, I thought I could 
push through it. Here at mile five, however, I 
am having my doubts.
Miles six and seven are creeping by. As 
much as my foot hurts, at least I’ve been able 
to dull the pain a little bit. Earlier this morn-
ing I borrowed my friend’s Biofreeze, a pain-
relief gel that numbs whatever muscle is sore. 
Unfortunately, some of the gel was still on my 
palm when I popped an energy supplement 
before the race, and I accidentally numbed my 
tongue for the first four miles. Thankfully I 
regained feeling in my tongue, and I am back 
in business.
One of the cool things about doing a mar-
athon at Disney World is that you get to run 
through the parks. As I’m approaching mile 
eight, I can see the Magic Kingdom on the 
horizon. Before I reach the castle, however, a 
slow panic starts to creep 
through my mind. I’ve 
only heard about this in 
marathon lore, but I’m 
pretty sure I know what it 
is: The Wall.
Marathoners are re-
nowned for hitting the 
wall between miles 18 and 21. It’s a mental 
block that begs the runner to stop. Getting 
through it requires more mental than physi-
cal strength. Right now I’m only at mile nine, 
and the thought of facing the wall this early 
terrifies me. What if I cannot get past it for 
the next 17 miles?
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A dreamer, maybe,  
but not the only one
I remember why I am doing this. There 
is an enormous satisfaction in completing a 
race like this. In the past two years I have run 
a half marathon and a full marathon here in 
Orlando through a group on campus called 
Distance 4 Dreams. Each year we work with 
A Special Wish Foundation to raise money to 
send the family of a chronically sick child to 
Disney World and run either a half marathon 
or a full marathon (or both races, 
for those who are truly Goofy) here 
in the child’s honor.
Mile nine, I decide, is going 
to be the test of my strength. I 
know I have more than half of this 
race to go, and after yesterday’s 
13.1 miles, my body is perfectly 
fine with quitting. But ultimately I am not 
running this for myself. I am running it for 
someone else, and that makes all the differ-
ence in the world.
The music wafting out of the Magic King-
dom slowly grows louder. I can hear specta-
tors cheering. I can see cameras flashing. In 
a moment like this, how can I think of pain? 
With renewed confidence, I tell myself to 
make it to mile 13.
And I do. I find that, by focusing on the 
Disney characters along the course and talk-
ing with the fellow Distance 4 Dreamer with 
whom I am running, I can trick my foot into 
not hurting. Take that, pain.
At mile 13, the Dreamer I’m with wants to 
stretch, which is perfectly fine with me. The 
moment I stop moving, however, a searing 
pain shoots up my leg. It’s like the excruciat-
ing pain when your foot falls asleep, only it is 
my entire leg and I have 13 miles left to go. I 
gingerly try putting weight on my right foot, 
and knives rocket up my leg. This cannot be 
happening. 
With my Dreamer’s help, I limp to mile 
18. I must look like the shambliest runner in 
all of marathon history because various med-
ics stop to see if I am OK, and one fellow run-
ner even offers me some Biofreeze. (After the 
tongue incident, I kindly decline.)
At mile 18, my foot kicks into some kind of 
‘Mediterranean Evening’
—Loretta Puncer ’79
www.lorettapuncer.com/
we were running out of chances to hang out. So 
what? The same thing happened last year when 
we all went off to school and I chose UD, no-
where near any of my high school friends. Yes, 
we knew as a concrete fact that I would no lon-
ger be coming back to Michigan during school 
breaks, but it was hard to get a real sense of 
what that would feel like when 
it actually came to pass.
Adjusting to the idea of liv-
ing in the South seemed almost 
comical. Poking fun at stereo-
types is a way to make jokes, 
but not a way to live, right? I am 
still undecided. On my only vis-
it to Mississippi over the sum-
mer, I found over the four days 
that yes, indeed, it was differ-
ent. But in such a short period 
of time, it didn’t feel like a dif-
ference that would ever have to 
feel normal. It felt like being a 
tourist: shopping here, eating 
there, taking a picture of the 
river as it passes me by. Who 
lives on that river? Not I, no way. But now … 
I do.
I left home in Michigan to go to UD in late 
August. Leaving the house I had lived in all 
19 years of my life wasn’t hard; it felt the same 
as freshman year. Even easier, because going 
off to school was no longer a foreign concept. 
I returned for the last time the second week of 
October for fall break. I spent one final night in 
my bed in my room before I went to visit friends 
at other schools. The packers arrived before I 
left for Michigan State. I steered clear of their 
efficient hands, wrapping and boxing every 
item I have ever known.
When I stopped back at the house on the 
way back to Dayton on Sunday, it no longer 
felt like my home. The rooms were completely 
Take everything you own — all the stuff 
you have — and move it 693 miles south. Where 
would you be?
For me, it all ended up in Tunica, Miss.
I knew last spring that my father was look-
ing for a new job. I knew that between March 
and May he was getting interviewed and get-
ting offers. But never were the interviews un-
dertaken or the offers made in a state where I 
had never ventured.
But now — Tunica. Population 1,064. Now 
1,067 and Skippy the Wonderdog. I considered 
my Michigan hometown of approximately 
12,800 to be small. Talk about a change of per-
spective. Who woulda thought: Tunica is the 
country’s third most frequented gambling hot 
spot, trumped only by Las Vegas and Atlantic 
City. That’s right — Mississippi’s tiny town on 
the river supports nine casinos and all of the 
people who frequent them.
The changes have been surprisingly incon-
spicuous and gradual. My dad moved down in 
late May while I was still studying abroad in 
Spain. It was strange returning to the States 
without him at the airport to greet me. He 
came back to Michigan for visits, but never for 
long enough. As VP of production for a start-up 
company, his presence was vital. I understood 
this, but I missed him. However, it wasn’t obvi-
ous that he was gone because I would soon be 
gone as well.
Then came the packing. Not packing to 
move, not yet, because we hired professionals 
for that. Just packing for my sophomore year at 
UD. With a closet as extensive as mine, I swap 
out my seasonal clothes multiple times during 
the school year. Extending the drive to Dayton 
from three-and-a-half hours to nine-and-a-half 
or attempting to fly without checking a bag di-
minishes my chances to do that.
Saying goodbye to friends was practically 
a non-issue. Summer was winding down, and 
South to a very new place
hibernation shock. I don’t understand it, but I 
do feel the pain is starting to fade. Eight miles 
to go. Let’s do this.
The next six miles sail by surprisingly fast. 
With the distance ahead of me slowly whit-
tling, my confidence begins to grow. Oh my 
gosh, I’m really doing this. I’m completing 
39.3 miles in fewer than 30 hours. 
Crossing the finish line after the marathon 
last year was an exhilarating, out-of-body ex-
perience for me. There is no way to describe 
the crazy rush of emotions going through my 
head. As I approach the finish line for this 
marathon, I find myself in absolute disbelief. 
Five years ago, I hanged up my running 
shoes and came to terms with the fact that I 
would never run a marathon. Yet here I am, 
running a marathon and a half and doing it for 
a cause greater than any personal goal.
 A doctor’s visit later reveals that the pain 
in my foot is a stress fracture, an injury that 
has me hobbling around campus in a soft cast 
my friend has kindly nicknamed “Darth Boot.” 
I can’t run for six weeks, I can’t sled down Stu-
art Hill in all of the glorious snow, and I am 
guaranteed to trip someone whenever I walk 
through a crowd. 
In spite of all of this, I don’t regret for a 
second my decision to challenge Goofy. 
—Maggie Malach ’11
In addition to being a student writer in the office of 
University communications, Malach is a columnist and 
web managing editor at Flyer News.
Ultimately I am not 
running this for myself. 
I am running it for 
someone else, and 
that makes all the 
difference in the world.
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My spiritual journey took me to a Christ 
Renews His Parish retreat last year. After 
my retreat ended, I joined the team to pre-
sent the next retreat and was discerned as 
the lay leader. That meant writing and pre-
senting a “witness talk” on the topic of dis-
cipleship. 
As I wrote my presentation, a disciple 
emerged from my extended family: Joseph 
Michael Garcia.
Joe was a cousin on my mother’s side who 
graduated from UD in 1952 with an account-
ing degree. After working several years and 
earning his CPA, he returned to UD where he 
worked for the remainder of his career until 
retiring as director of budgets in 1994.
He was one of the few members of my ex-
tended family who had a college degree. His 
education was evident to me in his collection 
of books, many of which he allowed me to 
borrow and read. But it was his collection of 
acquaintances that provided me the greatest 
benefit.
Joe counted UD faculty and staff as friends 
and was able to engage some of them for my 
benefit. As I approached the end of my junior 
year at Carroll High School in Dayton, the U.S. 
was in a prolonged recession, and my dad was 
barely hanging onto his manufacturing job 
at NCR. I didn’t have many options for col-
lege but had decent grades and some savings 
from my grocery store job, though much of 
that went to pay my high school tuition and 
cover my own costs as our family finances 
worsened.
Joe was a devout Catholic who lived his 
faith and put it into action doing our taxes 
each year — always refusing payment for his 
services. He knew our financial situation and 
somehow inserted himself into helping my 
family with a mysterious process he called 
“financial aid.”
On one of our many visits, we spent a 
Sunday afternoon reviewing federal and state 
grant forms he brought home from the finan-
cial aid office. He helped us complete and sub-
mit them, saying these would get me money 
for college. The result was a healthy amount 
of aid that made UD affordable and allowed 
me to start studying there in the fall of 1975. 
I qualified for a work-study job and spent my 
freshman year working at the bookstore, end-
ing my two years of nights and weekends at 
the grocery and giving me time to join the UD 
Faith in action
marching band, where Joe had brokered an in-
troduction for me to the director.
The financial aid continued throughout 
my four years at UD. When my work-study 
ended, I moved to another grocery (via a UD 
connection). Joe knew I wanted a “real job” 
and that I did not want to co-op because it 
would extend my studies, so he referred me to 
the Marianist brother running internships. I 
landed a paid internship midway into my ju-
nior year that gave me college credit, reduced 
my course load and got me real-life experience 
without delaying my graduation. 
After earning my degree, I started my 
career and my own collection of books. Over 
time, I moved to bigger and sometimes better 
jobs, with a few mismatches along the way. 
Because of Joe and a few other disciples 
who helped me, I began networking for oth-
ers. There was always a sense of the Divine 
in making an introduction or forwarding a 
résumé, but I could never fully grasp it until 
I wrote the witness talk. The networking I’ve 
done resulted in only a few jobs, but I learned 
the act of networking is just as important as 
the results because it sustains hope for the 
job seeker. As St. Paul says, “Since through 
God’s mercy we have this ministry, we do not 
lose heart.” Networking was a ministry for 
Joe and became my ministry largely due to his 
efforts. 
Joe died in 1997, and even though he pro-
vided hope to many, he might disagree with 
me that sustaining hope is better than getting 
a job. But I know he would agree that any good 
collection, be it books or acquaintances, is 
better when shared.
—John J. Sullivan ’79
‘Estelle and Gus’
—Denise Keim ’86
http://www.denisekeim.com
the story of Abraham Lincoln’s relationship 
with his contentious but extraordinarily able 
cabinet. It is an inspiring but grim tale; Lin-
coln’s was not the only life then marked by sad-
ness and death. 
And the cabinet was not composed of the 
most compatible of folk. Three of them — Wil-
liam Seward, Salmon Chase and 
Edward Bates — had thought of 
themselves as potentially better 
presidents than Lincoln. He was 
a long shot who won his party’s 
nomination because the rivalry of 
his three competitors was so bit-
ter. As a cabinet, they continued 
to have philosophical conflicts. 
They disagreed about strategies 
and tactics. They bickered and 
quarreled.
One of the most productive 
members of the cabinet was Sec-
retary of War Edwin Stanton, not 
one of Lincoln’s rivals for the presidential nomi-
nation. But his first opinion of Lincoln wasn’t 
very positive either; he referred to him as a 
“long-armed Ape.”
As I was thinking of parallels today to Lin-
coln’s time, Stanton’s working habits and per-
sonality struck me as those of a Rahm Emanuel 
but much more cold and abrasive. One story of 
his hardheartedness has him turning away the 
family of a soldier to be executed for desertion, 
heedless of their pleas. Soon after the family 
On a cold, gray Monday, my house had 10 
holes where windows used to be. But the install-
ers were making good progress with the new 
windows. In worse shape than my windowless 
walls was my laptop computer with its ailing 
Windows.
On the previous Friday, I had spent four 
hours on the phone with a pleasant gentleman 
in New Delhi who patiently talked me through 
downloading what seemed like thousands of 
files. I still know practically nothing about oper-
ating systems. But I do now know, among other 
things I learned that day, that India celebrates 
Constitution Day on Jan. 26 and that the techni-
cian thought so highly of the day that he sug-
gested I try to find television coverage of the 
festivities.
Saturday brought a phone conversation 
with another Indian gentleman who was able 
to remotely install much of the needed software 
without much need of me.
On Monday morning, I was awaiting a third 
call to obtain a needed driver to re-establish our 
wireless connections with our printer and the 
world. A greater problem than holes appear-
ing in the walls of my house was that phone 
lines carrying the Internet to my house were 
down. But I didn’t have to explain the problem 
to someone in India that morning. The call did 
not come.
This wasn’t my idea of retirement leisure. 
Nevertheless, I used the opportunity to finish 
reading Doris Kearns Goodwin’s Team of Rivals, 
Normal needs
An old chord
The MRI machine slowly sucks you in. I 
watch your scrawny legs twitch, the fists on 
your chest rising, falling. 
Ears plugged against the machine’s jack-
hammer beats, I am jolted back 10 years to 
your incubator. You left 
my belly two months 
early, at 21/2 pounds. 
Your limbs were wired to 
honking, flashing moni-
tors. When I could detach 
you and cuddle you to my 
chest, you flailed like a newborn kitten.
Through five months of normal pregnan-
cy, we had waited for you. Then we learned 
the placenta was failing. I spent two uneasy 
months on bed rest. Every ultrasound that 
showed your skull growing, we celebrated. We 
fretted when your femur stagnated.
After the C-section, you spent 11 weeks in 
the hospital. I spent 77 days at your side, exult-
ing when you could finally breast-feed, weep-
ing when the nurse pushed IVs into your tiny, 
shaved scalp.
When you could regulate 
blood sugar and eat normally, 
we brought you home. You 
surged up the growth charts, 
by 6 months catching up to 
babies born at term. You lifted 
your head, rolled over, crawled.
We took a victory lap that summer, intro-
ducing you to your prayer chain of family and 
friends. We had left the roller coaster of preg-
nancy and intensive care behind. Finally, we 
could begin normal parenting.
We discovered that parents never get off 
that roller coaster.
Your early years were not easy. Your im-
pulsivity well past toddlerhood troubled us. 
Our best parenting methods failed. At 7, you 
started a treatment for ADHD that allowed us 
a new relationship.
Now your height and weight are lagging. 
Blood tests show growth-hormone deficiency. 
For the cranial MRI, you lie still, patient.
When the machine spits you back out, I 
squeeze your hand. We are plunging through 
another valley, trusting the next peak lies just 
ahead.
—Mary Harvan Gorgette ’91
Mary Harvan Gorgette ’91 and her husband, 
Frédéric, are proud parents of three boys. They live in 
Paris.
was gone, however, one of his aides saw the 
apparently heartless Stanton holding his head, 
sobbing and praying to God for the strength to 
do his duty.
His duty was to preserve the Union. And 
he and his colleagues were men who, despite 
their egos and their feelings, did their duty. 
They saved the United States of 
America.
By afternoon the book was 
finished and our phone was re-
paired, so I decided to call my 
computer’s customer service line 
and again talk to someone in In-
dia. As I was on hold on our land 
line, my cell phone rang. It was 
the able technician from Friday.
He apologized that illness 
had prevented the assigned tech-
nician from calling that morn-
ing. And he soon (soon, rela-
tive to the earlier multiple-hour 
calls) had the necessary driver installed. Since 
I was impressed with his competence, patience 
and professionalism, I told him so. He seemed 
surprised.
He told me that to behave such was simply 
doing his duty.
He had little idea what a lingering chord 
that word struck in me that day. Duty — a sim-
ple concept. But those who believe in it, who do 
it, can save a computer … or a country.
—Thomas M. Columbus
I spent 77 days at your side, 
exulting when you could 
finally breast-feed, weeping 
when the nurse pushed IVs 
into your tiny, shaved scalp.
By afternoon the 
book was finished 
and our phone 
was repaired, so 
I decided to call 
my computer’s 
customer service 
line and again talk 
to someone in India. 
As I was on hold on 
our land line, my 
cell phone rang.
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You were here for the study sessions.
The service projects.
The daytime cookouts and midnight pizzas.
You opened a door for a perfect stranger.
You opened your mind to a curious idea.
You opened your heart to the future.
A part of you is still here, and that matters.
That's what makes the University of Dayton.
Each time you give to the University of Dayton,
You are home again, opening a door, opening a heart,
Ensuring that our transformative community
Will still be home for every future Flyer.
supportUDfund.udayton.edu / 888-253-2383
YOU MADE  
UD YOUR 
HOME.
IT STILL IS.
I had, as usual, great seats at UD Arena. Center court, about eight rows behind the scorers’ table. It was Senior Day for the UD wom-en’s basketball team.The first basket came about 45 seconds into the game. Senior Ebony Gainey, who had missed a shot just after the opening tip, drove from the left and put 
up a layup that touched the glass and dropped 
through the net. At the 18:02 mark, coach Jim 
Jabir pulled her, and Gainey’s career stat line 
was final. Points, 2. Shooting percentage, .500. 
Minutes played, 2.
If you go to a lot of any team’s games, you 
come to know the faces on the bench and even 
feel a sort of first-name familiarity. Ebony had 
always seemed more coach than player to me, 
but just a couple of days before this game, I’d 
learned her story from ESPN. A two-time all-
Ohio selection from Dayton’s Meadowdale High 
School, Ebony was diagnosed with cardiomy-
opathy weeks before the first game of her fresh-
man year as a Flyer. It is a disease that attacks 
the heart muscle and that killed Loyola Mary-
mount star Hank Gathers in 1990.
Ebony’s older sister Kenyattie had died in 
her sleep of a heart-related ailment just months 
before Ebony’s diagnosis. On her doctor’s ad-
vice, Ebony’s college career was over literally be-
fore it ever started. For four years, she remained 
part of the team, but not a player on the court.
That was why I’d only ever seen her in street 
clothes on the bench, and also why the 1,300 
of us there gave her a standing ovation at team 
introductions, a loud cheer when she took her 
first shot, another standing O when she made 
her next one, and a third when coach Jabir 
pulled her out of the game and into his arms.
The rest of the game wasn’t what I’d call a 
pleasure to watch, an uncharacteristically halt-
ing contest without flow for much of the second 
half. When Fordham’s coach called a late time-
out, I leaned to the person next to me and joked, 
“Does she think she has a play to call for when 
you’re down by 16 with 44 seconds to go?” That 
kind of game.
But we won handily, and the player I know 
best, senior co-captain Kristin Daugherty, had 
a solid performance. Twelve points, seven re-
bounds in 25 minutes. I was there particularly 
to watch her last home game. I do my best to get 
to Senior Day games. I managed to catch three 
in the fall (volleyball, men’s and women’s soc-
cer), and I’ve got a few circled on my calendar 
this spring. In the rhythms of university life, 
only graduation day has such bittersweet joy.
I knew it would be an emotional game for 
Kristin, but she held it together well until al-
most the very end. Fouled with a couple of min-
utes left, on the line knowing she was about to 
come out, the tears came. Two quick baskets. A 
few quicker steps to the bench. Hugs down the 
line from coaches and teammates. A standing O 
from us. We gave another a few moments later 
when the team’s third senior, Aundrea “Puna” 
Lindsey, came out.
Later, waiting in line near courtside with 
my sons for post-game autographs, I found my-
self next to the mother of Kristin’s biggest fan, 
7-year-old Lauren Hinders. She sits in the front 
row wearing Kristin’s No. 40 every game, and 
Kristin always gives her a pregame high-five. 
Or maybe Lauren’s giving it to Kristin.
As Lauren played in the seats with her lit-
tle brother, I asked her mom how she thought 
Lauren would handle Kristin’s departure from 
the team. It turned out that Lauren had given 
it some thought. She counted on seeing Kristin 
in the stands next year watching her sister Kari 
Daugherty, a sophomore guard. Lauren had 
talked of maybe rooting for star Justine Rater-
man, but she’ll be a senior next year. Might be a 
little too soon to go through that again.
Autographs signed, our two boys and my 
wife and I climbed the concrete steps to the con-
course, where I noticed a man carrying a framed 
No. 13 jersey near the west Arena doors. Ebony’s 
father. As I knelt to tie my younger son’s shoe, 
I caught Mr. Gainey’s eye and told him what I’d 
told Kristin in the autograph line, congratula-
tions. He smiled at me, a perfect stranger, and 
said thanks, then carried his daughter’s me-
mento out to his car in the parking lot.
In another two months, I thought, he’ll be 
back, this time joined by other parents doing 
almost exactly the same thing, proud fathers 
and mothers carrying under their arms the di-
plomas of their daughters and sons.
—Matthew Dewald
EDITOR
The bittersweet joy of a happy ending
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“There are few spectacles more affecting than the beautiful ceremonies which 
took place at St. Mary’s Institute on September 7,” reads the October 1907 issue of 
UD’s The Exponent, “when Rev. Wm. M. O’Maley, recently ordained at Fribourg, 
Switzerland, celebrated his first Solemn High Mass in the Institute Chapel.” More 
than a century later on Jan. 22, 2011, more than 800 worshippers celebrated in 
RecPlex the opening event of Chaminade Year, honoring the 250th anniversary of the 
birth of the Marianist founder. On the same day, four Indian Marianists made their 
final professions in Deepahalli, Bangalore, India. 
TIME LAPSE
